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JUNE 4, 1992. VOL V, NO 23 • GREATER PORTlAND'S WEEKLY JOURNAL OF NEWS, ARTS & OPINION. FREE 
Tuesday, June 91s election day. Voter's guide pages 11-15. CBWendorsements page 16. VOl 
John Muench reviews 
50 years of eclectic art 
Westbrook College - with the private assis-
tance of 23 art lovers - is hosting a retrospective 
of 50 years of painting and printmaking by John 
Muench. The range of his work is enormous. And 
Muench, a resident of South Freeport, has won 
international acclaim. "But Maine," as Martin 
Dibner said in his biography of Muench, 
"wouldn't let him stay away for long." 
See page 27 
Eliza Townsend, candidate for District '31 state representative, drives through her district during her door-to-door campaign. CBW(fonee Harbert 
Will Maine's political parties weather a flood of change? 
• By Paul Karr 
It started with the rumbling of distant thunder. But 
the rain has swelled into a flood tide of protest and 
change. 
The thunder struck back in 1990, when voters 
chose unabashed progressive Tom Andrews to 
assume Joe Brennan's vacant congressional seat; he'd 
handily knocked off a field of milktoast Democrats, 
including former Attorney General James Tierney. 
It began to rain last fall, when Maine voters 
handily rejected the proposed widening of the Maine 
Turnpike - a $1()() million project that would have 
gone through uncontested, if not for the efforts of a 
grassroots group. 
It began to pour last winter, as upstart 
freshwomen legislators threw cold water on the 
good old boy Democratic leaders who have rained 
on Augusta for years. 
And when presidential candidate Jerry Brown 
swept through Maine earlier this year - his del-
egates knocking down party protocol like duckpins 
- the message was out: The entrenched order of 
Maine's political parties is reeling with challenges 
and deep schisms. 
"The old ways and old leaders are far from gone, 
but there's a change," said Portland Democratic Rep . 
Herb Adams, himself a maverick legislator. "Yet the 
new ways aren't yet here. It's that perilous moment 
in between. That spirit will manifest itself in races all 
around the state." 
It amounts to this: In the Year of Ross Perot, this 
is the election cycle when a candidate's perceived 
closeness to a party's old guard could hurt him or 
her. To see the changes happening before our eyes, 
we need look no farther than a handful of hotly 
contested local primary races that will come to a 
head June 9. 
Continued on page 8 
CUT TO PAGE 36 TO SAVE BIG WITH CBW'S CLIP AND SAVE COUPONS. 
2 Casco BIlY Weeldy 
New England Music Co. now 
'fi&w l£ng{ana :J-Ei-:Fi 
d name • still the same 
Music, theater, art, restaurants, shopping, special 
outdoor adivities ... it's all right up the str~et or just 
around the corner from Back Bay Tower. Or if you 
prefer the comforts of home, here are more reasons 
for living at Portland's finest intown address: 
• Panoramic views of Back Bay, Casco Bay and the White Mountains 
• lndoor pool, saunas and exercise room 
• Secure parking garage 
• State-of-the-Art security 
• Secluded rooftop terrace garden 
• Elegant lobby with concieJge 
• Spacious 2 and 3 bedroom apartments with plenty of closets 
• Private balconies and terraces 
• On-site management and maintenance 
• 25 different floor plans 
or call for 
an appointment 
772-7050 
401 Cumberland Avenue, Portland, Maine 04101 
INTERNATIONAL HOME FURNISHINGS 



















major credit cards . in-store financing • free parking 
PORTLAND BANGOR ELLSWORTH 
288 For. Street 170 Park Street Hiid1 Street 
774·1322 942-6880 667-3615 
II:UIl~[I[!]~8E1318l[JII:UIl~[I[!] 
A review of the top news stories affecting 
Greater Portland: May 27 through June 2,1992. 
Coalition advises against 
private Maine Youth Center 
A coalition including lawmakers, police chiefs and a district 
attorney has formed to fight the McKernan administration's 
plan to privatize a South Portland juvenile correction center. 
Next year's budget proposes privatizing the Maine Youth 
Center, the state's only correctional facility for male and female 
juveniles up to age 21. 
"It won't save the taxpayers any money overall. In fact, it 
would just take from one pocket to replace what's being taken 
from the other," said state Rep. Cushman Anthony, a member 
of the Coalition for Juvenile Corrections. Anthony said turning 
over the youth center to private contractors wouldn't benefit 
either children or the state. 
"There are a lot of people with a vested interest in preserving 
the status quo," responded McKernan spokesman Willis 
Lyford. "The governor's view is that privatization can make 
good sense and we shouldn't foreclose that option." Lyford said 
McKernan's plan could result in improved services and sub-
stantial savings. 
But a host of law enforcement officials blasted the plan. 
"This plan by the governor is just a ruse to save $2 million, 
and he could care less about the rehabilitation and treatment in 
a place like the Maine Youth Center," said Portland Police Chief 
Michael Chitwood. 
"Privatization means one thing when you're selling liquor 
out of a state store or a private agency store," agreed Janet 
Mills, district attorney for Androscoggin, Franklin and Oxford 
counties. "It means something totally different when you're 
talking about running a state institution that's supposed to 
secure and educate and rehabilitate people." 
008 rowdy rules kick in 
Old Orchard Beach's new rules cracking down on public 
drinking and rowdiness passed their first test over Memorial 
Day weekend, local officials said. 
Though police arrested 30 to 40 people over the holiday, 
Chief Dana Kelley said there were fewer problems than in 
previous years. 
"1 think the word is getting out that we're not going to allow 
everything that's been done in the past," said Town Council 
Chair Valerie Landry. "Hopefully, we're getting the message 
out that we want this to be a safe, fun place for families." 
Town officials recently posted extra signs, stepped up beach 
patrols and enlisted lifeguards in the war against beach drink-
ing. Officials are also considering a moratorium on issuing new 
liquor licenses and incentives for store owners to clean up their 
storefronts. 
The Town Council also recently nixed off-track betting at a 
downtown bar and rock concerts at the Seashore Performing 
Arts Center (SeaPAC). 
Windham de-ink plant hearings begin 
After the suspense of seeing a crucial public hearing can-
celed, then rescheduled at the 11 th hour, Windham residents 
spoke at length before the town's planning board June 1. The 
board may vote on a controversial proposed de-inking plant 
June 22 when the public hearing resumes. 
Portland Water District (PWD) trustees inadvertently 
postponed the big vote in a May 28 meeting. In that meeting, 
trustees delayed their option to sell land needed for the project 
until after a June 9 town vote on the project's financing. 
That delay forced the planning board to wait indefinitely for 
PWD approval, since the board can't consider sites until a 
developer has some legal interest in a property. 
But the PWD trustees reconvened in an emergency session 
the morning of June 1, approving an option to sell the land 
despite pressure from riverside residents not to do so. That 
cleared the way for the evening hearing that several hundred 
residents, mostly plant opponents, attended . 
Ruotolo gets Saco 
Island back 
Scarborough developer 
Gavin A. Ruotolo, whose 
factories-to-condominiums 
gamble helped sink Maine 
Savings Bank, will get 
another shot at making 
money on the project. Federal 
Insurance Deposit Corpora-
tion (FDIC) regulators 
approved the sale of the Saco 
Island complex back to 
Ruotolo May 14. 
"We're not very pleased 
that Mr. Ruotolo is taking 
over this property," said Saco 
Mayor Mark Johnston. "He 
has a track record that isn't 
very impressive. He's left us 
with derelict buildings." 
Johnston said Ruotolo got 
the property back because he 
sued now-defunct Yankee 
Bank and FDIC - a suit 
FDIC spent more than half a 
million dollars litigating, 
according to information he 
received from FDIC officials. 
"He washed his hands, 
and now they have forgiven 
him, rewarded his poor 
business practices," Johnston 
said. The mayor has formally 
requested a copy of the sale 
agreement between FDIC and 
Ruotolo. 
FDIC acquired the prop-
erty in 1999 for nonpayment 
of loans. The one-million-
square-foot complex is 
mostly empty, Johnston said. 
So Po diverts 
river gambling ••. 
A Lewiston developer 
searching for a city to host a 
floating casino isn't making 
any local headway. 
After failing to sell 
Portland officials on the idea, 
Stephen Griswold pitched his 
riverboat gambling idea to 
South Portland on May 27. 
Though Griswold promised 
thousands of jobs and $1.5 
million in tax revenue, city 
councilors sent him packing, 
saying he needed to convince 
Maine legislators first. 
Casino gambling in 
Portland Harbor - or 
anywhere else within three 
miles of the Maine coast - is 
illegal. Griswold is trying to 
find a community that will 
help him persuade the state 
Legislature to change the law. 
... as state stops 
Rigby station 
The Maine Department of 
Transportation (MOOT) will 
study two Portland sites for a 
terminus station on a forth-
coming Amtrak passenger 
line to Boston. 
Meanwhile, MOOT's legal 
counsel is researching the 
question of whether the 
station must be in Portland -
a move that could quash 
South Portland's pitch for the 
station. 
A consultant will be 
assessing sections of track 
near Union Station Plaza and 
the International Marine 
Terminal in Portland for 
environmental impacts, then 
recommending a final 
location. 
Michael J. Murray, state 
director of rail transportation, 
said he thought enabling 
legislation for the rail line 
specified Portland as the 
terminus site, but that an 
investigation by MOOT legal 
counsel would eliminate 
confusion on the point. South 
Portland had made a pro-
posal for siting the station in 
Rigby Yard, pointing to good 
access and a suburban 
location. 
Murray said he believed 
the dispute over the station 
was "a parochial issue," 
noting that "we've got two 
cities which are very competi-
tive for new business." 
Devils burn at 
rumored move 
New Jersey Devils officials 
scoffed at a South Portland 
man' s claim that the Devils 
may move a Utica, N.Y. farm 
team to Portland to replace 
the late Maine Mariners. 
"There's nothing going on. 
I don't know where this 
started. We haven' t talked to 
anyone about moving," said 
Michael O'Neil, vice presi-
dent for administration for 
the Devils. 
Utica Mayor Louis laPolla 
was surprised and dismayed 
at the rumors. 
"I don' t know why they 
would want to leave. We've 
done everything they've 
asked and everything we 
could. It's rather confusing to 
hear this," he said, adding 
that "Portland should try to 
get their own team started 
rather than stealing someone 
else's team." 
But Frank Gaziano, a local 
beer distributor, kept insist-
ing "they do want to come, 
very definitely." Gaziano said 
he'd keep talking about the 
move with the Devils' team 
president Lou Lamoriello. 
On June 1, after a meeting 
with Lamoriello, Gaziano 
finally conceded that the 
Devils wouldn't be coming to 
Portland . He's now negotiat-
ing with other teams, he said . 
The Mariners recently 
moved to Providence, R.l. 
af er 15 years in Portland. 
PUC advises CMP 
to cap its rates 
Public Utilities Commis-
sion (PUC) staff advisors 
have recommended that 
Central Maine Power Co. 
(CMP) cap the amount by 
which it can increase rates at 
one time. 
The PUC advisors called 
for reducing the cap from 8 
percent to 4 percent. .They 
also advised expanding 
CMf>' s Electric Lifeline 
Program, which aids custom-
ers with low incomes, and 
deferring a CMP "fuel cost 
increase" that takes effect in 
July. Charles Jacobs, PUC's 
administrative director, said 
that over the past two years 
there have been significant 
increases in electric rates. 
PUC has received many 
complaints about them, he 
said. 
Continued on page 4 
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cushiony German Sandals in black Be sand ____ .. 
144 HIGH STREET 
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New England Music, Now 
'fi&w t£ngff!1JNif/!i!:lf 
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41 Exchange St. Po rtland . ME 0410 I 7 7 2 - 4 4 3 9 
Roundwood, Scarborou ME 04074· (207) 883-4173 
Mall." 
• FUTON MADNESS SALE • • 
chandlse Is 1 st Quality. We Have Just One Price - The Guaranteed Lowest. 
FUTON as FUTON FRAMES 
.~.$30 
Full ... $35 
Queen ... $40 
On any in stock 
cover, while supplies la'st!! 
Looking for a 
Twin ... $59 
Full ... $69 
Queen ... $79 
3Way ChairlLoungelBed 
Cash & Carry, while supplies Jast!! 
Bed? Look no further!! The Oakwood is 
constructed from a solid hardwood and 
features easy fronc conversion, lock 
position, and adjustable recline and comes 
fuUyassembled . 
FuU Size Frame with Foam Core Futon . 
$279 
While supplies last . 
Cau ahead to reserve yours . 
Hardwood Frames at 
Pine Prices! 
Now, you don't have to sacrifice quality 
to save money. Get hardwood 
construction at a price you'd eXl'ect to 
pay for pine frames. While supplies last. 




-_-Sn-.I1SWJ-·-Ck---' . AND'" .. .~::: .... 
,.;. 
53~ CongressSt., 
_ (next to Porteous) 
Po~t1and761b878 
* 
* *=PARKING Free SI * 
FUTONS ~1 
"At Our Prices, You Can Resr-Easy;" 
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Bangor Theological Seminary 
Friday 
June 5 2·7 PM 
Saturday 
June 6, 10 AM·2 PM 
State Street Church 
159 State Street 
Portland, Maine 
For more information, 
call 874-2214 
Tree of Life Rings and Pendants 
An ancient symbol of productiveness, wisdom and life. 
Pendants Rings in 14K Gold 
Sterling silver with chain $60 Narrow: Size 7'/2 & smaller $190 
14K gold without chain $280 Size 8 and larger $225 
Rings in Sterling Silver 
Narrow $39 Wide $49 
Wide: Size 7'/2 & smaller $240 
Size 8 and larger $290 
Add $3 for shipping; Maine residents also please 









Life of the Spirit 
in 
Worship, the Arts, & 
Community Service. 
SWEDENBORGIAN CHURCH 
302 Stevens Avenue 
Portland, ME 04103 
(2071 772-8277 
Rev. Ken Turley 













Toddler U niver.;ity 
shoes 
Columbia' Flaphappy • Kid Kritter • Widgeon' 
Sara's Prints ' Cherry Tree ' LaCr055e Boor • 
Nike • Toucans' Zop:ics • Lirrie Narurals • 
Bag • Toddler un'VerSl[V 












wet suits & masks 










terri beach robe 
PLAYWEAR 






Open: Mon-Sar. 8 am-5 pm 
Thurs. 'ril 8 pm 
RUGGED AND FUNCTIONAL OUTDOOR CLOTHING FOR KIDS 
tommy's 
K I D s G E A 
273 Congress St., • Portland 772-5357 
Continued from page 3 
But CMP doesn't like the 
PUC rate structure proposals 
and has offered its own set of 
suggestions. The proposals 
include making "time of use" 
(seasonal volume) rates 
optional and giving rate relief 
to high-use customers, said 
CMP spokesman Mark 
Ishkanian. 
Ishkanian maintained that 
deferring fuel cost payments 
would increase CMP's 
collection costs later; expand-
ing low-income assistance, he 
said, would raise the rates of 
customers who can alread y 
afford to pay their bills. 
PUC commissioners will 
begin considering the 
proposed changes June 5. 
USM library's look 
gets raspberries 
The University of South-
ern Maine's (USM) new 
library in Portland won't 
open until the fall of 1993, but 
thanks to a sample of the 
exterior Siding, Portlanders 
have seen the future - and 
done a double take. 
A blue and green "test 
panel" currently being shown 
on the ground floor of the 
Forest Avenue building will 
be raised to the seventh floor, 
said USM Librarian George 
Parks. The panels were 
supposed to be lavender and 
teal, but they were altered by 
a building committee. 
City reaction to the new 
scheme was swift. 
Buell Heminway, an 
architect from Heminway 
and Associates of Portland, 
said he found the colors "a 
little bit garish" and that the 
look of the building as a 
whole was "commercial," not 
suited to a university. 
Martha Deprez, executive 
director of Greater Portland 
Landmarks, Inc., didn't like 
the look of the building 
either, though she said the 
latest colors were "vastly 
improved" over earlier ones. 
Deprez hoped some sense of 
the underlying structure 
could be maintained. 
Parks said any further 
changes to the look of library 
would be minimal. "We'll 
just be refining what we've 
got," he said. So the library 
committee will meet to assess 
the scheme - again. 
The library, formerly 
known as the Johnson Supply 
Building, was purchased by 
USM several years ago. 
Falmouth OKs 
shoreland zoning 
After spirited debate, the 
Falmouth Town Council 
unanimously approved a 
shoreland zoning ordinance 
May 27 ... in part because 
some members of the council 
saw no other alternatives. 
The ordinance limits land 
use within certain distances 
from rivers, streams and the 
ocean. It also affects tree 
cutting and house construc-
tion. Ted Vail, chairman of 
the Town Council, said state 
officials had threatened a 
blanket state law regulating 
land use unless municipali-
ties passed their own ordi-
nances by July 1. 
Some councilors com-
plained the state could have 
made land-use rules more 
palatable by offering incen-
tives and compensation 
packages to affected land-
owners and businesses. 
"If it's for the common 
good," said Councilor 
Normand Trudel, "then 
people should bear the 
burden equally." 
Councilor Bill Lunt said he 
also didn't like his town 
being told what to do by the 
state. "I want home rule, not 
state rule," he said. 
Two amendments that 
would have weakened 
Falmouth's shoreland use 




Maine Secretary of State G. 
William Diamond kicked off 
a new weekly newspaper 
covering Windham and 
Gorham on June 3. 
"We intend to offer an 
objective, unbiased look at 
both sides of issues from all 
sections of these communi-
ties," said Kay Soldier, 
managing editor of The 
Suburban News. Soldier said 
the newspaper would cover 
Windham, Gorham, 
Raymond and Standish. 
Edited by formed American 
Journal staffer Bob Hamblen, 
it will be mailed free to ] 2,000 
homes in Gorham and 
Windham and distributed at 
stores in all four towns. 
Diamond and Gary 
Cooper, director of the 
Bureau of Corporations, 
Elections and Commissions, 
are co-owners of the newspa-
per. 
"He's always wanted a 




A report released by the 
U.s. Environmental Protec-
tion Agency (EPA) May 27 
said Maine industries cut 
toxic emissions in 1990. But 
environmentalists hastened 
to point out that the numbers 
were self-reported and thus 
unreliable. 
"We feel that it's a good 
start, but, unfortunately, 95 
percent of the toxic chemicals 
are not being reported," said 
Jeanne Bassett, New England 
field coordinator for the 
Public In terest Research 
Group. "What it doesn't tell 
you is what's actually being 
used." 
Despite the decrease, 
Maine industries still handled 
more than 17 million pounds 
of toxins in 1990. Of that 
amount, 13.7 million pounds 
Continued on page 6 
.. -
What's going on at the 
Portland MuseUlll of Art? 
Junt 4, 1992 
If you haven't stopped by for a visit lately, you don't know the whole story. 
There's something new and intriguing on every floor. Start exploring as 
soon as you step inside with By 
Land and Sea: The Quest of James 
Fitzgerald, featuring visionary 
Maine landscapes. Then wander 
upstairs. Beginning Saturday, you'll 
find masterpieces of American art 
from the distinguished May Family 
Collection; already up are superb 
19th- and 20th-century European 
works by Chagall, Rodin and 
Toulouse-Lautrec. On the third 
floor, there's an exciting show by 
James Fitzgerald (American, ]899-]971), Taking in the Anchor. Watercolor. 
Private collection. 
photographer Lynn Butler, recently featured in Life and The New York Times as 
one of today's freshest new talents. In our American Galleries, recently 
Lynn Butler (American), Unpossessable, 1990. Cibachrome. 
reinstalled for the first 
time since 1983; you'll 
enjoy favorites by 
Winslow Homer and 
other Maine notables. On 
the fourth floor, find 
yourself face to face with 
the world of The 
Holocaust, as interpreted 
by sculptor George Segal. 
Still curious? Call 773-
ARTS for more details. 
Find out for yourself why more people 
are visiting nolV than ever befo~e. 
------- CLIP HERE FOR $1 OFF ANY MUSEUM ADMISSION ---------
I WANT TO KNOW WHAT'S GOING ON AT THE PORTLAND MUSEUM OF ART, 
SO PLEASE ADMIT ME FOR $1 OFF THE USUAL PRICE. 
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SPRING CLEANING? 
Bring us your used sporting goods for cash. 
We stock an extensive 
selection of In-Line 
Skatesfrom $79.95 to 
$189.95 along with a 
complete selection of 
protective gear. Come 
check us out! 
· .. . 3-(j0(j3 
·OAM SO GLAD MY 
/Iw... MOTHER INTRODUCED ME 
. t" ' Start your teenager on TO L'ESTHETIQUES. THE 
a lifetime of beautiful 
END RESULT - HEALTHY, 
CLEAR SKINln 
M. HOOVER, WESTBROOK 
ilL 
skin ... at L'Esthetiques. 
L'Esthetiques 
Skin Care Clinic 
4 Kelly Road (just off Route 1) 
Falmouth 781-5100 
...... -..... _ .·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·•·.·.· ..... ·N.·,·.·.· .................... ' .... ~.~- ... -...... ~ ...... ·.·.~·.· ..... ·.·.v..·.·.,.·.·.·.· ... ·.·.·.·.·.·.·N.·.· .......... N .... u.· . ................... ' .......................... '.. . .• _ ............... _ •.. , ..•...•.• , ..... 
<. CHAMBER OF COMMERCE Recognition Night 
to honor Chamber of Commerce volunteers, sponsors and members 
Friday, June 12, 1992 $15 per person 
6:30 - 11 :00 p.m. $25 per couple 
Portland Expo Table of eight: $87.50 
Enjoy"A Taste of the. Chamber" 
-a gourmet buffet provided by Chamber members, including: 
Anlon's Restaurant, Back Bay Grill, Barbara's Kitchen, Ben & Jerry's, Botto's Bakery, Capt. Damel Stone 
Inn, Carol's Cake CreatIOns, Chef Stuart's Foodworks, DIMillo's Floating Restaurant, Hors D'oeuvres 
Unlimited, International Caterers, 12ZY'S Cheescake, On the Go Bagel, Portland Marriott, Portland 
Regency, Quality SUites, TCBY II, The Olive Garden, Village Cafe, Walter's Cafe and Wok·lnn 
Dance to Red Light Revue 
-an eight-piece band playing Motown, Swing and Rhythm 'n' Blues 
-voted MPortland's Most Popular Dance Band n in the 
Cash Bar 
1991 Casco Bay Weekly Readers Poll 
Free Parking 
YOU CAN MAKE A 






DISTRICT 31, PORTLAND 
Paid For and Author"..! hy: The Committee To Ele.:t E]"oheth Town .. nd. 
Raymond PotLie. Tre&llurer 
!. 
Continued from page 4 
were emitted as air pollut-
ants, 600,000 pounds were 
discharged into water, more 
than 500,000 pounds were 
buried on land and 2.3 
million pounds were trucked 
off site. 
Seven of the top 10 
emitters in Maine are paper 
companies. Scott Paper's S.D. 
Warren paper facility in 
Westbrook handled the fifth-
largest amount of toxins in 
Maine, said the EPA report. 
Jetport will get 
new radar system 
Federal money has been 
earmarked to help install a 
new, safer radar system at the 
Portland Internationaf 
Jetport. 
The federal Transportation 
Appropriations Committees 
approved a Federal Aviation 
Administration (FAA) 
request to transfer $4.4 
million intended for other 
radar projects to the Portland 
airport. 
Shape erases Jobs 
Troubled audio and 
videocasette maker Shape 
Inc. handed temporary 
layoffs to 150 of its 800 
workers May 29. Officials at 
the Biddeford-based firm 
weren't sure how many 
would be recalled after six 
weeks. 
"We absolutely know six 
weeks is a requirement," said 
Michael Thomas, Shape's 
chief execu ti ve officer. "In the 
course of those six weeks 
we'll be acting to determine 
how many or all of them will 
be coming back." 
Thomas blamed compact 
discs and foreign competi tion 
for a recent slump in sales. 
Court-appointed bankruptcy 
trustee William A. Brandt 
said Shape is negotiating 
with a Dutch company to 
begin making a new product 
called the digital compact 
cassette. Brandt pred icted the 
partnership would pull the 
company out of its doldrums. 
Employees were stunned 
by the announcements. 
"There was no warning at 
all," said Peter Pelletier, a 
maintenance worker. "It was 
just, 'You're done for (six) 
weeks.'" 
Shape sought Chapter 11 
bankruptcy protection from 
creditors in November 1988. 
Under Brand t, the com pan y 
had recently become profit-
able. 
Nuke dump search 
delayed by towns 
The panel charged with 
finding a site for the disposal 
of Maine's low-level radioac-
tive wastes will ask Attorney 
General Michael Carpenter 
whether it must honor 
recently passed town ordi-
nances banning the dumps. 
Three communities being 
considered for dumps-
Pittston, Edinburgh and 
Garfield Plantation - have 
passed ordinances banning 
such a facility. 
The vote by the Low-Level 
Radioactive Waste Authority 
came after two hours of legal 
deliberations. As the panel 
met, a dozen Pittston resi-
dents marched outside to 
protest the search process. 
Horns of passing cars and 
trucks honked in support of 
the marchers, who waved 
signs like "Explain It to Your 
Two-Headed Grandchild." 
Federal law requires states 
to open their own dumps for 
low-level waste, or ship it to 
licensed dumps in other 
states, by 1993. Maine 
officials are negotiating with 
Texas in an effort to send its 
low-level waste there. 
Most of Maine's low-level 
waste - filters, clothing, 
tools and other contaminated 
material - comes from the 
Maine Yankee nuclear power 
plant in Wiscasset .• 
Reported by Paul ]vm, 
MiclU1el Reagan and 
The Associated Press 
weird news 
or The Coast Guard isn't 
the least bit sheepish about 
the situation: It's conceding 
the battle of Ladle Ledges. 
Victory belongs to a 
cantankerous pair of sheep 
that live on this tiny outcrop-
ping off the eastern Maine 
coast, where crews trying to 
set up navigational aids have 
been chased away twice in as 
many weeks. 
"Those men receive special 
training for setting bench-
marks. But obviously they've 
got to try something uniquely 
different out on Ladle 
Ledges. Those sheep are for 
real," said Senior Chief Kim 
Brown, commander of the 
Coast Guard station in 
Jonesport. 
One guardsman even 
armed himself with an oar, 
but it proved useless. While 
shipmates watched through 
binoculars, two sheep chased 
away two CG workers. One 
man fell off a 15-foot cliff 
during the scuffle. 
"I guess the oar just made 
them madder," said Brown. 
& other 
mistakes 
By Al Diamon 
Smells like Bean spirit 
This ain't 1988. And Linda Bean is not 
making the same mistakes she made four 
years ago when she lost the Republican 
nomination for Maine's first congressional seat 
to some moderate wimp named Ted O'Meara. 
That's not to say Linda isn't making 
mistakes. But at least they're new ones. 
In '88, Bean concentrated all her consider-
able firepower on television commercials 
ripping incumbent Democrat Joseph Brennan. 
She ignored O'Meara completely. So, while 
The Bean was busy buying up every bit of air 
time available, O'Meara was quietly organiZ-
ing the GOP faithful. Since only the faithful 
bother to vote in primaries, O'Meara won in 
spite of being outspent ten to one. 
The Bean has obviously devoted some time 
to studying O'Meara's tactics, and has tried to 
adapt them to her big-
money game plan. If 
It's worth noting that this is almost exactly 
the same strategy used by Congressman Tom 
Andrews in all his races, except Andrews 
targets pro-choice left-wingers and doesn't hire 
Paul Volle. It would be interesting to see which 
campaign has the drill down better if The Bean 
faces The Andrews in the November election. 
But for that to happen, Linda has to win the 
Republican primary. And to do that she has to 
defeat veteran political operative Tony Payne 
and wide-eyed newcomer John Purcell. 
Payne is following the O'Meara route: 
Target the party regulars. His campaign, like 
O'Meara's, has been criticized for being 
underfunded and too low-key. But Payne had 
already raised more money by May 20 than 
O'Meara raised during the entire '88 primary. 
And Payne, an advertising executive in the real 
world, has focused his 
message to highlight 
grassroots organizing 
won elections, then she 
would buy herself all the 
grassroots she could 
find. 
"Payne and Purcell (are) The Bean's weakness: 
fears she's too far to 
the right, and fears she 
can't be trusted. Payne 
TV spots began just 10 
days before the 
primary. Republicans 
deemed most likely to 
vote will get a mailing 
during the final week 
two peas In the same pod. 
But It's The Bean 
Trouble is, most 
Republicans who vote in 
primaries tend not to like 
Linda much. They prefer 
moderate pro-choice 
candidates, such as Bill 
who's going to get us 
somewhere. " 
- LInda Bean radio ad 
Cohen, John McKernan 
and Olympia Snowe. They ask worrisome 
questions, such as how The Bean could 
. promise both to <.ut federal spending and not 
cut any federal spending to Maine, or how she 
could claim to be a mainstream party member 
while bankrolling right-winger Paul Volle's 
aborted lawsuit against the Maine GOP. 
But no problem is insurmountable if you 
throw enough money at it. (Wait a minute. 
Isn't that an old Democratic strategy?) So 
Linda set out to create her own personal 
grassroots organization. The first place she 
wanted to look for grassrooters was in the 
anti-abortion movement. And the first guy she 
hired to do the looking was Volle. 
Volle, the former chairman of the 
Cumberland County Republican Committee, 
rose to prominence in 1988 as a leader of the 
Pat Robertson for President force. His bid for 
power has pretty much fizzled since then, 
thanks to a shoplifting conviction, some 
intemperate remarks about pro-choice Repub-
licans and a split with former ally Carolyn 
Cosby. But Volle still knew his way around the 
religious right. With The Bean's money he 
began compiling computer lists of likely Linda 
supporters. 
While the public and much of the news 
media have been dazzled by an array of slickly 
produced TV spots, the real Bean for Congress 
primary campaign has been organizing 
quietly. Veteran political operatives were 
placed in key roles, given the Volle-generated 
lists and turned loose. The goal is to have 
every God-fearing, church-going, pro-lifer in 
southern Maine at the polls June 9. 
before the election. 
It's not real original, 
but, what the hell, it worked last time. 
Purcell won't have the money for TV, but 
will try to reach likely supporters by mail. His 
shoestring campaign has concentrated on 
personal appearances, but it's a fact of modem 
political life that more people will see a single 
showing of one of the Bean's slick ads than 
Purcell can poSSibly schmooze in six months. 
Still, Purcell must be having some impact on 
conservatives, since Linda made a strong pitch 
to get him to quit the race. After that failed, she 
launched a campaign citing Purcell's political 
blunders. 
Overall, Purcell has impressed the party 
faithful as a nice guy with a future in elected 
office. He should be satisfied with that. 
(Though it's worth noting that a lot of the same 
people once felt the same way about Rollin 
Ives.) 
No matter how the June 9 primary comes 
out it will be significant. If The Bean wins, 
she'll have established herself as a force in the 
Republican Party, and she'll have a firm base 
on which to build a conservative power 
structure. If The Bean loses, the revolt of the 
religious right, which has struggled to survive 
since 1988, will be finished. 
As The Bard so wisely put it: "Open your ears; for 
which of you will stop/ The vent of hearing when loud 
Rumour speaks?" If anylking juicy gets caught in 
your vent drop us a line care of Casco Bay Weekly, 
551A Congress St., Portland, ME 04101. Or open our 
ears at 775~601. 
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Call about Rates, 
Dates and 
Possibilities 
SACO RfV£R OUI'I~lrl"flUlS 
127 MARGINAL WAY, PORTLAND· 773-0910· OPEN 7 DAYS 
CO OK IN 
We buy the best, most reasonably priced fish available 
and prepare it simply in a variety of ways. By buying 
very carefully, we are able to pass our savings on to you. 
Very often, we notice the very same fish has been 
purchased by other restaurants around town and is sold 
in smaller portions for $5 - $6 more. And we include 
our buttermilk biscuits, a salad, Aunt Nina's pickles, 
potatoes or rice and twO vegetables. These are some of 
the ways we have prepared fresh local seafood recently: 
• Fiddlehead salad with smoked trout and a 
walnut vinaigrette 
• Smoked seafood platter with tuna, salmon, shrimp 
and mussels 
• Crispy, spicy baked Pemaquid oysters 
• Homemade seafood sausage 
• Gingered salmon cakes with red lentil salad 
• Saffron pasta with fresh shellfish 
• Spring asparagus with Vidalia onion 'and 
smoked salmon 
• Bluefish with a mustard crust 
• Halibut baked with fiddleheads, smoked shrimp and 
a creamy leek sauce 
• Linguini with clams, sweet peppers, fresh basil 
and garlic 
• Fresh local salmon, marinated with olives and a 
basil vinaigrette 
• Tautog with an artichoke salsa 
• Pan seared Mako shark coated with Moroccan 
spices with a preserved ginger sauce 
• Lobster pie 
• Haddock baked with mushroom soy, asparagus 
and Vidalia onions I ~ m'tPwv-- q , (j" 
774·1740 ~ 
, 
SPRING AND HIGH STREET 
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Eliza Townsend meets Richard Lappin at his door on Elmwood Street. Townsend estimates she has met 1,000 registered 
Democrats In her district by knocking on doors. 
CBW/Tonee Harbert 
"It's part 




intense this time ... 
It' 5 a sea change, 
and Eliza and Steve 
are part of that 
change." 
State Rep. Herb Adams 
NEW FACES, NEW IDEAS 
Continued from front page 
During the nastiest days of last year's budget crisis, some 
Democrats in Augusta were enraged to discover that an 
insurgent group of their own flock was challenging their time-
honored authority (see "Rank and file revolution," CBW 
1.16.92). The aftershocks of those tremors are still being felt; 
when the Legislature reconvenes this fall, there will be some 
bloody battles for leadership positions. Each party is, to some 
extent, fighting its own civil war. 
Herb Adams compares the crisis to an 1879 constitutional 
standoff when warring parties actually elected two governors. 
"In 1991, it was very similar," Adams said. "You had armed 
guards in the Statehouse, complete executive deadlock, a 
collapse of old ideas under the weight of old ways of doing 
things." 
Local Democrats will get a chance to preview these battles in 
at least three local primaries. In Portland, incumbents in two 
districts that touch each other - Districts 30 (Deering) and 31 
(North Deering) - face stiff challenges from lefter-than-thou 
opponents. 
And in Senate District 32 (Cape Elizabeth and South Port-
land), a tight Republican battle pits a reactionary against a 
moderate. 
Designs on the Statehouse 
Eliza Townsend has never run for political office before, but 
the 31-year-old theater set designer isn't letting that stop her as 
she challenges incumbent Christopher Gurney for his North 
Deering state representative seat. 
"I'm very unimpressed with our current representation," 
Townsend said one evening, knocking on neighborhood doors 
on suburban side streets off Stevens Avenue. "I'm frustrated. A 
lot of people are. I tell people this is one race where your vote 
really is gonna make a difference." 
At most doors, people politely took flyers, then ducked back 
inside their homes. When Townsend asked what issues concern 
people, most couldn't articulate any. 
But one white-haired man stepped out onto his porch and 
began expressing worries about health care. He described a 
couple who had lived next door, both now in an Alzheimer's 
institution. He and Townsend talked off the cuff for five or 10 
minutes, a discussion that was more about two people's 
perspectives than one candidate's political promises. 
"I'll vote," the man said in parting. "I believe in voting for 
women candidates." 
"That's very typical," Townsend said later. "There's a sense 
that women would fight less, like McKernan and Martin do, 
and work more to solve specific issues. People have been more 
receptive to a woman than I expected." 
Part of that receptiveness, she feels, comes from constituent 
frustration with three-term incumbent Gurney - who missed 
an appOintment before the Portland Press Herald' s editorial 
board and a candidate's forum before the Democratic City 
Committee during May. 
Gurney, 27, was first elected to office in 1986 at the age of 21, 
and has been re-elected by North Deering voters twice since 
with only token opposition. He cites his pro-bUSiness work in 
the Business Legislation Committee as reason for re-election. "I 
have a chance to become chairman," he noted . "That would 
mean more power for Portland." 
But Gurney, a telemarketer and parking lot manager, has 
drawn fire from some constituents - and fellow Democrats-
for his vote against a state gay rights law. 
"He's said he was proud of that vote as recently as last 
winter," Townsend said. "That's just one more example of how 
we're different." 
''I'm still opposed to gay rights," Gurney said. "Not to gay 
people, but they shouldn't have extra rights. Maybe I'm repre-
senting the 10 percent of the people in Portland who oppose 
ga y righ ts." 
The most frequently heard criticism about Gurney is that he 
is inactive and uninspired. 
"Gurney watches the soap operas on John Martin's television 
during the day, then comes out for the vote when the bell 
rings," said one Statehouse source. 
"He has not initiated a lot of legislation," added Townsend. 
"Most of the bill,S he has introduced have to do with cars ... 
(Gurney has sponsored lemon law, bumper sticker and no-seat 
belt bills.) I have local experience," she said, pointing to her 
time with the Portland Neighborhood Council. 
Gurney responded that he only sponsors bills that are 
important, and that a high percentage of those have been 
passed. He admitted that he "doesn' t talk much," 
The candidates' economic philosophies are about as different 
as their campaign styles. Townsend believes the key to raiSing 
more revenue is making the rich pay more. She proposes 
heavier taxes on individuals who make more than $100,000 a 
year, and wants to explore local option taxes to take pressure off 
city homeowners. 
"It's like carrying a piano on your back," she said. "[t's easier 
for eight people to carry it than two." She'd close up exemp-
tions in the state tax code that allow millions to slip through the 
state's fingers, and fix education funding formulas to consider a 
community's average income. 
Gurney feels differently. He favors a controversial per-pupil 
funding formula for doling out state education aid. Given that 
idea's rocky reception around the state, he'd mandate a uniform 
7 percent level of state assistance for all school systems instead. 
He'd also trim top-level administrators from the school budget. 
He'd be open to taxing the rich, but feels strongly that more 
state programs can be slashed first. "There's always something 
else that can be cut or shaved," he said. 
Perhaps the clearest indication of the candidates' differences 
lies in their behavior during this year's presidential caucuses. 
Townsend '1eaned toward Jerry Brown" because of his commit-
ment to social programs, economic justice and the environment. 
Meanwhile, her opponent was working for the centrist Bill 
Clinton campaign. He has also worked for Joe Brennan. 
"I am proud of the fact that I'm a conservative Democrat," 
Gurney said, drawing a contrast with Townsend. "I will stay 
within the boundaries of the Legislature. I'm loyal to the 
process." 
It's just that loyalty that Townsend is fighting. "We need new 
people," she said, smacking a wooden mallet against her hand, 
"working together for change." 
As she pounded a green campaign sign into the moist earth 
with the mallet, a staple suddenly came unfastened from the 
cardboard. The sign slid to the ground. Townsend reached 
down, pulled it up smoothly and tore a square hole in the sign, 
then slipped the stake through. It held. 
Townsend smiled. "See, a little creativity solves the prob-
lem," she said. 
Move over, Ketover 
In the Statehouse district next door, it's the same mix of old 
and new. The established politician is vigorously pounding the 
pavement, trying to stave off the challenge of a liberal reformer 
and a dark horse. In the ensuing scuffle, some nasty shots have 
been fired . 
Incumbent Harriet Ketover, who has served five non-
consecutive terms (10 years) in Augusta, feels she has earned a 
return ticket to Augusta. A public relations director for the Elan 
School, she is stressing community goodwill in this campaign. 
''I'm putting little hearts on signs - on everything - this 
year," Ketover said as she prepared for the home stretch on the 
stump. "I'm about bringing back a little heart to the community, 
about neighbors helping neighbors. Stop bashing your legisla-
tors, and start thinking your legislator has a heart, People are 
angry that services are getting cut. Well, we'vegotta cut those 
services." 
Ketover suggested volunteers could make up the difference. 
"Remember those times when we pitched in and did those 
things? Like trash pickups on Coastal Cleanup Day. People 
have got to get involved," she said, emotionally. 
But behind the rhetoric, trouble brews. Ketover angered 
Democrats and ethnic groups alike back in 1984 when she was 
defeated in a House race by Joseph Brannigan (now a state 
senator). The morning after her defeat, she publicly expressed 
anger and frustration at a wide range of targets, including (but 
not limited to) Democrats and Irish residents. She has won three 
straight terms since, with token opposition. 
This time around, challenger Steven Rowe - with the 
backing of rebel Democrats - is waiting in the wings. Although 
Rowe, a lawyer for UNUM, has never held public office, he has 
been an active volunteer for a host of schools and social agen-
cies. He is a director of Pine Tree Legal Assistance, a non-profit 
legal aid resource for people who are too poor to afford counsel. 
Spreading a message of state altruism, Rowe becomes excited 
when he talks about the possibility of working with progressive 
representatives like Sharon Treat and Susan Farnsworth. He 
feels his more liberal outlook - coupled with Ketover's 
ineffectual leadership during 10 years as a state representative 
- gives him advantage during this time of change. 
"(Ketover) has never held a leadership post," noted Rowe. 
"She is not rated as a strong legislator by her peers. That's why 
I'm running." Rowe also feels he's more knowledgeable about 
state issues than Ketover, and has better negotiation skills. 
"I question whether her informal agenda is the same as her 
publicly stated one," added a Statehouse insider. 
"I'm the mother of 911 ," Ketover fired back, then ticked off a 
rapid-fire list of accomplishments: committees that examined 
BIDE, workers' compensation and the state lottery; work on 
legislation concerning Sunday sales, visitation rights, handi-
capped acceSSibility, radon testing, local option taxes, a state 
health-care plan, a circuit-breaker tax relief program and many I 
more programs. I 
"(Opponents) are just saying that," she finished, pausing for 
breath. 'They don't even have a proven record. At least I've 
done something. My record is 14 miles long. I'm not to blame 
for the problems of the state .. . My voting record for education 
and the city of Portland is 100 percent." 
Instead, she said, President Bush and Governor McKernan 
are at fault. 
Rowe and Ketover differ on much more than Ketover's 
effectiveness. Rowe would lower the sales tax back to 5 percent, 
give a tax credit to low-income folks and consider taxing the 
rich more heavily. He'd also trim the Legislature and set term 
limits for leadership positions. Ketover opposes fiddling with 
the 'Legislature, and feels her circuit-breaker program alread y 
provides tax relief. 
The two may differ most sharply on environmental issues. 
"I am backed by a lot of businesses, and I'm not ashamed to 
say I'm pro-bUSiness," Ketover said. "I think we've gone a little 
too far sometimes (with environmental laws); people should be 
worried about this earth, it's the only one we've got. But I want 
businesses to live in this state. Some state laws have carried 
things too far. People will complain about it, but we'll have to 
amend some of those (environmental laws), Sometimes you've . 
got to let up a little bit." 
"Maine is Maine because of the environmental standards we 
have," responded Rowe. "Harriet is pro-bUSiness and pro-
environment? I'd hate to see environmental standards lowered 
just for the sake of economic development." 
The campaign has had its nasty moments. Both Ketover and 
Rowe implied the other had encouraged Sign-SWiping. Mean-
while, conservative third candidate Joseph Torres - a retired 
construction planner and long shot for the seat - blasted 
Ketover's working relationship with Joe Ricci and Rowe's 
insurance business ties. 
"(Ketover) has been there too long," said Torres. "She hasn't 
heard the people, so she doesn't know they're unhappy and 
angry, espedally the elderly. The first thing people ask you is, 
'Where is she?' I'm getting tired of looking for answers ... And 
the other fellow, well, he is part of the ind ustry, They know 
where their paychecks come from." 
The bad feelings weren' t helped by Ketover's absence from 
both the Press Herald editorial board meeting and a city candi-
dates' forum. Rowe and Torres both attended the meetings. 
"I feel terribly guilty that I missed the (recent) workers' comp 
hearings," Ketover admitted. '1 can't tell you how busy I've 
been (campaigning)." 
Moderate battles anti-taxer 
Democrats aren't the only ones squabbling. Moderate 
congressional hopeful Tony Payne's nip-and-tuck battle with 
conservative Republican challenger Linda Bean (see Politics and 
other mistakes, page 7) is indicative of a larger brawl within the 
elephant party. Pro-choice Republican moderates around the 
state are trying to grab the reins from the pro-life, no-taxes 
stalwarts who've recently been the party's bedrock. 
In South Portland, one primary race illustrates this split 
dearly. It's the District 32 state Senate race that pits former 
Cape Elizabeth Town Councilor Jane Amero against South 
Portland Taxpayers Association member Richard Campbell. 
Amero, SO, sat on the Cape Elizabeth Town Council for nine 
District 30 Incumbent Harriet Ketover meets the McCann 
family during her door-to-door campaIgn. 
years and on the town's School Board for six. As election day 
drew near, her campaign stops included a trip to the Cape 
Elizabeth dump. 
"It's the only gathering place in town," she explained. "We 
don't have curbside pickup, so everyone takes their trash here 
on Saturday." 
Amero dates her Statehouse aspirations to a special commis-
sion on restructuring state government, to which she was 
appointed in 1991. That committee, she said, opened her eyes to 
the possibility of people from both parties working together 
toward a common goal- but it also taught her about the 
Continued on page 10 
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Jane Amero, candidate for District 32 state representative, 
campaigns at the Cape Elizabeth town dump. 
CBW/Tonee Harbert 
NEW FACES, NEW IDEAS 
Continued from page 9 
pitfalls of a Legislature at war with itself. 
"Our task as <;.nonpartisan group was to 
find cost-effective methods of deli vering state 
services," she remembered. "But when we 
were done, every single one of our recommen-
dations was voted 'ought not to pass' out of 
committee. That got me to wondering if I 
couldn't effect some change on the state level." 
If she wins, the Statehouse won't be getting 
a typical Republican in any sense. Rather than 
rail against the usual Democratic evils (too 
many laws, social programs and taxes), she 
frequently talks about education and other 
services that should be spared. 
"We need long-term plans," she said. 'We 
go from session to session, crisis to crisis in 
Augusta and there's no real long-term plan-
ning." Amero cites the Legislature's two-phase 
budget construction process as an example. "It 
doesn't allow for programs to be phased out 
- or introduced," she said . "It's a process that 
doesn't permit for planning and change." 
On the other side of the elephant is tax-
payer association member Campbell. The 61-
year-old is "tired of the way things are going 
in Augusta. Government should be back in the 
hands of the people," he said. 
'We hilve no representation in Augusta," 
he said. 'They're making their own rules up 
there." 
Like fellow taxpayer group members, 
Campbell wants a firmer hand on sta te 
spending. Asked for suggested cuts, he said he 
would stop paying prisoners for work in 
prison shops. He'd "push like hell for a law 
that no city or town amid take a person's 
house (for unpaid taxes)," he said. 
He would also freeze teacher and town 
administrator salaries. 
Amero, who chairs the state Board of 
Education, recoils at that thought. "My real 
passion is education," she said, "improving 
education for all children, raiSing standards, 
targeting the two-thirds of students who 
aren't college-bound. Kids are not graduating 
with the skills that jobs require." 
In other rebukes to hard-line conservatives, 
Amero is pro-choice and "willing to consider" 
a gay rights bill the Legislature has repeatedly 
failed to pass. 
Campbell is pro-choice too, but he doesn' t 
like the gay rights bill one bit. 'We already 
have laws on the books to protect people from 
discrimination," he said. 'Why should they 
have special laws?" 
Campbell's disdain for laws extends to 
environmental regulations that, he feels, 
unfairly target Cumberland County. "You 
didn't know pollution stopped at county lines, 
did you? We need those laws, but if we're 
gonna have them, let's have them for the 
whole state," he said. 
Amero disagreed. "Those laws are excel-
lent," she said. "They have helped us preserve 
what we think is important, the environment 
which we live in." Instead, she would focus on 
attracting more business to the state by touting 
the state's amenities - including its environ-
ment. 
While both candidates do agree the state 
should shrink spending, they don't see eye-to-
eye on the question of whether the state 
Legislature should also be shrunk. Only Amero 
would trim it. 
"(Shrinking it) means you' ve got to make 
local governments bigger," Campbell argued . 
"It would also give more power to less people 
(in Augusta). I think government would be less 
open (as a rcsult) ." 
"I've only met him oncc," Amero concluded. 
"But I would say that we definitely hold some 
very different views." 
Change is gonna come , 
Freshman state Rep. Fred Richardson of 
Portland is one of those encouraging change 
within the state Democratic Party. 
'The Portland delegation could use some 
improvement," he said, "and it's incredibly 
fortuitous that (Rowe and Townsend) have 
presented themselves. They're very caring, 
thoughtful people, ideal candidates. I don't 
think you could find two better people." 
Richardson said the two represent badly 
needed new ideas. 
"I believe in fresh rotation of legislators in 
the House. You become confrontational, bumt-
out, and you fail to see issues freshly," he said. 
"Voting is only one small part of the arena; the 
rest has to with influence, commitment, 
thoughtfulness. . 
"The differences in these races are pretty 
clear. (Rowe and Townsend) will be very good 
for Portland, and by God I hope they win." 
Rep. Adams, who also counts himself part 
of the revolution, said he's seen more legisla-
tive turnover in three years than one would 
normally see in a decade. 
"It's part of a cycle that has happened 
before," Adams said . "It's just unusually 
intense this time ... It's a sea change, and Eliza 
and Steve are part of that change." 
Adams predicted 45 new members would 
be elected to the House by next session - some 
of a decidedly different stripe than those they'll 
replace. 
'These are people with strong identifica-
tions toward ideals, causes and public service, 
with a certain streak of independence," Adams 
said. 'That, of course, runs counter to the grain 
of the establishment." • 
Paul Karr is a reporter for Casco Bay Weekly . 
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Ready, set, vote! 
On the following pages, CB W has profiled some local to~n 
council water district and legislative races, as well as two Impor-
tant jobs bond questions. We've also looked at local referenda In 
each community. . d ' t 
So get out and vote; it's easy. If you've already reglstere ,Jus 
call your town or city hall to find out when and where the polls 
open. 9 B' 
To register, visit your city or town hall befo~e June : nng one 
iece of identification - a driver'S license, SOCIal secunty card, ' t 
;tate ID, birth certificate or passport are all fine. If yo~r ID doesn 
show your current street address, you should also bnng some-
thing that does: A lease, a bill or any letter that has been cancelled 
by the post office will do. 
Most polls are open from 7 a.m. to 8 p.m. 
In Portland, call 874-8484 to find out where to vote. Register in 
Room 115 of City Hall at 389 Congress St.. . I 
Cape Elizabeth residents vote in the Cape Ehzabeth HIgh Schoo 
gym on Ocean House Road . Town Hall (799-7665) is on the same 
rO~~mberland votes at the town offices (829~5559) at 12 Drowne 
Road . Cheabeague Islanders vote in the Pubhc Safety. BUlldmg. 
Falmouth votes at two sites. Town Hall (781-5466) IS at 271 
Falmouth Rd. . H II (839 5037) . 
Gorham residents vote in five locations. Town a - IS 
located at 270 Main St. H'll 
North Yarmouth votes at Town Hall (829-3705), 130 Walnut 1 
RdScarborough votes at Wentworth Intermediate School on 
Gorham Road. Town Hall (883-4301) is at 259 U.s. Route 1. 
South Portland has five po1Iing places. Call 767-3201 and ask for 
voter registration to find you~. City J:Iallls at 25 Cottag~ Roa~o 
Westbrook votes in six locations. CIty Hall (854-9105) IS at 
M~~;~ham votes at three sites. Town Hall (892-2511) is at 8 
School Road. 036) ' t 79 
Yarmouth votes at two locations. Town Hall (846-9 IS a 
Main St. 
However you vote, do not go uninformed. i~to th~t good booth . 
Enlighten yourself before voting with the mml-profiles on the 
pages that follow. 
CUMBERLAND 
Town Council 
For 3-year at-large seat: 
DavId D. Williams 
829-3865 
18 Willow Lane 
Republican 
Williams, 64, a former 
Medicare director who worked 
for UNUM and the state of 
Maine, is an incumbent two-
term councilor. If elected, he'd 
freeze town spending levels at 
present levels. 
Williams, who has served on 
a school subcommittee, is also 
a former president of the Lions 
Club. He is married and has 
three grown children. 
COeorge B. Small 
829-3757 
273 Tuttle Road 
Republican 
Small, a 53-year-old builder 
arid the town's former fire 
chief, says his mission would 
be to keep the town's tax rate \ 
down. ' 
Small said he'd also l 
examine the town's charter 
because "it's been awhile since 
it's been updated." He feels all 
town programs will have to 
trimmed at least a little, but 
supports efforts to bring 
affordable housing to 
Cumberland. He would 
consider changing zoning 
codes to allow more apart-
ments in town. 
Small, who directs the 
Cumberland Farmers Club, is 
married and has three 
children. 
For 3-year Chebeague 
and other islands seat: 
COary Varney, a 48-year-old 
general contractor, i~ unop-
posed in his re-election bId for 
this seat. 




!>AT 6' SUN 
7 - 2. 
LUNCH 
f#oI)N - FRI 
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DINNER 
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Send them to 
CENTER DAY CAMP 
on beautiful Sebago Lake 
Where a Summer full of fun 
awaits everyone! 
WATER "WEAR" 
.. Swimwear by Jag 
.. Wetsuits 3mm & 6mm 
.. Snorkel Equipment 
Founded In 1948. CDC Is a breathtaking water-
front co_ed/non-sectarlan camp situated on 10 
acres of Sebago Lake woodland. 
Athletics e SWimming • Boa~ng 
Campcrqft • OVernights· Trips 
Bus transportation and child care provided 
before and after camp. 
New HOrizons: 
Age 3'/. to Klndergarten(3&5dayoptions) 
Regular Day Camp: 
Grades 1-6 
Teen Camp: Grades 7-9 
Session 1: June 29th.July 24th 
Session 2: July 27th-August 21st 
Full Session: June 29th-August 21st 
.. Private Scuba Lessons 
.. Rent to Buy Program 
.. Dive Club with 
.. Reef Sandals Weekly Activities 
SCUBAPRO FULL SERVICE DIVE FACILITY 
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hom?genous town where only 
the rIch can afford to live. 
he hasn't made up his mind on 
most town issues yet - but 
that, he said, is a good thing. 
agencies. Root is married and 
has six grown children. 
lloyd P. Wells 
781 -2604 
35 Old Powerhouse Road 
Independent 
McKinley Estates 
Great Diamond Island 
Robinson is a former Town 
Council chair, and has served 
on many town committees as 
well as the town's Zoning 
Board of Appeals. Robinson, a 
founding member of the 
Alliance for the Mentally III of 
Greater Portland, is married 
and has two grown children. 
. Root said he's willing to 
listen to all sides of issues 
without bringing his own 
agenda to town concerns, and 
cites his experience in commu-
nities ranging from a commu-
nal farm in New York to his 
Third World travels while a 
UNESCO employee. 
Wells, 71, a retired Philadel-
phia city employee, cites his 
"lifelong experience in commu-
nity organizations." He 
believes town councils should 
be leadership bodies that 
educate townspeople. 





Free Dockage for Our Guests 








for Itself ... • 
·Over Z5 Y""IS Experfence. 
Estimates PIck Up &. Delivery · 
883-3880 
617 A US Rt1. Scarborough 
Community 
Cable Network 
week of 5/29/92 
COMMUNITY HEART 
AND SOUL: Ambitions 01 
Our Cullural 
Institutions (1 hr) 
OPEN SPACES: 
Urban linkages_ .• 
New Trail Networks (1 hr) 
POWER AND STEELE 
ON THEATER: A 
ReView of Local 
Thealer Productions (1/2 
FUTURES ON 
TRACK (1/2 hr) 
Programs premiere Fri. 7·10pm, and are 
repealed Sat.- Mon.1-4 & 7-10pm and 
Tues., Wed., & Thurs. 9am-noon. 
Cable Channel 37 in Portland So Port-
land, Cape Elizabeth, Falmouth, & Scar-
borough. Channel varies in Gorham. 
lat CIteD II, .aHI"l 
CllalldlJ'lIIII Ustinalowl 
CIPI'J ,DU IWI,! 
FALMOUTH 
Town Council 
For three 3-year seats: 
Henry Finks 
781-4958 
22 Lunt Road 
Republican 
Finks, a retired doctor, said 
he'll work for "protection of 
pri~a:e property rights and 
tndlvldualliberties." 
Finks chairs the town's 
Republican Committee, served 
on two charter commissions 
and sat on the Board of 
Assessment Review. He 
worked for 10 years at Mercy 
Hospital and also as a city 
physician. Finks is married 
and has two grown children. 
Dan Mcintyre 
781-2941 
40A Old Mill Road 
Democrat 
McIntyre, 44, has his own 
law practice and feels the 
Town Council has done "an 
excellent job." 
McIntyre favors affordable 
housing - '1t's a bad thing 
when people who have lived 
here years can't afford a 
house," he said - and 
supports town assistance for 
the aging town library. He also 
supports improvements of 
Route 1 and says it's critical for 
the town to maintain quality 
education. 
McIntyre is chair of the 
Falmouth Democratic Commit-
tee and has taught Sunday 




69 Allen Ave. Extension 
Republican 
Murray, 42, works as a 
securities analyst for UNUM. 
He said his top priority would 
be education_ He also likes the 
idea of better library service, 
but cautions that funding is 
difficult to come by these days. 
Murray is a trustee of the 
Falmouth Conservation Trust. 
He served on the town's 
Planning Board for six years 
and has also served on 
trans~rtation and planning 
commlltees. He is married and 





5 Hemlock Cove Road 
Democrat 
Root, 71, a retired engineer 
and psychOlOgy professor, said 
Root serves as a trustee of 
the Allen Avenue Unitarian-
Universalist Church and is an 
advisor to the Retired Senior 
Volunteer Program. He also 
v~lunt~rs computer program-
mmg skills to non-profit 
Wells is a former director of 
the Calais Chamber of Com-
merce. He is married and has 
two children and three stepchil-
dren. 
STATEWIDE BOND QUESTIONS: 
Trading loan payments 
for jobs & transportation 
This has got to be a first: Maine's environmentalists and big 
bustne~smen arE: sitting - however uncomfortabl y _ on the 
same Side ?f an Issue. The issue, of ceurse, is jobs. 
The Matne Jo~s Bond Coali tion - fronted by big wheels like 
Sunday Ri.ver Ski ?wner Les Otten, Alton Ciancette's environ-
ment-busting EnVironmental and Economic Council of Maine 
(EECOM), the ~aine Cham~er of Commerce and Ind ustry and 
other~ - ~as aimed Its pubhc-relations guns at two June bond 
questions tn hopes of passing both. The bonds, if passed, could 
cre~te thousa~ds of temporary construction, manufacturing and 
maIntenance jobs. _ 
Bu~ more liberal groups like the Natural Resources Council 
of MaIne and TrainRiders/Northeast also like the jobs package 
be~use ~ome Of. the money will fund alternative transportatio~ 
projects lIke ferries and a passenger rail line connecting Maine 
and Boston. 
Almost everyo~e likes the fact that issuing bonds now would 
save the state mllhons because interest rates are presently so 
low. State welfare ~ayrne~ts could drop, saving revenues for 
much-needed public services like education and safety. And the 
su~de~ spurt in jobs is bound to have a "multiplier effect" on 
Mal.ne s economy: More disposable income means more 
bUSIness for merchants. 
T~e big question: Will Maine voters pony up big bucks now 
for big loans tn exchange for the promise of jobs? 
Question 1 a asks Maine voters for a $37 million bond' 
most of who h ld b Issue, 
IC wou e used to build infrastructure improve-
ments - sewers, roads, bridges, Sidewalks. 
The $28 million earmarked for infrastructure work won't just 
be handed out, however. Communities will have to compete for 
It, based on t~e duration ~nd number of jobs their projects will 
create . Potential for creating long-term jobs, eligibility for 
matchIng federal money and unemployment statistics will be 
other factors in the award process. 
"~~is is the best property tax relief program we' ll see this 
year, said Portland Mayor Tom Allen. 
. The improveme~ts include environment-friendly projects 
lIke sewage sepa.rahon, ~onstruclion and repair. 
Another $7 millIon Will be put into a loan fund for troubled 
bUSInesses that felt the effects of bank takeovers and collapses 
And $2 million will go toward public school repairs. . 
Qu.estion 1 b asks voters for $42 million in bonds that are 
speaficallyearmarked for transportation projects. About $19 
mIllIon of the money will be used for state highway and brid e 
~~rk, and about $10 million will be kicked back to town and g 
Cities fo: local road work. The remaining $13 million will go to 
altern.alive transportation projects. 
Thl~ year, that $13 million means a lot. When Congress re-
authOrized the Inter-Model Surface Transportation Efficiency 
Act (ISTEA) last fall , Maine won big. The state will get to ch _ 
a-lug $740 million worth of this "Ice Tea" money between 1~~ 




For one at-large seat: 
Clayton Haskell 
892-5396 
1 Harriet Ave. 
Ind ependent 
Haskell, 40, works as 
grounds maintenance supervi -
sor at Saint Joseph's College in 
Windham. 
Haskell says he would "cut 
out wasteful spending" such as 
new street lights and raises for 
councilors and the town's 
manager. He is alarmed by the 
town's explosive growth during 
the '80s, and would "control 
growth but not stymie it." He 
would also work for better 
elderly housing in the town. 
Haskell is a 4-H Club leader 
past president of the county 4-H 
aSSOCiation, and sits on a county 
cooperative extension commit-
tee. He is also part chair of 
Windham's Planning Board, 
and has sat on town planning 
and public works committees. 
He is married and has one child. 
Michael Timmons 
892·2068 
14 Partridge Road 
Democrat 
Timmons, 49, is director of 
co-operative education in the 
Windham school department. 
He wants to give town resi-
dents better access to budget 
workings. 
Timmons says he would also 
keep an eye on efforts to pass a 
shoreland zoning ordinance, 
and is especially concerned 
about the elderly and the 
handicapped . He would recruit 
more volunteer labor for town 
projects. 
Timmons is a director of 
Portland Regional Vocational 
Technical College, a member of 
the Maine Secondary School 
Principals ASSOciation and 
chairs the advisory committee 
for the CO-Qperative education 
programs. He is married and 
has one child . 
For one North 
District seat: 33 Old Powerhouse Road 
Republican 
Robinson, 66, is a retired 
accountant with experience in 
town government. He sup-
ports efforts to establish a 
town center on Route 1 and 
work to change current town 
zoning ordinances. 
~ost of that money will go toward the same old road 
projects. But it also includes authorization of $30 million to start 
up a Portland-to-Boston passenger rail line. The catch: Maine 
must c?me ~p with $3 million of i Is own. Maine voters must 
aut~onze thl~ ~nd money in order for the federal government 
to gIVe $30 million to get the train roIling. 
If voters don't pass the bond issue, the sta te could lose the 
federal money - and with it, qUite pOSSibly, the train line. 
Jo D. Hili 
892-6209 
25 Cottage Ave. 
Republican 
Hill, 46, works as office 
manager at a health-care 
facility. 
"Falmouth is obsessed with 
being tural, H he said. Instead, 
Robinson would push denser 
zoning rules that provided 
more affordable hOUSing. He 
says he's concerned that 
-Falmouth has become a 
. The bonds also earmark $8.6 million for ferry, pier and port 
Improvements (plus an automatic $1 million in matching 
federal funds, if it's approved). The Jetport and local water-
fronts stand to benefit from this allocation, as well . 
PaulKa" 
She is the present chair of the 
Town Council, and would like 
to c?ntinue standing up for 
environmental and educational 
issues. She'd get "more active 
bringing programs to the 
forefront," while supporting 
new businesses like a proposed 
\ 
FOR CUMBERLAND COUNTY COMMISSIONER 
Suburban Republicans battle for 
south county commission seat 
The Cumberland County Commission is one 
of the least-understood governmental units in 
Greater Portland . Yet it carries tremendous 
influence; witness the recent awarding of a $25 
million jail construction project to a Portland 
firm, or the struggles to control the red ink 
beginning to bathe the Cumberland County 
Civic Center. County commissioners also 
maintain a sheriff's department and other 
ventures. 
primary among the four races: Democrat 
Esther Clenott and Republican Ronald Dorler 
are each running unopposed in District 1 
(comprised of Portland and Falmouth), while 
Democrat Alfred Porell is unopposed in 
District 2 (which includes the southern half of 
the county). 
This year, there is only one contested 
But there's a three-way race on the Repub-
lican side in District 2, and the three candi-
dates run the gamut of Republican thought. 
The candidates are: 
L. Daniel Bolsot 
822-0105 
139 Cape Road 
Standish 
Boisot, 44, directs the 
Hayden Treatment Unit at the 
Maine Youth Center in South 
Portland . He cites his long 
experience in jails and correc-
tional facilities as reasons to be 
elected. 
Boisot feels strongly that the 
new Cumberland County Jail 
was much needed, and he 
would ensure proper manage-
ment of the jail. He'd also hold 
onto the Civic Center, saying 
there are "certain things 
government should do" and 
noting the facility has only 
failed turn a profit once in 15 
years. 
Boisot doesn't like the idea of 
a county-wide sales tax, 
characterizing it as a 
"Pandora's box" that would 
quickly multiply. 
He'd like to see a profes-
sional manager run the $10 
million county government, 
and wants to keep the county's 
Human Services Board a strong 
voice. He also supports county 
funding of the Portland Public 
Library. 
Boisot, who has never run 
for office before, chairs the 
county's jail committee and 
corrections advisory board. He 
is married and has three 
children. 
de-inking plant on the 
Presumpscot River. 
Hill is a member of Altrua, a 
women's group, and serves on 
several council and school 
committees. She is married and 
has two children. 
Lowell P. Weeks 
892-2253 
744 Roosevelt Trail, Suite 202 
Republican 
Weeks, 53, works in general 
practice as a lawyer. He rails 
against town leaders "who 
have lost their reverse gears ... 
everything's higher, faster, 
more." 
He's concerned that a tax 
increment financing district 
Lyle B. Cramer 
854-5115 
7 Conant St. 
Westbrook 
Cramer, 49, works as an 
elementary school counselor in 
Cape Elizabeth. He wants to 
parlay his experience on 
county committees into a 
commission seat. One of 
Cramer's stated goals is to 
"bring more positive attention 
to county government." 
Cramer would cut county 
spending on human service 
programs, believing instead 
that each town should handle 
its own services. 'That money 
duplicates what towns have 
already done," he said, "and 
there's not sufficient account-
ability on that 10-member 
(human services) board ." 
He wouldn't sell the Civic 
Center, feeling it will turn a 
profit again soon . He's strongly 
opposed to any sort of a county 
tax. He'd also study state 
funding of the Portland Public 
Library, and might withdraw 
county funds if the state picked 
up the tab. 
Cramer served two terms 
(six years) on the Westbrook 
City Council, is commissioner 
of the Casco Bay District of Boy 
Scouts of America and was 
president of the Maine 
Personnel and Guidance 
Association. Cramer has also 
served as chairman of the 
county's budget advisory 
committee and its jail study 
committee. He is married and 
has two children. 
recently created by the town 
uses highly inaccurate tax 
figures . About a proposed de-
inking plant, he says, "The 
Presumpscot can't be further 
degraded; if that's the case, the 
plant is dead in the water." 
Weeks also feels the town's 
privilege of being able to 
review its own projects without 
state oversight is a "great 
concept," but notes that so far 
it hasn't worked well. 
Weeks, who ran unsuccess-
fully for Congress in 1979, is a 
Sunday school teacher, 
president of the American 
Freedom Coalition's Maine 
chapter, and co-chair of Maine 
Taxpayers in Action. He is 
divorced and has one child. 
Qulrlno M. "Skip" Lucarelli 
799-3764 
21 Washing10n Ave. 
South Portland 
Lucarelli, 50, stands on a 
platform that is familiar to 
followers of local taxpayers' 
associations: As commissioner, 
Lucarelli would slash county 
government spending in half. 
He'd start by selling off the 
Cumberland County Civic 
Center to a private investor. 
Then he'd set up a committee 
to find further ways to hack 
county spending. He objects, 
for instance, to any county . 
funding of the Portland Public 
Library. 
Lucarelli also doesn't like the 
way commissioners planned 
the new county jail presently 
under construction in 
Portland's Libby town. "Prison-
ers get a better view than we 
do," he complained, comparing 
the Cumberland County Jail to 
a "hotel." 
He is "dead against" any 
form of a county-wide local 
option tax. 
Lucarelli owns the Summit 
Association, an apartment 
rental company in South 
Portland . He is a member of 
the South Portland Taxpayers 
Association, the South Portland 
Republican City Committee 
and the Thornton Heights 
Lions Club. He is single and 
has no children. 
Compiled by Michael Reagan 
and Paul Ka" 




16 Pope Road 
Independent 
Haskell, 64, a former master 
carpenter at Southern Maine 
Technical College, says he 
doesn't think residents can 
afford door-to-door trash 
collection. 
He served on the Town 
Council for 14 years, and has 
also worked as the town's 
building inspector and served 
Continued on page 14 
CONGRATULA: 
RICK TYLER! -
The Osprey's New 
Dining "Room Manager 
Now Open 
7 days a week for 
lunch and dinner 
June 4, 1992 
Lunch 11:30 - 2:30 
The 
osprey 
Sunday Brunch 11:30 - 2:30 
_Dinner 5:30 - 9:00 
10 minutes from Bath at 
Robinhood Marine Center. 
lust off Route 127 South, 
Robinhood, Maine 04530 
(207) 371-2530 
Reservations a reciated. 
DISCOVERIES 
An Exquisite Line of Jewelry & Gifts 
for the hard to shop for 




Thursday and Friday 10-6 
Saturday 9-5 
Free Raffle for Afghan, Jewelry, 
Canvas Bag, plus more! 
10 Pepperell Square· Saco· 283-2953 
"Dos and Don'ts" Parenting Guide 
A sensible, direct and 
easy-to-read parenting guide. 
Designed to provide direction for 
parents, to furnish them with 
understanding of their child's 
behavior and to instill confidence. 
Issues and behaviors are 
common in childhood and 
adolescence. Tells parents what 
to do and what not to do. Indexed 
and alphabetized. Written by Carl 
Metzger, M.D., who has a private 
psychotherapy practice in 
Portland, and hosts "Healthline," 
a weekly radio talk show. Send 
$10.95 check or money order to: 
Good Parenting Guide 
P.o. Box 15237, Portland, Maine 04101 
Now Open 11:30am to 9:30pm 7 days a week! 
Call about our Early Bird Specials 
Enjoy a Panoramic 
View of Casco Bay 
Specializing in Seafood and Homemade Desserts 
., .... ~ .... 
LOG CABIN RESTAURANT 
BAILEY ISLAND, ME. 
833-5546 
Open 11 :30 - 9:30, Seven Days A Week 




14 Casal BAY Weeldy 
'Personal Injury Workers Compensation 
CIVIL LITIGATION 
'Free Initial Consultatlon In Injury cases and Fees paid only upon recovery. 
Evening and weekend appointments available. 
JOHN J. SEARS 
--Attorney Atlaw--
774-7500' 1-800-78Q.-4555 
97 A Exchange St., Portland, Me. 
How do you say ... 
_ "I'm thinking of you?" 
It's all in the 
cards, at aJUSTMJ1 






- SLEEPING BAGS ~_::;~ 
- DUFFLE BAGS i'--:: 
-FOOT LOCKERS 
Save more at." 
THE SURPLUS S 
28 Monument Square, Portland· Hours: 9 - 5:30 
Free Parking With Park & Shop Stamps 
Trading Co., Inc. 
ESTABLISHED ]913 
"Quality merchandise 
and experience you can trust" 
We Buy Anything Worth Buying 
- - -WE PAY CASH - - -
Use our conventent Lay-Away plan 
14k Gold $13.95 per gram 
BLnf-SELL-TEUUOE 
5 Stores to Serve You 
498 Congress St. , Portland 
772-3932 
330 Lisbon St., Lc:wislon 
1 n Wate r St., Augusta 





• Home Made Clam Chowder 
• Deep Fried Maine Shrimp 
(or ,learners add $2.(0) 
• Whole Maine Lobster (1 118) 
• French Fried Potatoes 
• Creamy Cole Slaw or 
Com on Cob (in •• awn) 
• Rolls & Butter $1195 
• Strawberry Shortcake Only 
Land Lubber 
Prime Rib of Beef (!.g. Cut) 
with Soup, To •• ed or Cca.ar Salad, Potato 





155 Riverside St., Po'rtland • Reservations Welcome • Call 775-6536 
Continued from page 13 
on many town committees. 




353 River Road 
Republican 
Boyden, 49, an office 
equipment technician, is a two-
term incumbent on the council. 
He wants to heal the split 
between North and South 
Windham. He also favors a 
comprehensive planning 
approach to zoning issues and 
supports the two jobs bond 
issues state voters. will consider 
June 9. 
Boyden is a director of 
Regional Waste Systems. He is 
a representative to the Greater 
Portland Council of Govern-
ments, and sits on many local 
committees and subcommit-




50 Highland Cliff Road 
Republican 
Tripp, 61, is a former 
custodian for the school 
department. He would direct 
more town resources toward 
road maintenance, especially in 
rural parts of Windham, and 
seek more business to increase 
the town's tax base. He also 
feels the Town Council 
shouldn' t change its budget 
. procedures. 




For last year of 3-year 
seat (to fill vacant seat): 
H. William Geoffrion 
846-4896 
Sea Meadows Lane 
Republican 
Geoffrion, 60, is former 
owner of Heritage Lanterns in 
Yarmouth and now owns S.M. 
Design on Cousins Island . 
Geoffrion would push for 
more "financial accountability" 
by the town, and charges that 
"a tight little cliqu jl runs this 
town." He doesn 't like the idea 
of a comprehensive plan, 
feeling there are already too 
, many local zoning restrictions. 
Geoffrion says he'd "run the 
town like a business." 
He is a member of the 
Cousin's-Little John's Island 
Association. He is married and 
has two children. 
John Morrill 
846-6225 
338 Sligo Road 
Republican 
Morrill, 28, is president of a 
carpet cleaning business and 
an "odd jobs" service. Despite 
some neighborhoods' resis-
tance, he would work toward 
creating more affordable 
housing in Yarmouth, pointing 
to Cumberland's example. 
Morrill previously served on 
the Town Council for three 
years. He is Single. 
Thomas Retnsborough 
846-9526 
22 Elm St. 
Independent 
Reinsborough, 37, works as a 
remodeling contractor. He sat 
on the town's Planning Board 
for three years, chairing it once, 
and helped draw up the town's 
comprehensive plan. 
Reinsborough backs up that 
plan, despite critics. 
"It took us 2 1 /2 years, and 
there was a lot of public input . 
It wasn't just pulled out of the 
air." He says he would study 
privatization and consolidation 
of certain town services. 
Reinsborough also favors 
creation of more affordable 
housing. 
Reinsborough is married and 
has two children. 
For one 3-year seat: 
John T, Buck 
846-9366 
13 Hillside St. 
Republican 
Buck, 50, has served three 
straight terms on the Town 
Council. He says he'll continue 
to keep Yarmouth's tax rate 
stable, and "keep property 
taxes in line" during a town 
revaluation that will take place 
during the next few years. 
Buck worries that parts of the 
town's comprehensive plan are 
too restrictive of land use; he 
disagrees that increasing lot 
sizes will control growth. 
Instead Buck would limit 
building permits. 
"We tend to over-manage," 
he said, "to the point where 
citizens can' t do anything." 
Buck owns Andy's Handy 
Store in Yarmouth. He is an 
American Legion member and 




50]A Ledge Road 
Republican 
Hazard, 48, is assistant 
director of human resources for 
Portland Public Schools. Her 
major platform is "keeping tax 
rates to a level where people 
can live in Yarmouth." She's 
concerned that the town is 
feeling the effects growth 
during the '80s. 
"We have to be prepared, to 
plan for growth," she said, 
"while maintaining the identity 
of the town." 
Hazard served two terms on 
the town' s school committee 
and also sat on a planning 
committee. She is married and 
has three child ren . 
Peter Harlow 
846-4004 
27 Melissa Drive 
Independent 
Harlow, 49, a professional 
landscaper, says his town 
spends "far too much money." 
He says he'd "cut where it's 
needed," though he isn't sure 
where that is. One of his major 
priorities is a town community 
center where residents could 
gather to bowl or shoot pool. 
A member of the local 
AmVets post and chamber of 
commerce, Harlow is divorced 
and has three children. 
Stephen R. Welch 
846-5681 
13 Lafayette St. 
Independent 
Welch, a 43 year-old 
machinist, is making his first 
run at public office. He's 
pushing for "less regulation 
and more individual rights," 
while acknowledging the need 
for a '10ng-range plan." He'd 
control the town's budget more 
tightly. 
Welch is married and has no 
children. 
WATER DISTRICT 
For Portland Water 
District trustee repre-
senting Cumberland, 
Falmouth and Windham 
(S.year term): 
Willard R. Blanchard 
892-3082 
125 Nash Road 
Windham 
Republican 
Blanchard, 51, a case worker 
at the Maine Correctional 
Center in Windam, is seeking 
to become a "voice for the 
outlying districts." He doesn't 
support the water district's 
split rate formula, but other-
wise feels the water district has 
treated its sewage adequately 
and assured a safe local water 
supply. 
Blanchard, a former junior 
high school teacher, is married 
and has no children. 
Patricia M. Sparks 
892-5456 
145 Windham Center Road 
Windham 
Republican 
Sparks, SO, is Dean of 
Continuing Education and the 
External Degree Program at 
Saint Joseph's College. She 
stresses a wate rshed approach 
to the water district, extending 
all the way to Bethel and 
Berlin, N.H. 
"Sebago Lake is very special 
and I want to keep it that way," 
she said . Sparks has experience 
in both planning and environ-
mental studies (in which she 
hold s a doctorate). She says she 
doesn't like the water district' s 
split rate structure, particularly 
worrying that senior citizens in 
outlying towns can' t handle 
the higher rates . 
Sparks is a member of the 
Rotary Club, a literacy volun· 
teer and sits on several 
ed ucation committees. She is 
married and has two children. 
Terri L. Welch 
892-3848 
39 Pine Ave. 
Windham 
Democrat 
Welch, 36, works as a 
manager with a Windham 
building and remodeling firm . 
She vows not to allow '1essen-
ing of Water quality," address· 
ing such concerns as storm 
water and sewage runoff. 
Welch is a member of 
Windam' s water resource 
committee, presides over the 
Collins Pond Improvement 
Association and serves on a 
PROP committee. She is 
married and has two teenaged 
children .• 
Compiled by Michael Reagan 
and Paul KarT 
OTHER IMPORTANT RACES: 
Runoffs for U.S. Congress 
and the Maine Legislature 
There are so many primaries this year that CBW does not 
have space to profile every candidate. Three local races are 
highlighted in this week's cover story, and the Republican 
contest for Congress is described in AI Diamon's column. 
CBW encourages you to go to the polls on June 9 with all that 
you need to know. Readers with spedfic questions should call 















Serving Falmouth, Cumberland, 








14 Menikoe Point 
Falmouth 
Harold C. "Pays" Payson II 
781-2501 





Philip E. Curran 
797-2455 
222 Duck Pond Road 
Westbrook 
Allerton M, "AI" Hawkes 
854-5520 




423 Stroud water SI. 
Westbrook 
District 32 
Serving South Portland 
& Cape Elizabeth 
Demouats 
Sam R. Aspinall 
799-5054 
33 Spear Ave. 
South Portland 
Robert W. Fickett 
799-2814 
1106 Highland Ave. 
South Portland 
Ralph D. Howard 
799-5386 
30 Chase SI. 
South Portland 
Republicans 
Jane A. Amero 
799-0798 
444 Ocean House Road 
Cape Elizabeth 
Richard C. Campbell 
799-3983 





Serving South Portland 
Demouats 
Peter A. Cloutier 
767-2721 
126 Fickett St. 
Petros "Peter" Panagakos 
799-0090 
71 Boothby Ave. 
N. Thomas Richardson 
767-7061 
20 Crescent Ave. 
District 24 
Serving South Portland 
Demouats 
Lawrence M. Albert 
772-7832 
42 MacArthur Circle West 
Blrger T. Johnson 
772-9593 
27 Rhode Island Ave. 
District 30 
Serving Portland: Deering 
Demouots 
Harriet A. Ketover 
773-2375 
49 Wingate Drive 
G. Steven Rowe 
774-4227 
118 Ludlow St. 
Joseph L. Torres 
772-4704 
50 Penwood Drive 
District 31 
Serving Portland: North 
Deering-Back Cove 
Demouats 
Chrtstopher S. Gurney 
878-2459 
10 White Birch Lane, Apt. #] 
Elizabeth "Ellza" Townsend 
761-2092 
44 Byfield Road 
District 35 
Serving Gorham & Windham 
Demouots 
Audrey A. Gerry 
839-3035 
423 South St. 
Gorham 
Elden C. McKeen 
892-8017 
17 Montgomery Road 
Windham 
Every Wednesday in June, join us for Buffet Lunch in our Maine 
Dining Room and your friend will eat for free! Bring in this ad 
and a friend, and we will give you one Buffet Lunch free! 
S10.95 value' Reservations Suggested 
Chandlery. Haul & Launch. Storage· Repairs & Maint. • Welding· Crane Service 
Scarborough, Gorham, Cape Elizabeth 
BRIGITTE KINGSBURY 
FOR 
PORTLAND WATER DISTICT 
BOARD OF TRUSTEES 
lO~ STARS 






casual dress, comfortable price, quality dining 
769 Congress Street. Intown Portland 773·9873 
Est. 1924 lin the hlstonc Rines Manslonl 
M-F 11 :30 am·9 pm Saturday 5·9:30 pm 
JUNE 6 2ND ANNUAL 
METAPHYSICAL FAIR 
~:~1~a~~'Y(·~ _--_ .. '. P7"L.~'_ _- -.~ . :.t_" ~ 
~ ... ~/i :.~ . :",_ ~-~ 
-~ .... ~~: .. , , )', ... ... "" '- .. .. --;;.----.-/~ 
Browse through 54 booths representing 
holistic, psychic and astral arts., gam - 5pm, 
At the KinQ Pine Base Lodge, E. Madison, N.H. 
AdmiSSIOn: $3 (children 12 & under free) 
BOOTHS STILL AVAILABLE: $40 & $50 
SEMINARS INCLUDE: 
*Ramona Garcia- Life After Death- Spiritualism & Reincarnation 
*Paula Cercel- The Aura As A Diagnostic Tool * Spirituality & Shamanism, Spirit of the Warrior 
*Becky Mulkern· Healing Naturally 
*Jay Constant-Iridoligy-Iris Analysis 
*Gail Edwards- The Wise Woman Healing Tradition of Herbs 
*Ansara· Astrology as a Way of Identifying Your Soul Contract 
lWeekend Getaway~~~e 5,6. &7, ..... ,, . '.> 
' inciJud~$l *2 nights 16d~lM,*5 mears *Friday Njg6.(li\Iine&C~~ ' 
:·. SocJal wiKlyra & Msiira presenting ~phannenngfoiiim~ Ehtrancje}· 
,jjit6ltiefwr &~ seminars * SaL night ~minarw/lvan BOri'iilll; (3~ttiQg ; 
)Vhat You ReaflyWant,.:Challengeofii UfetimuUse.6fal(fac.llities ) .•.... ,: .. ,' .; .. '.:-............ -.. , .. ; ... , . 
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How ,to use 
How to find us 
Casal &y Wuk!y's office is at 
551A Congress St. in down· 
town Portland. We are open 
Monday through Friday from 
9 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
How to find the paper 
Every Thursday, CAsao BAY 
Weeldy distributes 24,000 copies 
at 230 high-traffic locations. To 
find a distribution site near you, 
call Customer Service Manager 
Robyn Barnes at 77.'>-6601. 
Ozsa> BAy WuJdy is available 
free of charge, limited to one 
copy per reader. No person 
may take more than one copy of 
each issue of Ozsa> BAY Wuldy 
without written permission 
from the publisher. 
How to bu)' a back Issue 
Back issues and extra copies 
of the CUrTent issue are available 
for $] each at our office. Mailed 
copies are $2 each. 
How to subscrtbe 
Ozsa> Bay Wuldy is available 
by mail. Subscriptions cost $29 
(or six months or $49 for one 
year, payable in advance. 
How to place. classified 
If you have a MasterCard or 
Visa, you can place your ad 
simply by calling 77.'>-660] . 
Otherwise, you can fax, mail or 
deliver your ad in person. All 
classified ads must be received 
by 6 p.m. on Monday for that 
Thursday'S issue, and all must 
be paid in advance. 
How to list ),our event 
To have your meeting or 
event listed in "Entertainment 
Weekly; mail or fax complete 
information to Arts Editor Ellen 
Uburt. Include all the details 
and don't forget to include a 
phone number. Usting 
infonnation must be received. in 
wri ting by noon on the 
Thursday pre«!eding the issue 
in which the listing is to appear. 
How to submit a letter 
Oasco Bay Weekly welcomes 
leiters on all topics, but will not 
print unsigned leiters or letters 
that have been sent to other 
publications. Leiters are printed 
in the order they are received, 
on a spaaHlvailable basis. 
Be brief and to the point. 
Leiters of more than 300 words 
may be edited for length. Be 
sure to include your signature, 
full name, address and daytime 
phone number. (Addresses and 
phones are for verification only 
and will "at be printed.) 
How to submit a correctIon 
CAsco Bay Weekly strives to 
report the news fairly and 
accurately. If we have published 
a misstatement, we will 
endeavor to correct it quickly 
and in an appropriate place in 
the newspaper. Please contact 
News Editor Monte Paulsen 
about mistakes in news stories. 
Please contact Arts Editor Ellen 
Uburt about mistakes in 
''Entertainment Weekly." 
euco8ayw .... ., 
551 A Congr.ss St. 
Portland, Ml04101 
2077756601 
fa. 775 1615 
WI MAKE NEWS MATTER 
- , 
1 6 Gzsco Bay Weeldy 
endorsements 
Reasons to vote on June 9 
Even in this weirdest-of-the-weird election year - a year which, 
though it's only half over, has already pitted George "I-bombed-
Baghdad" Bush against Ross "Paying-my-own-way" Perot, "Slick 
Willie" Clinton against Time magazine, Jerry "1-800-426-1112" 
Brown against everyone and Dan Quayle against Murphy Brown -
even in this strangest-of-the-strange political seasons, there are 
dozens of good reasons to go to the polls on June 9. 
Their names appear on the preceding pages of this newspaper. 
Casco Bay Weekly is proud of the women and men who have given 
their time to run for local political office. Each has worked to make 
our home a better place. Each, in one way or another, has brought 
needed life to Maine's deteriorating Republocratic and Demolican 
parties. And each and every one of them has earned our thanks and 
respect. 
But, alas, we can bestow CBWs endorsement on only a few. They 
are: 
On the bond questions 
First and foremost, CBW encourages everyone to vote YES on 
both bond questions (numbered "la" and "1 b"). 
We endorse these referendum questions in spite of the fact that we 
take issue with the "Jobs Bond" marketing approach taken by the 
Maine Jobs Bond Coalition. A bunch of temporary jobs in the con-
struction industry is not what Maine needs - doesn't anybody 
remember the '80s? - and this quick-fix bond is not going to cure 
what ails Maine's economy. 
But it won't hurt, either. The bond package will return money to 
cash-strapped local communities, and will allow those communities 
to spend that money on local needs as determined by local officials 
(yet another reason to vote in your local elections). The package will 
provide matching funds that are critical to bringing passenger rail 
service to Maine. As everyone refinancing their mortgage knows, 
this is a great time to borrow money. And if the "Jobs Bond" suc-
ceeds in putting up to 10,000 unemployed Maine people back to 
work, it will pay its own interest by saving the state from paying out 
$17 million in unemployment compensation. 
Therefore, CBW strongly supports YES votes on both referendum 
questions on the June 9 ballot. 
For County Commissioner 
Among the Republicans, thet;e's a clear choice in the race for the 
unheralded but critical position of Cumberland County Commis-
sioner. Daniel Bolsot has a great deal of experience in corrections, a 
matter of utmost importance since more than a third of Cumberland 
County's $10 million annual budget is devoted to jails, corrections 
and the sheriff's office. Boisot also supports continued county fund-
ing of human services and the Portland Public Library. 
Opponent Lyle Cramer has targeted human service programs for 
destruction. And dark horse Skip Lucarelli wants to hack county 
government in half. 
CBW strongly endorses Daniel Boisot in the Republican primary 
for Cumberland County Commissioner. 
For Portland Water District 
Towns that belong to the Portland Water District were given two 
extra seats on the district's board during the waning days of the last 
legislative session. CB W applauds the creation of these seats because 
they give towns more equal representation. 
The North District race offers two superb women candidates, one 
who comes with grassroots experience and one who brings a resume 
packed with education and management experience. CBWleans 
toward Dr. Patricia Sparks, who holds a doctorate in environmen-
tal science and also holds degrees in biology and health. Sparks also 
recognizes the importance of protecting the watershed in the face of 
development threats, and would substantially increase the water 
district's public education programs. . 
In the South District, Brigitte Kingsbury from Cape Elizabeth is 
the clear choice. Kingsbury, a Sierra Club member, advocates contin-
ued regional vigilance to keep the Sebago Lake watershed clean. She 
also believes that more rural areas ought to pay higher rates than 
tightly populated areas - but she would not use town or city resi-
dency as a strict yardstick. We feel her intelligence and flexibility 
would serve the region well. 
For Maine House 
In District 23, Democrat Tom Richardson is the best choice. 
Richardson is pro-choice, unlike one opponent, and a strong advo-
cate of environmental laws and educational programs - unlike his 
other opponent. CBWaiso likes Richardson's social work and public 
policy background. 
In District 24, Democrat Blrger Johnson gets our vote. Johnson 
supports a woman's right to choose, which his opponent doesn' t. The 
retired chaplain also has much experience in the social services. He 
would serve as an important voice for the disenfranchised at a time 
when human service programs are falling by the wayside. 
In District 30, Democratic Steve Rowe has the right stuff. His 
experience in business and law are tempered with an understanding 
of environmental laws and the needs of the less privileged. CBW 
believes it's time for a change, and Rowe's the man to help create it. 
In District 31, yet another newcomer, Eliza Townsend, clearly-
deserves the Democratic Party's nomination. Townsend's experience 
with neighborhood groups and her commitment to social and envi-
ronmental issues impress us. 
Her opponent Chris Gurney has snoozed through three terms in 
Augusta. It's time his constituents return the favor by voting for 
Townsend on June 9. 
In District 35, two-term incumbent Democrat Eldon McKeen has 
always been a strong vote for labor - something local delegations 
sorely lack - and he also supports women's right to choose and gay 
rights. CBWsupports him. 
In District 41, six-term incumbent Jim Mitchell has been as solid a 
vote for environmental, pro-choice and gay rights issues as one could 
ask (although his opponent has blasted him for being a Single-issue 
candidate). Here's one incumbent CBW can stand behind. 
For Maine Senate 
Among District 32 Republicans, Jane Amero has demonstrated 
the savvy, ability to compromise and compassion necessary for 
working in Augusta. It's also hard to find anyone critical of her work 
in state education and local government. Send her to the general 
election in November. 
, For U.S. Congress 
And finally, for the Republican bid to unseat U.S. Congressman 
Tom Andrews, CBW favors Tony Payne on two counts: (1) He's a 
smart guy who cares about people and works in a refreshingly open 
style; and (2) his opponent is Linda Bean, formerly Linda Bean-Jones, 
formerly Linda Jones, formerly .. . 
CBW thanks The Bean for proving that, even in this strangest-of-
the-strange election year, Hunter S. Thompson was right: "When the 
going gets weird, the weird tum pro." • 
(PK&MP) 
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letters 
Other mistakes 
Shame on you, AI Diarnon. 
Let's tell the whole truth. 
My campaign was a 
grassroots effort. You failed 
to mention that 200 volun-
teers joined my campaign for 
the Maine Senate (Politics & 
other mistakes, 4.23.92). 
These volunteers helped me 
assemble and display signs, 
make phone calls and 
canvass door to door. We 
went to 6,000 homes in 
Windham, Gray, Raymond, 
North Yarmouth, 
Cumberland and Falmouth. I 
visited every town council 
and school board meeting in 
each town of the district. I 
met with each school superin-
tendent and town manager. 
Because people believe in 
my ability and know my 
dedication, more than 300 
individuals invested in my 
campaign. I have never asked 
for any PAC money. I spent 
$1,000 of my own money on 
this race and received just 
one unsolicited PAC check. 
However, my opponent 
actively solicited and took 
PAC funds. My opponent 
also spent much more of his 
own money on the campaign. 
Neighbors and friends 
hosted over 35 coffees in their 
kitchens and living rooms so I 
could discuss the issues and 
listen to the concerns of the 
people of the district. It was 
the special efforts of over 200 
volunteers that made this 1990 
Maine Senate race so close. 
Merle Nelson 
Falmouth 
State of the art 
I would like to correct a 
statement you printed in the 
article about the current state 
of the Portland Museum of 
Art (PMA) ("Portland 
Museum: Educational 
institution, or roadside 
attraction?" 5.21.92). I was the 
assistant registrar at PMA 
from 1980 to 1988. Contrary 
to your statement, the PMA 
permanent collection is 
"catalogued." There is a big 
difference, however, between 
"being catalogued" and 
having a published "catalog." 
In 1980, Greg Welch and I 
undertook the first complete 
inventory of the PMA 
collections under the guid~ 
ance of Barbara Redjinski. 
Each object was carefully 
measured and described and 
thousands of cards typed and 
files made. It took us a year of 
35-hour weeks of solid 
cataloguing. While in storage 
during museum construction, 
Barbara Redjinski and I spent 
thousands of hours catalogu-
ing large quantities of prints 
and drawings. 
After moving into the new 
building, we continued 
cataloguing new accessions 
while recording and tracking 
an ever-increasing stream of 
loans and exhibitions. We 
successfully converted the 
basic card catalog informa-
tion into a computer data-
base, thus laying a secure 
foundation toward informa-
tion accessibility. 
In 1988, the museum had 
the capability to print out an 
entire "catalog" of its perma-
nent collection. But to what 
end? No one cares enough 
about the museum's huge 
collection of decorative arts 
and smaller holdings of 
American paintings and 
sculpture to fund a useful, 
meaningful, scholarly 
examination of even small 
segments of the collection-
it's not sexy enough; it 
doesn't attract the general 
admission paying public. 
So, please don't perpetuate 
the myth that PMA is full of 
"unca talogued" objects. They 
are catalogued - with 
Barbara's, Greg's, Stuart's and 
my sweat and - yes - blood. 
It's just that no one yet cares 






After reading your article 
("Hampering the handi-
capped," 3.19.92) I felt sorry 
for Kathryn Mcinnis. Not for 
the fact that she is in a 
wheelchair though; her real 
handicap is her attitude. 
Mcinnis sounds like a very 
bitter person whose real' 
problem isn't inaccessibility 
but something much deeper. 
I was especially offended 
when she said, "I'm doing 
what I said I'd never do-
ride on a segregated bus," 
referring to a specially 
designed bus for handi-
capped people. For some 
people, we can never do 
enough (apparently). I think 
that Mcinnis would still find 
fault even if all of her desires 
were met. 
I also noticed that al-
though Ms. McInnis comes 
across as an advocate for 
disabled people, her only 
complaints were for her own 
personal problems. What 
about the blind, Ms. Mcinnis? 
You don't seem concerned 
about Braille plates to 
identify buildings and 
instructions. No mention 
either of people disabled 
because of heart or lung 
disease, which would affect 
the distances people could 
walk from one part of a 
building to another once they 
get in. And what about the 
mentally disadvantaged? 
Here in itself is a whole set of 
needs completely different 
from Mcinnis's. 
So, Ms. Mcinnis, if you 
truly want to open people's 
eyes to the needs of disabled/ 
disadvantaged people, then I 
recommend you tell the 







In your recent article 
("Hampering the handi-
capped," 3.19.92), I take 
offense to Ms. McInnis saying 
that she had to be bumped 
seen 













down the stairs at the TGI 
Friday's Restaurant. 
She is in full knowledge of 
the handicapped ramp and 
the automatic door that I was 
told to have installed by 
Alpha One. 
TGI Friday's is one of the 
few restaurants in Portland 
that carries Braille menus, 
and handicapped individuals 
in wheelchairs much larger 
than Ms. Mcinnis's come and 
go freely down the so-called 
"narrow" ramp. 
I am in full agreement that 
handicapped individuals 
should have as much access 
as is feaSibly pOSSible, but to 
become a martyr to try and 








Though distressed at 
Bonnie Moore's Niss-bashing 
letter (5.14.92), I do not 
propose to retry a closed case 
in the press; Mr. Niss is an 
articula te fellow and well able 
to speak for himself. But I'd 
like to explore some implica-
tions of Ms. Moore's argu-
ment, for they show common 
difficulties that impede 
society from coming to terms 
with anyone who commits an 
offense, whether a felon, a 
misdemeanant or simply a 
transgressor of "local commu-
nity standards." 
Employers can fire those 
whose wrongdoing demon-
strates an incapacity to 
Jun. 4, 1992 17 
perform the duties of the job, 
or who pose a potential threat 
to the workplace. But by Ms. 
Moore's logie, sacking people 
who commit any offense is a 
justifiable expression of the 
indignation our employers 
might feel about our domes-
tic lives. This is intolerable 
paternalism; labor routinely 
(and correctl y) opposes 
management attempts to 
impose corporate mores on 
workers' off-hours (such as 
irrelevant drug testing in the 
workplace). 
Ms. Moore suggests that 
Mr. Niss's past disqualifies 
him from making statements 
(however true) about the 
status of women in our 
society. But all human beings 
are fallible, and which of us 
has never expressed an ideal 
or a belief that we've some-
times failed to follow? 
Some people learn from 
their mistakes, amend their 
conduct toward what they 
know it ought to be. When 
religion tells us to "hate the 
sin but love the sinner," it 
assumes that so long as we 
live, redemption is always 
possible, and gives nobody 
up for lost while there 
remains hope of reform. 
In short, let's have a little 
charity. It would be presump-
tuous for Ms. Moore, or me, 
or anyone else, to use 
knowledge of claims about 
anyone's soul as a basis for 
seeking to deprive that 
person of an honest liveli-





a rose garden 
You have crossed the line 
of responsibility to society 
and gone into the trashy 
world of dehumanizing and 
exploiting women with the 
ads for Mark's Show Place 
and Video Expo. 
There's enough money to 
be made from non-sexist 
advertisers. How do you 
sleep at night? People have 
come to expect much more 
from your paper. You indeed 
promised us a rose garden 
with progressive-minded 
journalism. You have gone 
far with these terrible ads to 
have many people think you 
do not care about all the 
crimes perpetrated on 
women everywhere. 
It is not too late to redeem 
your good name. Pull those 
ads and you will be sending a 
strong message. Leave them 
in and also the message will 
be clear. Let your conscience 




Casco Bay Weekly 
welcomes your letters. 
Please limit your thoughts 
to )00 words, Include a 
daytime phone number 
and address to: Letters, 
Casco Bay Weekly, 
5S1A Congress St., 
Portland, ME 04101. 
1 • usco Bay Weekly 
The Casco 
Bay Weekly . 
Calendar: 







Submissions for Entertainment Weekly 
sections must be received In writing on the 
Thursday prior to publication. 
Send your Calendar and Listings Information 
to Ellen L1burt, Casco Bay Weekly, SSlA 
Congress St., Portland, ME 04101. 
ONLY 2·1/2 MILES TO LL BEAN I I 
: Come to Freeport, I 
: ~ a~~~~i-t : 
I!!E;:. of Maine I 
Maine's Famous I 
I Natural Phenomenon I 
I Giant Sand Dunes • Narrated I 
I Coach Tours. Nature Trails I 
I • Sand Mist ·1783 Bam I 
I • World's largest Sand Painting I 
I • Gift Shop· Store I 
I Off U.S. Route 1 and 95 I 
I • Desert Rd. • Dept. CB· I 
Freeport 04032 
I Open May 8th I 
I to October 12th I 
I Tel. (207) 865-6962 I 
I WITH THIS AD, $1 OFF I 
I ADULT ADMISSION 
I UMIT ONE COUPON PER PERSON : 
I ~ 
ALSO, CAMPING AVAILABLE 
're invited to a recep-
for five local artists 
tonight from 5-7, featuring 
the painting, photography 




music with mutant 
guitar! Ask him where 










Right on the corner 
of Lower Exchange Street 
in the Old Port • 774-6010 
-~- ---'-
Leyli Johnson, Elaine 
Tselikis, Clifford Ullman 
and Jane Wray. The goal of 
the show is to strengthen 
relations between the 
artistic and business com-
munities - a great idea! 
Responsible for this joint 
venture are the Chamber of 
Commerce of the Greater 
Portland Region (call Jane 
Glass or Sue Shuer there at 
772-2811 for more info); and 
Philanthropy By Design of 
Maine, a non-profit group 
dedicated to improving 
social service facilities in 
Greater Portland with 
donated materials and 
volunteer services (call Kim 
Mikula at 770-9424 for 
more). The show's at the 
chamber, 145 Middle St., 
Portland. See it! 
• Congress Square Gallery 
is holding a reception 
tonight from 5-7 for Henry 
Isaacs, who takes inspira-
tion for his bright pastel 
landscapes from the envi-
rons of Islesford, Maine. If 
you can't make it tonight, 
see the exhibit - at 42 
Exchange St. - through 
July 6. Call 774-3369 for 
more info. 
• Forest Avenue auto-da-fe: 
Inquiring minds (and ears) 
should hit Zootz tonight at 
9 to pass sentence on 
Heretix, now touring to 
promote their current CD, 
"Continuous Soft Hits on 
the Head." This alternative 
band - originally of 
Camden - now bums up 
Boston with its crunchy 
riffs, urgent rhythms and 
surrealistic lyrics. Call 773-
8187 for more. 
• Classical guitar fans 
should head out to USM/ 
Gorham to hear Jad Azkoul, 
whose playing has been 
described by Classical Guitar 
Magazine of England as 
"warm and intimate ... 
reaches out to his audi-
ence." Hear him in Corthell 
Concert Hall tonight at 8. 
Tickets are $5 at the door. 
Entertaiomeo(5 Nights 
See Listings or call for 10fo. 
CalI Michael Katz at 773-
1133 for further info. 
• Find fashions handwoven 
and painted by Spindle-
works artists - as well as 
prizes, poetry, music and 
great food - tonight at 7 at 
a Fashion Show & Wearable 
Art Sale at the Theater 
Project, School Street, 
Brunswick. Tickets are $10. 
Call 725-8820 for more info. 
• On The Fringe: George 
Garzone of ijoston's legend-
ary trio The Fringe, will 
grace cafe no tonight (and 
Friday, 6.7) with his solo sax 
improvisations. This is the 
first full-weekend solo 
performance of Garzone's 
long & illustrious career. It 
should come as no surprise 
that he's chosen the no as 
his venue. Admission is $5. 
"Not bad," comments 
proprietor Paul Lichter. Call 
772-8114 for mOre. 
chea thrill 
• Today's the day, in honor 
of summer and other green 
things, to start hitting yard 
sales. And Casco Bay 
Greens are sponsoring a 
sale from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. 
with contributions from 
over 20 people. The sale will 
raise money for the Greens' 
second annual Summer 
Solstice Cruise, coming up 
on June 20, which features a 
ride around the harbor on 
Casco Bay Lines and music 
by the Hysterics, an old 
blues-cum-folk-cum-rock 
band led by poet-cum-
activist Gary Lawless. For 
more info on either, call 879-
0493 and ask for Melissa. 
• Pre-eminent Japanese 
director Akira Kurosawa's 
Old Port Festival 
If annual events seem to be coming round quicker than 
they used to, don't worry. You're not getting older, the 
world's just moving faster. Case in point: The Old Port's 
estival festival happens eanlier than ever before this year, 
starting at 11 a.m. on Sunday, June 7. 
In addition to the street vendors, music and wonder-
fully decadent festival fare - how long has it been since 
you lost yourself in a drift of pink cotton candy or 
succumbed to the steaming, succulent temptation of fried 
cinnamon dough - this year's season opener will 
emphasize families. So you'll find lots of family enter-
tainment, folk singers and jesters, jugglers and clowns. 
Musical highlights include acoustic musician Peter 
Galway and country rock band Streamliner. Road races 
start at 9 a.m. in Boothby Square (behind the Portland 
Regency on Fore Street), where Joan Benoit Samuelson 
will cheer on contestants. 
The highlight of the festival will be an auction at 2 p.m. 
( in Tommy's Park to benefit the Children's Museum. 
Auctioneer "Super" Bruce Lewis wil1 preside over a 
wealth of donated items, new and used, including a ride 
in a cigarette boat, a stint as captain of a tugboat for a 
day, Pee Wee Herman's lookaIike 1947 bicycle and a Ross 
Perot haircut donated by Hair Exchange. 





Breakfast M-F 6 to 11 :30AM 
Lunch M-F .11 :45-2PM 
All Day Breakfast 
Sat 6AM-2PM Sun BAM-2PM 
98 Portland Street 





and the Opening of 
HAAGENDAZS 
Ice Cream Parlor 
---- -------- --- ----------, . 
50¢ OFF : 






I . 548 Congress S t. I 
I Portland· (207) TRY-ABES J ----------
She's nobody's Patsy -
but she sure Is InKllned 
to give a heck of a 
show. Hear her 
Thursday, June 11. 
Plwto/ Albert Sanchez 
"Rhapsody in August" is 
playing tonight at The 
Movies at Exchange Street, 
and you should see it. 
Richard Gere stars as a 
Japanese American who 
makes a pilgrimage to Japan 
to find his roots, triggered 
by his Japanese grand-
mother's remembrances of 
World War II and the 
bombing of Nagasaki, 
Among Kurasawa's other 
films: "Ikiru," "Sanjuro" 
and "The Seven Samurai," 
the 1955 classic about a 
16th-century Japanese 
vil1age that hires seven 
samurai to protect them 
against bad guys. "Samu-
rai" was the basis for 1960' s 
American version, "The 
Magnificent Seven," in 
which gunslingers protect a 
small Western town against 
bad guys. "Dreams," 
Kurasawa's second most 
recent film, is spectacular 
and available on video. Call 
The Movies at 772-9600 for 
show times. 
• Press release: All 'zine 
fiends are invited to a 
festival for local magazines 
- PO, Sludge, Journal of 
Unpopular Opinion, Rocket, 
Gaybee, Non-Sequitur Man, 
Two-Ton Santa et al -
tonight at 8 at Zootz (31 
Forest Ave., Portland). 
Local bands Burly Chintz, 
Toast and Go Button will 
also perform. Everyone's 
Turn everyday 
stress into creative 
power 
(and a pretty 







Portland Pottery Supply 
FuU smict ceramic supply store 
For info call 772-4334 
118 Washington Ave., Ptld. 
invited; admission's $4 at 
the door. Call 879-7152 for 
details. See Media on page 
29 for more. 
• Peace & justice: Tonight 
at 7, members of peace and 
justice groups will meet for 
the purpose of establishing 
the Southern Maine Peace & 
Justice Center. Join them at 
the Residence Building, 
Cheverus High School, 267 
Ocean Ave., Portland. For 
more info, call 874-0579. 
• Democratic vision: Join 
Maine Historical Society for 
a reception tonight at 7:30 
featuring the Declaration of 
Independence and materials 
from the society's extensive 
collection. Colby President 
Richard}. Moss will give a 
talk on "The Declaration of 
Independence: A Living 
Document," followed by a 
panel discussion including 
Judge Harriet Henry, 
retired judge of the Maine 
District Court, and Lou 
Ureneck, executive editor of 
The Portland Newspapers. 
Check out the reception at 
First Parish Church, 425 
Congress St. Call 774-1822 
for democratic details. 
• Believe it or not, you can 
still get tickets for k.d. lang. 
But get 'em now or be very, 
very vexed later. She's 
singing her country heart 
out at Portland City Hall 
Auditorium (30 Myrtle St.) 
tonight at 8. Call 775-3458 or 
775-3331 for tix, which go 
for $19.50 to $21.50. 
• Life as a saint: The folks 
over at Swedenborgian 
Church invite you to join 
cafe no 
whc'rc tlU! beal goes on 
~11
·great O'~ ~ O'~l. ••• ~"'~ ~('-i:Jt' 
• great music ~ <f ~"4~ 
~.' • great beer & wine 
• Thursday. June 4 
TilE STEVE GROVER BAND 
• Fri& Sal. JuneS& 6 
An evening of Solo Saxophone 
fmprovisolioll8 wilh Ihe 
"Fringe'81t 
GEORGE GARZONE 
• Tue.day. June 9 
OPEN POETRY READING 
open jazz jam 8W1day 4:30~ pm 
reservation8 welcome 
e\oled sunday. till lilbor day 
c108ed mondays 
20 danforlh .1 .• 772-8114 
them in viewing "Mother 
Theresa," a video detailing 
the journey of Mother 
Theresa to her present 
calling. After the video, 
Chandrika Brown will tell 
of her exPeriences volun-
teering with Mother 
Theresa's Missionaries of 
Charity, working with the 
dying and destitute. The 
program begins tonight at 7 
at the Swedenborgian 
Church, 302 Stevens Ave., 
Portland. The $3 admission 
will be shared with a local 
charity. Call 772-8277 for 
more info. 
• Bowdoinham Blues 
Festival- feahlring local 
artists Barbecue Blues Boys, 
The Blue Roots, Wild Thing 
and Little Jimmy & the 
Soulcats - happens today 
from 5-11 p.m. Sponsored by 
Southern Maine Blues 
Society (or So.Me. Blues 
Society, as they prefer to be 
called), the festival will 
showcase the talents of 
established and up-and-
coming musicians. The 
Barbecue Boys will open 
with an acoustic performance 
featuring guitar and har-
monica, the others will 
follow wi th their electric acts . 
Tix for the fest are really 
cheap: $5 for adults, with 
kids under 12 accompanied 
by a parent admitted free. 
They're on sale at MacBeans 
in Brunswick and Amadeus 
in Portland, but you can 
also buy them at the door 
of Bowdoinham Town Hall 
(directions from Exit 25 of 
I-95 to the town hall will be 
posted on the day of the 
festival). For more informa-
tion contact Bill Smith at 
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lunch, dinner (!J sundey brunch 
58 Pine Street 773-8223 
/u".4,1992 
Contestant # 3, 
Ray Lemieux 
Contestant # 4, 
Brian Hili 
19 
Which one's having a 
good hair day? Find out 










CDs. TAPES. VIDEOS 
Only 15 min. from Portland 
YARMOUTH MARKETPLACE 
ME (207) 846-4711 
a week. 10 to 10 
. I 
-- --- -- ---
20 Casco BIlY Wuldy 
Brunch so tasty you'll 
want to lick your plate. ,. " ~ 
Se"vt"g Su"days 9-3 . ~k\ 
.Tony's Comedbeef Hash -Omleaes - E s Benedict ~~ 
-Fruit Filled Crepes -Salmon & Eggs 'Creese Blintzes _. \s:. 
_ Usa's Baked Beans 'Greek Soul Food .Almond CruSled French Toast 
• Serving Bloodies & Ceasar.; AND SATUlIDAYS TOO 
: The Good Table Restaurant : 
• H.t ... .., ( .a Pl' r:B/~llll'lh i'')l)-( .OOD MOIl · llnu's: 1 for ~l) .95 • 
• I ••••••••••••• • •••••••••• 
MONEY BACK , 
GUARANTEE /.. ' ~~ 
ON PET GROOMING! ~~ 
Mon. - Sat. 8-6 • 797-2414. Sun. & Hollaays byappt. 
ALL =::, FISH 1/2 price! 
ALL :~~e, FISH 1/3 OFF! 
BIROS & REPTILES 1/3 
When the Dust Settles ••• 
the Moon Rises Over 
Friday June 5th 
THE HERETIX & BURLY CHINTZ & THE AUTHORITY 
(funk from NYC) $5-21+ 
CHEM FREE at THE WHEREHOUSE every Friday, 
Tues June 9th PORTLAND FANZINES BENEFIT 
TOAST & BURLY CHINTZ & GO BUTTON 9pm 
Entertainment 
Continued from 10-,u,y CALENDAR 
SILVER 
SCREEN 
The Addarna Family 
Charles Addams' bizarro family tries to 
locate Gomez's long-lost brother Fester 
through a seance. The attempt brings on 
theadvancesofanunscrupulouswoman, 
who tries to take control of the family 
fortune. Directed by Barry Sannenfeld, 
starTing Raul Julia, Angelica Huston and 
Christopher lloyd. 
Allen 3 
Ripley awakes after crash-landing on a 
desolate worid where she is the only 
female on the all-male prison planet -
weil, slmosl the only female. The stow-
away slurps through most of the cast en 
route to a showdown with Sigoumey 
Weaver that will make Alien 4 very dilficutt 
to write. 
a.alc Inatlnct 
Michael Douglas retums to the "Streets of 
San Francisco· as a detective in this erotic 
murderthrillerdirecled by Paul Verhoeven 
("Total Recall"). Slick, entertaining, 
homophobic. 
Beauty and the aeaat 
Disney's animated extravaganza based 
on the fairy tale. 
Beethoven 
Suburban parents of three, played by 
Char1es Grodin and Bonnie Hunt, have to 
deal with a St. Bernard that joins and 
disrupts their household. Thought-pnr 
YOking. 
Cltyaf Joy 
An American doctor, together with a Brit 
and an Indian couple, runs a clinic in an 
Impoverished area of India. Patrick 
Swayze and Pauline Coliins star. 
C .... Act 
Two teenaged boys, one a straight-arrow 
brain and the other a party animal, acci-
dentally get IheiridentHies switched when 
they enroll in high school. Starrlng Chris-
topher Reid and Christopher Martin (aka, 
Kid 'n' Play). 
Cri .. C ..... 
Goldie Hawn plays a woman struggling to 
raise her son without the help of the boy's 
father, a Vietnam veteran unable to cope 
with family life. 
Encino Man 
Two unpopular t~aged boys unearth 
and thaw a frozen Neanderthal man. They 
enroll himin school as a foreign exchange 
student, thereby gaining unexpected 
popularity. 
Far and Away 
A tum-<lf-the-cenlury Irish laborer endures 
hardship in Eire and finally invnigrates to 
this country. I n an unlikely tum of events, 
he falls fora a well-tCKloAmerican woman. 
Stars Tom Cruise and Nicole Kidman. 
Fern Oully 
A fairy from the Fern Gully rainforest meets 
a human and together they try to stop the 
ecological destruction that threatens the 
fairy's home. 
Fried Oreen Tomat_ 
An overweight and neglected housewife 
befriends a lonely older woman living in a 
rest home. They develop a close friend-
ship as the older woman spins a tale 
about two Intimate female friends in the 
'30s. Her story helps restore the 
housewife's joie de vi'lre. Wrth Jessica 
Tandy, Kathy Bates, Mary Stuart 
Masterson and Mary louise Par!(er. 
The Hand tha~ Rocke the Cradl. 
A gynecologist is accused of harassing a 
patient and opts for suicide. His wife 
suffers a miscarriage, goes mad and 
blames everything on the patient and her 
family. She becomes the nanny of the 
patient's daughter and generally raises hell. 
Houa .. ltter 
Goldie Hawn plays a con artist who has a 
one-night stand with an architect, then 
"borrows" the man's home and pretends 
to be his wife. Also starring Steve Martin 
and Dana Delany. 
lethal W.apon III 
Yet another encore for the hardcore. 
Murtaugh has plans to retire but can't 
help being sucked into one last free-for-
ali case - this time involving stolen fire-
arms from the police department - with 
partner Riggs. Stars Danny Glover and 
Mel Gibson. 
Love .. 
A handsome young man goes to Madrid 
to find wor!( and a home so he can marry 
his virginal fiancee. He rents an apart-
ment from a suHry widow, who seduces 
him, entangles him in her underworld 
schemes and ultimately leads him to be-
tray his bride-to-be. 
Medicine Man 
Scientist Sean Connery searches lor a 
medicinal cure for cancer in !he Braziian 
iungle. With lonraine Bracco. 
My Coualn Vinny 
Ralph Macchio and MitchellWhitfield star 
as college students wrongly accused of 
murder in a rural Alabama town. Joe Pesci 
plays the inept Brooklyn lawyer who 
comes to their rescue. 
Ove ..... 
Autobiographical study of three sisters 
and the different ways they respond to life 
as members of the colonial French ruling 
class in post-WW II Algeria. 
Patriot Gllmea 
Harrison Fords steps in for Alec Baldwin 
as CIAa",,1yst Jack Ryan in this sequel to 
"The Hunt for Red October." International 
terrorists and an lRAspiintergroup target 
Ryan and his family after Ryan foils their 
attempt to kidnap a memberof England's 
royal family. 
The Playboya 
A young woman lving in a small town in 
Ireland elicits local disapproval when she 
has an ilegitimate child and refuses to 
nama the father. She then further offends 
local 88nsibil~ies when she fals in love 
with a memberofa traveling actors ' troupe. 
Starrlng Albert Finney and Aidan Quinn. 
The Player 
Insider Hollywood satire about a movie 
exec suspected of having murdered a 
screenwriter. (Doesn't happen often 
enough.)Starring Tim Robbins & Whoopie 
Goldberg, with cameos by half the big 
names in Tinseltown. 
Prine. of Tlcl .. 
A New York psychiatrist (Barbara 
Streisand) and a South Carolina teacher 
(Nick Notte) are brought together by the 
attempted suicide of his sister, who hap-
pens to be her patient. Directed by 
Streisand. 
Rhapaody In ""guat 
Members of a Japanes&-American family 
rediscover their roots by exploring the 
Old COUl\try and listening to the WW II 
memories of their elderly matriarch. Rich-
ard Gere stars as the woman's nephew. 
Slater Act 
A trashy lounge singer(Whoopi Goldberg) 
goes into hiding in a convent after wit-
nessing a crime. She takes over the choir 
and transmutes them into superb iazz 
singers, thereby attracting the attention 
of the thugs involved in the murder. 
Thunderheart 
An FBI agent with Native American roots 
is senl to investigate a murder on a reser-
vation. He finds much more . 
Wayne'a World 
Metal Heads Wayne and Garth (of "Satur-
day Night live") make pronouncements 
on teen life and share fantasies about the 
lovely babes from Babylonia. Moronic. 
WhH. Men Can't Jump 
A comedy-drama in which Wesley Snipes 
("Jungle Fever") and Woody Harrelson 
(TV's "Cheers") t98m up to make money 
scamming other basketball players on 
LA's playgrounds. Great dialogue. Great 
basketban. 
Due 10 scheduling changes after caw 
goes to press, movie goers are 




Maine Mall Road. S. Portland 
774-1022 
Dates effective June 5-11 
No June 6, 6:50 show of The Player; 
Housesitter June 6 only 
Lethal Weapon III (R) 
1:40,4:15,7,9:35 
The Player (R) 
1:15,4,6:50,9:25 
Far and Away (PG) 
12:45,3:50, 7:05, 9:55 
Allen 3 (R) 
1 :50, 4:25, 5:05, 7:15, 7:35,9:45, 10 




The Playboys (PO-13) 
1 :20,3:45, 7:35. 10 
Fern Qully 
12:45,2:35 
Hoyts Clark's Pond 
333 Clark's Rd., S. Portland 
879-1511 
Dates effective June 5-11 
Basic Instinct (R) 
12:45, 3:30, 6:40, 9:20 
White Men Can't .Jump (PO-13) 
1:15. 4,7,9:40 
Frktd Oreen Tomato_ (PO) 
12:30.3:15.6:30,9:10 




Class Act (PG-13) 
1 :45, 4:30, 7:40,9:55 
Patriot Games (R) 
1:30,4:15,7:10,9:45 
My Cousin Vinny 
7:20,9:50 
The Movies 
10 Exchange St.. Portland 
772-9600 
Matinees Sat & Sun 
Overseas (no rating) 
June 3-7 
Wed-Thurs 7,9; Fri 7 
Sat-Sun 1.7 
Rhapsody In August (PO) 
June 5-9 
Mon-Tues 7, 9; Fri 9 
Sal-Sun 3, 9 
Loyers (R) 
June 10-16 
Wed-Tues 7. 9; Sat-Sun 1, 3 
Nickelodeon 
Temple and Middle streets. Portland 
772-9751 
Dales effective June 5-11 
Second showing Sat & Sun 
The Hand that Rocks the Cradle 
(R) 
1,4,7,9:45 




Prince of Tides (R) 
9:15 
City of .Joy (PG-1~) 
12:30,3:30,6:30. 9:30 
Beauty and the Beast (G) 
1 :20, 4:20. 7:2 
Crlas Cro_ (R) 
12:40. 3:40, 6:40, 9:50 
Pride's Comer Drive-In 
651 Bridgton Road, Westbrook 
797-3154 
Dates effective June 5-7 
Wayne's World (PO-13) 
8:25 
The Addarna Family (PQ-13) 
10:05 
"All we are are pathetk little beliefs - all fueled by the fear of being nothing .. t .. II:' .ald Albert 
Elnsten (played by Mlc:hael RafJcln), with Terry Drew as Marilyn Monroe. 
Significance lies in the eye of the public imagination 
"Insignificance" provides cultural archetypes 
Man cannot live by reality alone. In any 
society, from the cavemen of pre-history to the 
post-industrial, technological and atomic age of 
20th-century America, the first things that man 
must provide for himself - before food or shelter 
- are his myths and archetypes. There's got to be 
some measure, after 
a II, some standard by 
which to Iiv~ Without 
such demigods and 
cultural icons, there's 
no point to either food 
or shelter. 
Some civilizations 
have stranger mythical 
figures than others. 
But the categories 
seem to remain the 
American Activities Committee (he seems to have 
been having un-American qualms about having 
provided the means to build The Bomb). He's pretty 
cool, though. He's hanging out in his hotel room, 
reading equations. 
A knock on the door. The Goddess enters, and 
before she attempts to 
seduce him, she steps out of 
role and recites the theory 
of relativity to him 
Apparently sex-
goddesshoodisnotenough 
for her, and she wishes to 
provide evidence of brain 
patterns. But Einstein's 
confused. As she's reciting 
The Theory, he's staring at 
her cleavage, wondering 
what's giving him this 
funny, non-cerebral feeling. 
Just as they're establish-
ing a rapport The States-
man comes busting in, 
drunk, carrying on a bout 
his Red Menace, and how 
urgent The Threat is. 
Nobody pays any attention 
to him 
sa me. Let's see, for 
"Insignificance" we'll 
need an archetype for 
The Warrior. Perhaps 
in this day and age 
(America in the '50s), 
the archetype could 
represent something a 
little less ferocious. An 
athlete, perhaps -
who is, of course, a 
warrior of sorts. 
What's the all-
American sport? 
Baseball. So the best 
baseball player of the 
times definitely 
represents the a II-
American warrior: Joe 
DiMaggio (William 
Kilroy). 
Drew (as Monroe) • Will Kilroy (Jo. DIMaggio) 
And finally The Big 
Hitter, recipient of the 
acq>lades of thousands, 
comes stumbling in, 
grumpy about the fact that 
his wife won't come home 
and can't carry his children. 
What kind of a woman is 
she? 
Now, of course, we'll need the archetype for 
The Thinker. Luckily we have the all-time daddy 
of all thinkers, the inventor of the means to blow 
civilization as we know it out of existence: Albert 
Einstein (Michael Rafkin). 
And what is a Society without The Statesman-
the Leader of Men, the annointed protector of the 
social order? Senator Joe 
Well, she lets it be 
known that he may be the Big Hitter, but he's not 
such a hit in the bedroom. And what's worse, he's 
stupid. He wouldn't understand The Theory ,The 
Menace or The Bomb, if he were hit over the head 
with anyone of them. He agrees apologetically, and 
offers everyone a piece of gum. 
These icons, significant to the public that has 
needfully created them, don't, in fact, amount to 
McCarthy (Robert Hitt), the most 
influential statesman of the epoch. 
And finally, there must be The 
Goddess. In every society there is 
one who rules over matters of 
fertility. (All right, so in our 
society we get it confused with 
mere sex.) Who have we got to 
represent the giver-of-life? The 
sexiest goddess of all time: 
sta e 
much hanging out in a hotel room 
together. Their significance, it 
seems, exists only in the context of 
the public's imagination. 
".nslgnlflcance" by 
This is a witty, intellectual play, 
not exactly fast-paced or action- "-
Marilyn Monroe (Terry Drew). 
Terry Johnson, directed by 
Joan Sand at Mad Horse 
Theatre, 955 Forest Ave., 
Portland. Playing through 
June 21, Thurs-Sat at 8 p.m., 
Sun at 7. 797-3338. 
packed. If not riveting. the cast is 
consistently good. And every cast 
member has it hands-down over 
the 1985 movie version's cast, 
induding Tony Curtis. Rafkin is an 
endearing bare-footed Einstein, Hitt 
And it's true. These four 
bigger-than-life icons all inhabited the this country 
Qtthe same time. Some epochs are like that. 
British playwright Terry Johnson decided to do 
a dissertation upon the significance of the cultural 
archetypes of this culture in that period of history. 
He thought it would be easiest to study them if 
they were all in the same relatively neutral petrie 
dish: a hotel room in New York City in 1954. 
Fascinating premise. 
So The Thinker is in New York, having been 
subpoenaed to appear before the House Un-
a convincingly loutish senatorial hit 
man, Kilroy a social embarrassment rather than hero, 
and Drew is painfully vulnerable. The dialogue is 
tight, and the pace well maintained. There's not 
much to be said about the set - a bed; but the 
costumes are definitely of the at-home-with-the-
family variety - most emphatically un-glamorous, 
anti-heroic - indeed insignificant. The fresh faces of 
Hitt and Kilroy are welcome. 
Coffee is advised, for the following of snappy 
patter demands alertness. 
Margot Brown McWilliams 
Jun. 4, 1992 21 
The NEW Classic Pakistani Restaurant 
KABOB IN CURRY 
-We invite you to taste a little oj OtIr culture. -
Ta"f}j - and hot or mild to suit YOtlr taste. 
EVERYDAY LUNCH SPECIAL $3.95 
Traditional Pakistani Dinners 
lax<e-uu,Welcome Jeaturing . 
- 874-2260 Authentic Tandoori Chicken nkkas 
THREE DOLLAR DEWEY'S 
OlD PORT · PORTLAND. MA.!.NE 
772-3310 PORTLAND'S ORIGINAL ALEHOUSE 
KITCHEN OPEN SUN-WED 11AM-8PM, THURS-SAT 11AM-9PM 
"If you've never been to 3 Dollar Dewey's for 
Lunch or Dinner, OH! What you've been 
missing ... "Famous" 3 Alarm 
Chili, Vegetarian Delights, 
Eclectic Burgers & 
Chicken Sandwiches, 
Gourmet Pizza, Fish 
& Chips, Authentic 
Pub Fare, Daily 
Specials and a 







on Your Wallet." 
IT'S CELEBRATION TIME 
JUNE 8th through JUNE 14th 
• e 
JOIN us FOR OUR TWENTIEm YEAR 
ANNIVERSARY WEEK 
ONE SPECIAL ENTREE 
EACH EVENING AT 
OUR ORIGINAL PRICE 
MaN/8th - Beef Kabob . ... ... .. ... $3, 75 
TUES/9th - Crab-Steak Combo ... $3. 75 
WED/10th - Halibut Steak ......... $3.50 
THUR/11th - BBQ Chicken ..... . $3. 75 
PRJ/12th - Prime Rib ............... $5.50 
SAT/13th - Teriyaki SirlOin., . ...... $4.50 
SUN/14th - Shrimp Teriyaki ...... $6.25 




11 MOULTON STREET 
PORTlAND, MAINE 04101 
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Entertainment 
umtinlUd from page 20 
STAGE 
"Acto". Nlghtma .... "Intervl_· and 
"E.cape Attempt· 
The Center for Performance Studies pI'&-
sents three absurd, surrealistic plays. 
"Actor's Nightmare" will be performed 
on Thurs, June 11 at7:3Opm&Sat,June 
13 at 5 pm. "Interview" and "Escape 
Attempt" will be performed on Fri-Sat, 
Jun 12-13at7:3Opm-attheCentedor 
Performing Arts, 25A Foresl Ave, Port-
land. Tix: $8. For reservalions call 774-
2776. 
Davtd Copperfield 
The magician's newest show entitled 
"Magic for Ihe '90s" - Thurs, June 4 at 
5:30 & 8:30 pm-at Cumberland County 
Civic Center, I Civic Court Square, Port-
land. Tix: $19.50, $15.50 children. For 
reservations call 77S,3458. 
"Insignificance" 
Mad Horse Theatre's last offering of the 
season centers on an imag inary meeting 
between Albert Einstein, Marilyn Mon-
roe, Joe DiMaggio and Joe McCarthy, 
one nighl before the House Un-Ameri-
can Activities Committee hearings. 
Through June 21 - Thurs-Sat, 8 pm; 
Sun,7 pm-at Mad Horse Theatre, 955 
Forest Ave, Portland. Tix: $15 adults, 
$13 students & seniors. For reservations 
call 797-3338. 
"Melody Hour Murd ... • 
at The Mystery Cafe Dinner Theatre, 
Baker's Table Banquet Room, 434 Fore 
st, Portland. Shows every Saturday at 8. 
For info and reservations cal 693-3063 
or 1-800-834-3063. 
"'Phantom-
Maine state Music Theater stages Kopn 
& Veston's new musical thriller through 
June 20 - Tues-Sal, 8 pm; Wed, Fri & 
Sat (first week of each new program), 2 
pm; Tues, Thurs, Sal (second week), 2 
pm-alPickard Theater, Memorial Hall, 
Bowdoin College, Brunswick. Tix: $12-
$24. For reservations call 72s-8769. 
AUDITIONS 
"Me a My Olrl· 
June 8 & 9 at 7 pm at the Portland 
Players, 420 Cottage Road, S. Portland. 
Fordelails cal 799-7337. 
FRIDAY 0.5 
Jad Azhouf 
(classical gunar) 8 pm, Corthell Concert 
Hall, USM al Gorham. Tix: $5. 773-1133. 
SATURDAY 0.0 
Turtle loland String Quartet a Dancer 
Keith Teny 
0322 & ive dance) 8 pm, Lewiston Junior 
High School, Lewiston. Tix: $1 S,$I I . 782-
7228. 
SUNDAY 8.7 
The Cathed ... 1 Chamber Sing ..... The 
Cathad ... 1 Choir 
(choral) 3:45 pm, St. Luke's Cathedral, 
143 State St, Portland. Donation. 772-
5434. 
Johnny Collin. 
(folk) 7:30 pm, The Center for lhe Arts, 
The Chocolate Church, 804 Washington 
St, Bath. Tix: $9, $7 advance. 442-8455. 
UPCOMING , 
k.d. lang 
6111192 (cuHure country) 8 pm, Portland 
City Hal Auditorium, 30 Myrtle St, Port-
land. Tix: $21.50, $19.50. 77S,3458 
Bowdoinham Blues F_tlvllt 
6113192 (blues) s.. I I pm, Bowdoinham 
Town HaK, Bowdoinham. Directions from 
Exil25 of Interstate Q5 to the town hall wil 
be posted the day of the festival . Tix: $5, 
childrenunderI2admmedfreewnhadu~. 
Jimmy Giuffre Pholo/lwmilD. Odjenar 
Guiffre still leads avant-garde jazz 
In the 1950s there were two imagined schools of jazz, East Coast and 
West Coast. The East Coast was allegedly the style more associated with 
the Gillespie/Parker /Monk/Powell axis. It was burlier, more aggressive, 
more vibrant than the West Coast school. For its part the West Coast 
school was supposed to be calmer and more retiring, with a smoother 
veneer - polished but a bit dull. The West Coast school didn't (read 
couldn't) swing, In a recent introduction to a collection of West Coast jazz 
recordings, critic Doug Ramsey pointed out the underlying thought was 
that the majority of those folks in California were white so they lacked 
that one undefinable: soul. 
Jimmy Giuffre was one of the musicians caught in the middle of this 
polariza tion. 
It was startling when Giuffre released 'Tangents in Jazz" in 1955. Here 
was one of the great saxophone and clarinet players of the day, well 
known for his swinging compositions (such as "Four Brothers") for the 
Woody Herman band of the late 1940s, as well as several years spent with 
Shorty Rogers, one of the star trumpet players of the day. Though 
heralded as a fascinating arranger, few were prepared for his pianoless 
quartet which dismissed any recognizable beat. There were no driving 
rhythms on the drummer's cymbal, there was ho walking Das.line, 
Giuffre said he wanted a beat that was "acknowledged but unsounded." 
In 1956 Giuffre furthered the possibilities by moving to a trio with 
simply bass, guitar and reeds. The recordings he made in the ensuing 
years at times reflected his interest in different ensemble textures 
employing alto and bass flutes, bass clarinets, oboes, bassoons and 
celeste, But his direction for the next 20 years was clear: less offered more. 
The music was called pastoral or folkish in reviews. And there was 
certainly evidence that contemporary classical writing was becoming as 
much an influence on his work as jazz. Indeed, Giuffre was one of the 
very first writers in the music to confound the listeners by adeptly 
blurring the lines between musical categories. His choice of musicians 
became increasingly important for he had to find not only people who 
were capable of playing his music, but also people interested in playing it. 
The ensemble work was spare but not sparse. In the drummerless 
setting the players were required to pay much more attention to each 
other; the question of time was no longer given. 
music 
The Jimmy Guiffre Quartet 
perfonns June 12-13 
at 9 p.m. at cafe no, 
20 Danforth St., Portland. 
TIckets are $15; call 
772-8114 for reservations. 
"For some reason a drummer or 
a bassist often has a fixed idea that 
he has to make time," said Guiffre, 
"(but) once the leaders stomp off 
the tempo, the time is already 
made, and all we have to do is ride 
along with it like a train. The 
biggest problem in jazz is finding 
musicians who will let it flow " . I 
believe in letting the music play 
itself instead of forcing it." 
The trio, through its occasionally 
shifting personnel (Bob Brockmeyer, Jim Hall, Steve Swallow, Paul Bley, 
etc,) had to work more as a collective unit than most of the other jazz 
groups of the time. As many of the more popular jazz groups pushed 
closer and closer to an anarchist approach to group improvisation or 
Coltrane:-ish endless improvisations with the rhythm section struggling to 
keep up, Giuffre's ensemble relied on a particularly delicate blend of 
written material balanced by improvisation within his compositions. As 
the other major reed players of thl!' day played more and mOll! notes, 
paying little regard to original melody, Giuffre's groups pared down the 
sound, ultimately demanding much more from the listener than bravery. 
What becomes clear when examining Giuffre's career as a single entity 
is just how much of a beacon of the avant-garde Giuffre was and remains. 
His experimental arrangements for large groups 30 years ago were more 
pithy than the majority of today's overweight and overblown charts. His 
notions of smaIJ group interplay preceded Ornette Coleman by several 
years and his concern with sonic textures rivaled that of the Art Ensemble 
of Chicago work of the late '60s. 
The avant-garde has exploded and quickly imploded several times in 
the 35 years since Giuffre made his first landmark recordings of his own 
groups. Yet through his teaching, his private lessons and performances 
such as Friday's and Saturday's, Giuffre continues to point to the 
possibilities for jazz's advance. 
Jim Pinfold 
Portland Symphony Orch .. t... Ume Rockets and Living Daylight. (rock) 
713192Qndependencepops)7:3Opm, Fort Old Port Tavem, 11 Moulton st, Portland. 
Williams Parlc, Cape Elizabeth. Advance 774-0444. 
Tix: $36 for farrily of four, $12, $10 for Ken Orlm.ley (acoustiC) Wharfs End, 52 
children, senior citizens and groups 01 10 Wharf St, Portland. 773-0093. 
or more; at gate: $40, $15, $12. Children Ray Sml~h (acoustic) The Wrong Brothers' 
under 2 are free. 773-8191. Pub at Port Billiards, 39 Forest Ave, Port-
Ray Comll. on Kotzschmar Organ land. 775-1944. 
6116192 (classicaQ 7:30 pm, Portland City 
Hall Auditorium, 389 Congress St, Port- MONO IV 0.8 
land. Donalions accepted. 774-3427. "I 
CLUBS 
THURSDAY 0.4 
Steve Orover Band Oazz) cafe no, 20 
Danforth St, Portland. 772-8114. 
The Backyard (Original rock) Geno's, 13 
Brown SI, Portland. 772-7891. 
Active Culture (reggae ska) Granny 
Killam's Industrial Drinkhouse, 55 Marlcet 
Street, Portland. 761-2787. 
Lime Rockets (rock) Old Port Tavem, 1 I 
Moulton SI. Portland. 774-0444. 
Dan Hlcke and the Acoustic WarrlOl'l 
(acoustic swing) Raoul's Roadside At-
traction, 865 Forest Ave, Portland. 773-
6886. 
Deejay Rocket Rusty (karaoke) Spring 
Point Cafe, 175 Pickell SI, S. Portland. 
761-4627. 
Jenny Woodman (rock) T-Birds, 126 N. 
Boyd St, Portland. 773-8040. 
Deejay Greg Powers (karaoke) Tipperary 
Pub, Sheraton Tara Hotel, S. Portland. 
775-6161. 
Open Mlc with Kenny Orlm.ley (b.y.o. 
acoustic) The Wrong Brothers' Pub at 
Port Billiards, 39 Forest Ave, Portland. 
77S,1944. 
FRIDAY 0.5 
George Qanona (jazz) cafe nO,200anforth 
St, Portland. 772-8114. 
Spaced Ba.ement (ra rock) Geno's, 13 
Brown St, Portland. 772-7891. 
From Oood Hom .. (progressive rock) 
Gramy Killam's Industrial Drinkhouse,55 
Marlcet Street, Portland. 761-2787. 
Hot Cherry Pie (rock) Moose Alluy, 46 
Marlcet St, Portland. 774-5246. 
Lime Rockets (rock) Old Port Tavern, I I 
Moulton St, Portland. 774-0444. 
The Kopten (rock) Raoul's Roadside At-
traction, 865 Forest Ave, Portland. 773-
6886. 
Raze (classic rock) Spring Point Cafe, 175 
Pickett St, S. Portland. 767-4627. 
Bicycle Thlev .. (rock) T-Birds, 126 N. 
Boyd St, Portland. 773-8040. 
Tom Dhyrberg (folk) Tipperary Pub, 
Sheraton Tara Hotel, S. Portland. 775-
6161. 
Why Aok Why? (rock) The Wrong Brothers' 
Pub at Port Biniards. 39 Forest Ave, Port-
land. 775-1944. 
Heretill (rock), Authority (funk) and Burly 
Chintz (rock) lootz, 31 Forest Ave, Port-
land. 773-8187. 
SATURDAY 8.8 
George Ganone (jazz) cafe no, 20 Danforth 
St, Portland. 772-8114. 
Joshua Ru .. ell (acoustic) The Cave, 31 
Forest Ave, Portland. 773-8187. 
Between Dreamo and Milo(original rock) 
Geno's, 13 Brown St, Portland. 772-7891 . 
Broken Men (blues rock) Granny Killam's 
Industrial Drinkhouse, Marlcetstreet, Port-
land. 761-2728. 
Hot Cherry Pie (rock) Moose Alley, 46 
Marlcet SI. Portland. 774-5246. 
Lime Rockets (rock) Old Port Tavem, 11 
Moulton St, Portland. 774-0444. 
Bonehead. (rock) Raoul's Roadside At-
traction, 865 Forest Ave, Portland. 773-
6886. 
Ellen & the Saa Slug. (contra dance) 
Saco River Grange Hall, Salmon Falls 
Road, Bar MiKs. 929-8472. 
Raze (classic rock) Spring Point Cafe, 175 
Pickett St, S. Portland. 767-4627. . 
Worry Doll. (rock)T-Birds, 126N.BoydSt, 
Portland. 773-8040. 
Magic (dance) Tipperary Pub, Sheraton 
Tara Hotel, S. Portland. 77S,6161. 
Why Aok Why? (rock) The Wrong Brothers' 
Pub at Port Biniards , 39 Forest Ave, Port-
land. 77S,I944. 
SUNDAY 0.7 
D.J. Landry (acoustic) Geno's, 13 Brown 
51, Portland. 772-7891. 
Ood street WIne (jazz rock) 55 Granny 
Killam's Industrial Drinkhouse, Marlcet 
SInIet, Portland. 761-2787. 
L_er Ea.t Side Band end Ba.t the 
Rain (rock) Moose Aley, 46 Marlcet St, 
Portland. 774-5246. 
Llvtng Dayllght.(rock) Old Port Tavern, I I 
Moulton St, Portland. 774-0444. 
So.Me, Blu .. Society (blues jam) Raoul's 
RoadsideAtlraction, 865 Forest Ave, Port-
land. 773-6886. 
Open Mlc Night with Ken Grlm.'ey 
(acoustic) Wharfs End, 52 Wharf St, Po'rt-
land. 773-0093. 
TUESDAY 8.9 
Pop Chronlcl .. ('60s) Old Port Tavem, 11 
Moulton St, Portland. 774-0444. 
Open Mic Night with Peter Gleason 
(acoustic) Spring Point Cafe, 175 Pickell 
St, S. Portland. 767-4627. 
Solstice (acoustic) Wharfs End, 52 Wharf 
St, Portland. 773-0093. 
Toast, 00 Button and BurlyChlntz(rock) 
lootz, 31 Forest Ave, Portland. 773-8t87. 
WEDNESDAY 0.10 
Bachelono' Night (topless) Moose Alley, 
46 Marlcet St, Portland. 774-5246. 
Pop Chronicles ('60s) Old Port Tavem. 11 
Moulton St, Portland. 774-0444. 
Bob Lazarus and Steve Faria (comedy) 
Raoul's Roadside Attraction, 865 Forest 
Ave, Portland. 773-6886. 
The Dalton Gang (classic rock) Spring 
Point Cafe, 175 Pickett SI, S. Portland. 
767-4627. 
Martin Cade (rock) T -Birds, 126 N. Boyd 
St, Portland. 773-8040. 
Lou .. Jeremy (acoustic) Wharfs End, 52 
Wharf St, Portland. 773-0093. 
Open Mlc Night with The Cool Whip. 
(b.y.o. jam) The Wrong Brothers' Pub at 
Port Biniards, 39 Forest Ave, Portland. 
775-1944. 
DANCING 
Oott. Dance,lnc., Thompson's Point, Sec-
ond Floor Bldg lA, Portland. Smoke- and 
chem-free dances with swing. Latin & 
ballroom music Fridays from 9- t2 pm & 
Sundays from 3-6 pm. $5. 773-3558. 
Maine Ballroom, 614 Congress St, Port-
land. Every Sat 9-midnight. Cost: $5. No 
reservations required. 773-0002. 
The Moon, 425 Fore St, Portland. Open 
nightly, 8 pm on ... Naked Thirsldays, no 
cover, drinks $1 .25 & drafts 25¢: Fri-Sat 
until 3 am. Cover: $3. 772-1983. 
Salutes, 20 Milk St, Portland. Open nighlly 
until 1 am. No cover 774-4200. 
T-Blrd'., 126 N. Boyd St, Portland. Sun: 
comedy night; weekdays: special events; 
Fri & Sat: rock & roll , dance. 773-8040. 
Wherehous. Dance Club. 29 Forest Ave, 
Portland. Progressive music. Fri, chem 
free, all ages with deejay; Sat. women's 
nightfrom 9-1 w~h deejay Deb. 874-9770. 
Zoot", 31 Forest Ave, Portland. Wed: chern-
free: Thu: cutting edge dance ; Fri: live na-
tional acts: Sat: deejay till 2:30 am, live al 




Chamber of Commerce of the O .. ater 
Portl.nd Region 
145 Middle St, Portland. Opening recep-
tion for the paintings, photos & sculpture 
by Portland artists Elaine Tselikis, Jane 
Wray, Sarah Coperthwaite, Kirsten Leyli 
Johnson & Clifford Ullman. On view 
throughout June. Hours: Mon-Fri &-5. 772-
2811. 
Cong .... Squa .. Oallery 
42 Exchange SI. Portland. Opening I'&-
ception June 5 from S,7 loran exhibilion 
of pastels by Henry Isaacs. Showing 
through July 8. GaHery hours: Mon-Sal 
10:30-5. 774-3369. 
Dean Velentg •• Gallery 
60 Hampshire SI. Portland. Opening re-
ception June 12 #romS,8 for an exhibition 
of Greg Parlcer's paintings. Showing 
through July 5. Gallery hours: Thurs 12-8, 
Fri & Sat 12-5, SUn 12-4 or by appoinl-
ment. 772-2042. 









Try a Matrix Essentials 
perm, Designed for 
your hair texture and 
type, Fuller, shinier, 
more natural hair. So 
easy to manage, you'll 





. .. and Jacial salon 





During THE OLD 
PORT FESTIVAL 
with Rick Roy on the patio 
from 12-6 pm, Live entertain 
ment Fri. & Sat. eve, too! 
AMIGOS 
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BEST BAGELS IN THE OLD PORT! 
See You at the 
\@)~Old Port 
Festival June 7 @) 
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Old Port Festival Sale! ~ 
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"" 'OW ~ ~Th.'WohDi~".yCornpoI'lY. HOME VIDEO 
I 
On Sale Today Through Sunday June 7 
Blank Tape Blowouts!! 
TDK SA-90 Audio Tape $1.89 
TDK HS-Tl20 Video Tape $2.83 
ChromaxT-120 Video Tape $1.89 
On Sale Sunday "June 7 Only!" 
Hundreds of Pre-Viewed Movies 
only 
$8.99 
Special Dad's Day Tapes 
-Pro Football Funniest 
Moments 
-Sports Bloopers 
-Baseball Video Cards 
-Bob Uckers Wacky 
Word of Sports 
"Visit us during The A 



































15 Temple St. Portland 879-2425 
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Food and Good 
Drinksfor 13 
Years. 
Our Full Menu 
served from 



















14K and 18K Gold Signet Ri ngs for Dads and Grads! 
d. cole jeweler's 





Mexicali · Blues Cruise! 
!f~JI.LL STEPHEN H. MACKENZIE, ESQ. 
I~~JIl!1($ OCCJ4SI09{,$ Attorney at Law "-
5-l 'Unique Sefection of gifts 1 , 
anti 'Decorative 5f.c.ce.ssorUs \ General Practice of Law including: ,( 
(wit!< prias Ie pfuu.) , • drug/ criminal defense· personal injury .. I 
Country potpourri I, • personal and smaIl business bankruptcy and reorgamzauon :7 
No Cluuge lor VISA .role E~enjng & we~kend , 
col1ecti6fes ' fwnti crafts. foCk.,art initial consilitation ACCEPTED appomtments avaIlable ~ , 
2 Wharf Street · In the Old Port 50 EXCHANGE STREET PORTLAND MAINE 775-0028 \ 
772·7490 Open 7 10·6 ., "/'-1,1\'. ..... - ...... ','1 - " , -" " -1,,':- ,. '·/I;"/~'" ..... "."./.' - , - ;/ ...... ',,-/-1 1 - - -I, 




Not when it 
comes to my 
'f' 
- I , ' , 
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AVEDA, Herbal Shampoo 
Make a fun 
T-Shirt from 
your favorite 
photo or slide! 
Wear your pet, 
or your birth-
day party, or 
your Aunt 
Ethel 
Made from pure plaut and nower 
essenees, each shampoo is 
specifically designed to enhance 
- or subdue - t hose glints of red, 
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, . 5 Portland Pier at the comer of We're Maine's only , GENERATED IMAGE 
-I 1,-
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Monday - Friday 9~ • Saturday 10-4 
Corner of Market & Middle Sts. · Portland· 774-4455 
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WITH CHOICE OF SAUCE 
BREAD & BUTTER 
BEVERAGE 
THANK YOUI . THANK YOUI THANK YOU! 
PORT BAKE HOUSE 
+ 
Y)urtn$. 
_ ICE CREAM 
, M,dne's Best 
Choco14u Chip 




ON THE DECK 
Over-stuffed Gourmet Sandwiches 
Homemade Soups 
Summer Salads 
Pastries & Breads 
] uices & Sodas 
Ice 
. . . ..... . . . . ... .. . . .. 
. 
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We're open, and proudly 
promoting the idea of 
safer sex with a huge 
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· *** Restaurant{favern Abnosphere 
• Homemade Foods 
• Fresh Dough Pizzas 
• World Famous CaIwnes 
• 1/2 lb. BurgerS 
• Game Room for Darts 
• Daily Lunch Specials start at $3,95 
• Daily Beer Specials $1.50 
\ 
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CONCEITS 
New England-'s 
premier collection of 
vintage and 
contemporary 








\ " "': "Feed the whole family" - / / , . 
Open Sa m to 2pm • 7 days a week! I , ... 
Only at Conceits, 
Thursday, Friday & Saturday Nights ll pm-Sam I - ~.; CONCEITS 7 MOULTON STREET 
, .... 1_ 1 PORTLANDMANE04101 
5 DANA STREET • THE OLD PORT • 761~9567 I,'; 761-4681 I 
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ECOLOGY HOUSE 
Gifts of En vironmental Conseio usness 
Selected Items at 
GREATLY REDUCED PRICES 
during the Old Port Festival 
Sunday, June 7 
• Products Supporting Aoimallssues 
• Educational Games • Recycled Paper Products • 
Ecological Items 
.- - , /, ,- /. - -': , /.\ -" 
{ For Grads t11lr ;~ 
and Dads,,-' :~ 
'!. , 
~. I .. 
-Engraved Swiss '! 
Army Knives ~ I 
'" ,/ 










775-4871 775-7441 ImlJressions '~ 
We stocl< colored, 
flavored, and styled 
condoms, as well as 
T-shirts, Pinatas, dental 
dams, and tasteful 
novelty gifts. 
~rf~r~~4~9~E~x~cb~an~g~e~s;;;t;;;O;I~d~P~o~rt~~~=~dl-; 51fxchange Street I ~ 
.. - ~ ~ _ \ --- , .. I ,_ / I"" \ / \ _ • Old Port 874-6980 .... 
/ \ " • I ~ .... 11/ ,~ ./ / , , , 
" :: 
./ . . 
\ . . 
: I . , . . 
I . . . 
,," . '. . . . \ . . 
Please stop in, say hello, 
and check us out. 
I .... j ••••••••• •• 
~ . •. .. ~ . 
~..... .. 
~ .. . .~ 
- . - ~ . . , , -- . - , , , 
\ 
/ FREE ENTREE 
before or after a movie at the Nick or whenever you want , . a good meal & a good deal. Buy any entree from 5pm til 
close, any night of the week & get an equal or lesser far~ 
enlre;!or FREE! ~ ,}'l, 
, WITH THIS COUPON, ~ WOLFIE'",,, 
EXPIRE.S 6/18/92 Reslaurant & !In;~ 
193 Middle St. Old Port • n3-3501 ~ 
- . . , , . , 
---- ~- -
26 Ozsco Bay Wukly 
BUSTY BRITTANY 
An artistic dancer with an extensive wardrobe that proves 
there is no substitute for glamour! 
16 TIME COVER GIRL & CENTERFOLD 
APPEARING JUNE 9 - 13 
*The May Family Collection 
Twenty-two works from the 19th & 20th 
centuries that bring together the cu~ural 
diversity 01 America from East to West. 
Showing through Sept 6. 
"amen'. Club 
1 ExchangeSt, Portland. "Beauty: A Trib-
ute 10 Mother's Day," an exhibition lea-
turing Mair Honan, Evelyn Winter. Peter 
Her1ey, Nancy Brown, Diane Dahlke, 
Char1ene Lee, Lesia Sochor, Mamie 
Souza and many others. On viewthrough-
out June. 775-0712. 
Continued from ""gt 22 
ART 
The Spirited Gourmet 
142 st. John St, portland. "By the Name 
01 Reed" showcases wood sculpture, 
paintings, drawing and braided wool 
works by lour members 01 the Reed 
lamily. Through July 1. 773-2919. 
Hardware C.f6 • Gallery 
The Stein Gallery 
20 Milk St, Portland. An exhibit 01 Leah 
Wingfield's Alrican series: cast glass 
heads on wood vases and sandblasted 
vessels. Showing through June 15. Gal-
lery Hourll: Mon-Fri 11-6, Sat 12-5, Sun 
11-4. 772-9072. 
115 Island Ave, Peaks Island. Opening 
reception June 4 lrom 4-7 lor an exhibi-
tion 01 photographs by Jay York. Showing 
thrOUgh June 17. Also showing "Island 
Images," leaturing the work 01 Chris Cyr. 
Through June4. Gallery hours: Thurs-Sun 
1-7. 766-5631 . 
Th .... M ...... Cabinetmakers 
415 Cumberland Ave. Portland . An ex-
hibit 01 Brita Holmquist's recent paint-
ings, showing through July 9. Hour,;: 
Meeting Hili Farm 
Mon-Sat 9-5. 729-5161 . 
Route 68, Yarmouth. Opening reception 
June 51rom 5-8 lor an exhibition 01 sculp-
tures by various artists. Showing through 
June. Gallery hours: Tues-Sun 10-6 or by 
appointment. 66&-4466. 
3 V1ewa Gallery 
112HighSt. Portland. An exhibit of paint-
ingsand drawing_by Michael Waterman, 
showing through June 21 . Gallery hour,;: 
AROUND TOWN 
Thur,; 5-8, Fri-Sat 12-5, Sun 12-4. 772-
1961 . 
We.tbrook College Gallery 
716 Stevens Ave, Portland. A retrospec-
tive exhib~ 01 the paintings and prints 01 
John Muench, shoWing through July 5. 
Hour1l: Tues-Sat 10-5, Sun 12-5. 797-
African Import. and N_ England ArIa 
1 Union SI, Portland. Original artwork with 
advice to coUector,; avaUable. Hour,;: 10-
9 Mon-Sal, 12-6 Sun. 772-9505. 
7261 . 
Alberta'. 
21 Pleasant St, portland. 3 VieWS Ganery 
is curating a series 01 shows appearing at 
Planets and Alberta's restaurants. Fea-
turing toeal artists. the shows range from 
the pcI~e to the outrageous and highlight 
the verve 01 local talent. 774-0016. 
OUT OF TOWN 
Bam Gallery 
Shore Road & Boume's Lane, Ogunquit. 
Art Gallery at II Deering St 
6 Deering st, Portland. New oil paintings 
by Maine artist Cynthia Hyde. Showing 
through June 20. Gallery hours: Tues-Sat 
11-5, the fir,;ttwo weeks of the month: the 
rerminderby chanceorappointrrent.772-
9605. 
Gallery Hours: Mon-Sat 10-5, Sun 2-5. 
646-5370. 
"aread, Butte. and Fine Art 
A group inv~ational on view through June 
30. 
'Men, Women and Children 
The ligurative bronzes 01 Sumner 
Winebaum. Showing through Sept 27 . Art Gallery at the Phoenl .. 
630 Forest Ave, Portland. An exhib~ 01 
authentic batik paintings lrom Java and 
Indonesia, acquired by Lois Flaherty. Gal-
lery hour,;: Thurs-Sat 10-5, Tues-Wed by 
appointment. 774-4154. 
F .... t Gully Gallery 
Bowdoin College Muaeum of Art 
Walker M Building, Bowdoin College, 
BrunsWick. The museum is open to the 
public free of charge. Hour,;: Tues-Sat 
10-5, Sun 2-5. 725-3275. 
*The Poetry of Color. Woodbtock Print. 
by Merga.et J. Patterson 411 Congress St. portland . Alfred 
Chadboum's recent paintings, showing 
through June 19. Gallery hours: Mon-Fri 
12-6, or by appoinlment. 773-2555. 
Katahdin Retltaurant 
Comer 01 High and Spring st. "An Exhibi-
tion 01 Student Photography," a show by 
continuing studies students at Portland 
School of M . Showing through June 30. 
775-3052. 
Flower and landscape color woodcuts In 
the style of Ihe Provincetown Printers 
who introduced Japanese methods and 
worked with vivid French inks. Showing 
through June 14. 
"VI.lon. of Women 
An exhibition 01 paintings. pastels, prints 
and photographs Irom the permanent 
collections celebrating women as artists 
and patrons. On view through June 21. L_I.Gallery 
Portland Public Library,S Monument 
Square, Portland. "A Sense 01 Place," a 
multimedia show by Maine Women in the 
Arts. Showing through June 29. Gallery 
hours: 9-6 Mon, Wed , Fri: 12-9 Tues, 
Thur,;: 9-5 Sat. 871 -1758. 
'Building Lend.cap .. 
The paintings of Mary Alice T reworgy. On 
view through June in Moulton Union. 
Lancaster Lounge. Hour,;: 8:30-10. 
"Recent Acqul.ltlon. I 
Selections of recent additions to the per-
manent collection at the Twentieth Cen-
tury Gallery - paintings, photographs, 
works on paper and sculpture. 
Nancy Margoll. Gallery 
367 Fore St, Portland. Ceramics, jewelry, 
glass. wood and metal work by 52 area 
artists. Through the summer. Hour,;: Mon-
Sat 10-6, Sun 11 :30-4.775-3822. 
Cry of the Loon Art Gallery 
Route 302, S. Casco. "Three Maine M-
ists": Evelyn Wonter's paintings. Milton 
Christianson's watercolors and Gary 
Ambrose'S sculptures. On view through 
June 14. Gallery hour,;: Tues-Sun 9 :30-
5:30.655-5060. 
Photography Co-Op 
547A Congress St, '33, Portland . "The 
Riverton Sand Pit, Riverton, Maine,"show-
ing the photogra phy 01 Marl< Emmer.;on. 
On view through June tl. Gallery hours: 
Tues 10-6, by appointment. 775-1741 . 
The PIne Tree Shop. Bayview Gellery 
75Marl<etSt, Portland. "DiflerentStrokes," 
an exhib~ 01 abstract works by Mary 
Brosnan, ChristineCyr, Lee Gabriel, Cathy 
Kaelin, Sean MorrisSey and Nina Sylvia. 
Showing through June. Gallery hour,;: 
Element. Gallery 
19 Mason St, Brunswick . Susan 
Griswold's media wall sculptures and 
drawings, suggesting inner soul elements 
and the passage of time. Showing through 
June 12. Gallery hours: Tues-Thur,; 10-4, 
Fri&Sat 10-5. 729-1108. 
Mon-Sat 10-6. 773-3007. 
Porttand Mu.eum of Art 
Seven Congress Square, Portland. Hours: 
Tues, Wed, Fri & Sat 10-5, Thurs 10-9, Sun 
12-5. Admission: aduHs $3.50, senior c~i­
zens and studenls with 10 $2.50, children 
under 18 $1, group rate $3. Museum admis-
sion is free 10-noon Salurday. 773-2787. 
"Endangered Landaca.,.. 
Lynn Buder photographs places that are 
threatened by development, from New 
Yorl<'s Coney island to thesoulh olFrance. 
Through November 1. 
*The Ro_. Sh_ 
A Iulilloral bouquet of painting, sculpture 
and photography by such artists as Bever1y 
Hallam, Alex Katz, Elsworth Kely, Robert 
Mapplethorpe, John Cage and Nancy 
Graves. Through June 14. 
*The HoI_u.t 
Contemporary American sculptor George 
Segal has distilled the meaning oflhis atroc-
ity in a 1~l>'size com~ion 01 haunting 
wh~e plaster figures. On view through Oct 
18. 
"By Land and See: The OuNt of Ja..-
FiUlI"",Id 
Working in Monhegan Island and in CaI~or­
nia, this2Olh~turypainter8vokedasense 
01 harmOny between man and nature. The 
watercolors and oils shawn in this exhibit, 
predominantly landscapes. stand as power-
lui testimony of his achievement. On view 
through July 19. 
The Gallery et Widgeon Cove Stud loa 
Route 123, Harpswell. Georgeann & 
Condon Kuhl's new paintings, sculpture 
and jewelry. Through June 14. Gallery 
hours: Fri & Sat 11-5. Sun 1-4. 833-6081. 
Gallery Hou.e 
Holly Hill, Route 1, Nobleboro. "7Worren 
Artists: Working and Living in Maine," 
includes the sculpture 01 Lise Becu, 
Cynthia Thompson's labric sculpture and 
the paintings 01 Heidi Daub, Connie 
Hayes, Meg Brown Payson, Alice Spen-
cerandNoriko Sakanishi. On view through 
June 17. Gallery hour,;: daily 10-5. 622-
0851. 
Continu.d on ""g' 28 
Muench has wo"'ed with Chagall at Atelier Mourlot and exhlb 
Students' League In New Yo'" and taught t Rhod5I Ited at the Petit Palals In Perls. He's studleel.at the Art 
h 
' ,  e I and School of De'" B h ' 
e s gone, Muench has never been able to I th s"!jOn. ut w atever he s done and wherever 
gnore e coast of Maine, down to Its scaly "Remnants" (color IIthog h) , rap. 
See the John Muench Retrospective Exhibition through July 5 at Westbr 
hours aN 10-5 Tuesday through Saturday noo 5 S d 00" College Callery, 716 Stevens Ave. Callery 
• n- un ay. Call 797-9546 for further Information. 
Tunt4,1992 
John Muench shows 
at Westbrook College 
With other museum spaces 
preoccupied, world-renowned 
artist heads to Westbrook 
27 
. With the assistance of a group of 23 people-
friends and admirers of the work of John Muench -
We~tbr:ook College is sponsoring a retrospective 
exhlbllIon of his work. Five of these patrons are 
trustee.s of Westbrook College who are anxious to see 
t~at thiS event takes place. This, I guess, is a good 
sl~n, con~idering that Muench and his Maine 
PnntmakIng Workshop were ushered off campus a 
mere 12 years ago. 
Among the principle organizers of this exhibition 
are Martha Severens, former curator at the Portland 
Museum of Art, and long-time trustee Katherine 
Woodman. 
. I mention these particulars not because they 
mform the reader specifically about John Muench's 
art, but because they describe his place in the esteem 
of art co~oisseurs in the state of Maine. John 
Muench IS ~et an?ther of those Maine artists with a 
long-estabhshed Internationa( reputation - another 
wh?, to a large extent, have had to go out of the state 
to fin~ the recogni tion they deserve. 
This eve~t, then, also inevitably gives rise, to the 
hope of seeIng the former Payson Gallery (now called 
the Westbrook College Gallery) become once again a 
~enue ~r ~~ntemporary art - this despite its relative 
~accesslblhty and awkward exhibition space. But 
SInce the co~eges and museums in Maine continue 
largely to mISS opportunities to focus on their richest 
and mo~t available resource - the state's contempo-
rary artists - such venues in the state are painfully 
few. 
~~ ~n a.cknowledgement of Maine art, then, this 
exhibillon IS welcome. 
It is a bit daunting to attempt to describe the work 
of John Mue.nch, simply because of the extraordinary 
range that hIS w~rk covers, both in style and subject 
mat.ter. Muench IS both a painter and a printmaker. 
~e IS also the author of ''The Painter's Guide to 
L1tho.graphy.H Looking at the overwhelming array 
hangmg m the small gallery, it is plain that Muench 
has s~ent t~e last.SO years years sampling and 
expenm~n~~? With just about all of the goings-on 
and posslbihties of mid-20th-century art. He's the sort 
of gu~ who doesn't want to miss anything. 
With a notable adherence to working in broad 
~ands, o~ stripes, across the canvas, Muench takes off 
In a multitude of directions. He does realist land-
scapes of c1~s~ical composition; abstract works in 
w.hlch the VISIble pentimento relates strongly to 
Klenbu~h; ch~nky abstractions like those of Milton 
Avery, I~ whICh big shapes loosely tumble across the 
c~nva~; hthographs with haunting, mythological, 
hlstoncal or spiritual themes; and muted, brush 
land~apes reminiscent of Andrew Wyeth. y 
~IS. work rang~s over subjects from lithographs 
deplctmg DepressIOn-era dereliction to the mystical 
wO.rld. of C~agall (after he met the Russian Jewish 
artl~t In Pans), to the Civil War to logging camps in 
Mame. He ha~ also painted sea pods and beach 
scenes, and thIck, textured acrylics of the substrata of 
the earth. 
. John Muench's work not only reflects the far-flun 
Influences .of wh.at was going on in art around the g 
world durmg thIS century, it has also traveled back 
out to th~ world to. be .represented by a myriad of 
substanlIal art Inslltullons. His work hangs in major 
museums from the Metropolitan to the Dallas to the 
Fogg Museum at Harvard, to the Smithsonian' to 
?saka University in Japan, to the National M~seum 
In Jerusalem and to the Victoria and Albert in 
London. To mention a few. 
. ~ .it' s a sad note that if John Muench is as 
slgruficant a mid-20th-century artist as this exhibition 
and all these museums say he is, that what for him 
must be a maJor 'event - a retrospective of over 50 
years of work - should have to be mounted in a 
moth-ba.l~ed, publicly inaccessible building. 
And It s sad that it should have been orchestrated 
not by one of this state's established institutes of art 
but by an ad-hoc committee of dedicated art lovers ' 
W?O have ~re vision than those institutions. Perhaps 
this: then,ls to be the future of art in the state of 
M~me: ~he ?l~-fashioned forum - the patronage of 
pnvate mdlVlduals. 
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Register of Deeds 
CUMBERLAND COUNlY 
r---- PORTLAND RECREATION PRESENTS ----
SUNDAY, JUNE 14 I1am to 4pm 
at Payson Park, Baxter Blvd. & Back Cove 
THE 6TH ANNUAL 
IB3A CCl[ CC({J) VIE 
lFAMIIIIL1f IFlUN IJ))A1f~ 
ACfIVITIES: 
Hayrides' Kite-Hying· Trolleyrides 
• Bauer & In-Une Skate Demo's 
• Petting Zoo & Windsurfing 
GAMES: 
Children'S Area - Lady Bug 
Lady, Corky the Clown, 
Shoestring Theatre, 
Jugglers & Jokesters 
• Carnival Games 
• Fireman's Foam 
• Face Painting 
SPECIAL EVENTS: 
Cardboard Canoe Race 
(Register at Saco River 
Outfitters; 773'()910) 
• Fresh Air Walk 
(Beginning at 9:30am 
at Preble & Baxter) 
• Sailboard Regatta 
• Uve Remote by WMGX 
MUSIC: 
Baxter Blvd. will be closed 
to vehicular traffic so the 
public can walk. bicycle, 
run, rollerskate and 
skateboard along the 




A day for 
the entire 
family! 
Chronicle-11 :25 • Siaid Cleaves-1 :00 • Perennial Effects·1 :45 








Hot Dog Etc.' Mary-Lin Corp .• Rumo's • One Potato Two' Ben & Jerry's Ice 
Cream .'Edith & Mike's Concession' Riverton Playground Comm. 
!lJ9<-ERMAN'S LII([¢! ~. ~* 1S'P&'Ts1 
WMJ!!1§l s:::: .. ,~:-~~ ' ~i;S:'~:'~~A' 
Entertainment 
Continutd from p"gl 26 
ART 
Gorges Granl Holel 
Route I, Ogunquit. "Food Show," an ex-
hiMion of the works of 10 artist depicting 
food and the issues that surround it. 
Through July 12. Gallery hours: 7-11. 
646-7003. 
Icon Conlemporary Art 
19 Mason St, Brunswick. Harold Garde's 
paintings and monotypes on paper. On 
view through June 13. Hours: Mon-Sat 1-
5 pm. 725-8157. 
Maine C ..... I Artl.1s 
Russell Avenue. Rockport. "The Juried 
Show: By Invitalion," an exhibnion of 
works by 21 artists selected from juried 
shows since 1987; and "UghtYear," fea-
turing 1he work 01 Nancy Glassman. Both 
shows on view through June 28. Gallery 
hours: daily 10-5. 236-2875. 
M.lne Maritime Mu.eum 
Maritime History Bldg, 243 Washington 
St, Bath. Gallery hours: daily 9:30-5. 443-
1316. 
*The Maritime Folk Art of A. De Clerck 
This exhibit 01 the Belgian pierhead artisl 
is a documenlary record 011he variety 01 
woll<ing vessels 1hat entered the ports 01 
Antwerp and Liverpool. On view through 
the year. 
·New World.: North Atlantic ... farlng 
In the Era of Dlacovery 
Rare wofId maps and nautical charts, 
eerly navigation instruments. nlustrations 
of flll8 art and archaeological material 
bring together the Old and 1he NewWorlds 
in the Age of Discovery and bayon(t On 
view through the year. 
"When Beth Won the America'. Cup 
This exhibit describes the construction 
and racing history 01 the lamous J-boat 
Ranger built by Bath Iron Worl<s for a 
successful defense olthe 1937 C~ races. 
Half-hull models of the Ranger and its 
competnor.Endeavour, hislorical photos 
and other artifacts tell the story. On view 
through July 29. 
Mu.eum of Arts 
Olin Arts Center. BatesColege. Lewiston. 
"Ph~ip Barter Retrospective," an exhibi-
tion 01 Maine landscape paintings, prints 
and sculpture. Showing through August 
7. Gallery hours: Tues-Sat 11).5, Sun 1-5. 
786-6158. 
The Turtle Gallery 
DeerlsleViliage. Summerexhibitsleature 
artists wor1<ing almost exclusively in the 
Penobscot Bay region and engaged in a 
variety 01 media from watercolors to met-
alwork 10 fumnure. "The Filth Annual Print 
Show: Books & Illustrations' is on view 
through June 13. Gallery hours: Mon-Sat 
'9:30-5, Sun 2-5. 348-9977. 
OTHER 
Craft. Fair by Soc of So. Maine Crafts-
men 
Fa ir wi. be held in conjunction wi1h the 
Antique Auto Show to benefit Thornton 
Academy. June 28 from 9-4 at Thornton 
Academy. Cumberland Cent .... Free park-
ing and free admission. For further info 
call 829-3073. 
Kafeldo.cope F.mlly Arta Featlval 
highlights Maine's diverse populalion and 
the way in which art and technology inter-
act. Events include hands-on workshops 
(mask making, photography, etc), dance 
and music performances, demonstrations 
Origami. watercolor painting, computer 
design and more. plus plants. books and 
food for sale. Preregistration is recom-
mended as space is limited. June 6 from 
9-3:30 at University of Maine/Augusta. 
For further info, cal 621-3209. 
"Migrant Wfthln - Franco-American 
Artl.t. of New Engfand" 
Juried exhiMion reflecting aspects of 
Franco-American heritage. Exhibition wil 
travel throughout New England and Que-
bec . All media accepted . Submit slides 
by August 20. For more info, conlactThe 
Danforth Gallery. 34 Danlorth Stmet, Port-
land. ME 04101 or call 775-8245. 
Outdoor Piece. for "Crlttera" 
Cry 01 the Loon Art Gallery wants your 
pieces for a show opening June 19. Call 
Nancy at 655-5060. 
Rotary Crafts Fe.thral 
This is a sidewalk exhibition lor which 
space is assigned on a first-come first-
serve basis upon receipt 01 registration. 
Exhibits must be manned at all times and 
imported materials, wholesale manufac-
tLred items or the gross selling of some-
one else's wor!< are not permitted. Final 
instructions for this evenl schedufed for 
July 11 in Intown Portland will be mailed 
to all exhibnors June 15 (res8lVations by 
June 12). For more info, caN 773-7157. 
Sum .... of 1992 Fine Art. Festival 
The Old Orchard Beach Art Assoc spon-
sors ns arts festival July 25. from 9-4. on 
the lront lawn of Old Orchard Beach Jr. 
High School at the comer of Saco Av-
enueand Tum Road. The festival is open 
toal artists. Send In appications no later 
than July 10. For more information, write 
to Old Orchard Beach Art Assoc, PO Box 
393, Old Orchard Beach, ME 04064 or 
caN Sylvia at 934-7712 (days) or Paul at 
283-4192 (nights). 
We.tbrook High'. Annuaf Art Exhibit 
features arlwor!< from every Westbrook 
High School art student. June 4 at the 
high school gymnasium at t 25 




Portland resident and winner of the 1990 
FlaooeryO'ConnorAward for his book of 
short stories, "The Melancholy of Depar-
ture," wil give a reading June 10 at 7:30 
pm. at1he Maine Writers Center, 12 Pleas-
ant St, Brunswick. For more info call 729-
6333. 
C ...... Development Seminar 
Leem to manage mu~iple priorities in 
today's worI<place atthis Dun & Bradstreet 
Seminar, scheduled for July 7 at the 
Sheraton Tara Hotel, 363 Maine MaN Road, 
S. Portland. Cost: $155. Cal 212-312-
6880 to register. 
Communication Work.hop 
Donna Childs, M .S. Ed. will teach you 
how 10 laik about explosive issues with-
oulloslng friends. June 5 at 6:30 pm, at 
the First Parish Unitarian Universalist 
Church, 425 Congress St, Portland. Cost: 
$5. For reservations call 773-5747. 
Financial Security In Rell ...... nl 
Free workshop to discuss seniorcnizens' 
legal and financial issues June 8 at lOam 
at the Falmouth Congregational Church, 
267 Falmouth Rd, Falmouth. A free hour 
of private consu~ation will also be avai-
able at a later date to al who attend. CaN 
781 -3413 for reservations. 
Maine HI.torteal Society 
presents "The Declaralion of Indepen-
dence: VISion for a Democratic Society ," 
featuring the Declaration of Independence 
and materials from the Maine Historical 
Society's extensive collection. Exhibit runs 
from June 9-26, Tues-Sat, 10-4. at the 
Maine Historical Society, 485 Congress 
St. Portfand. The society wiU host an 
opening receplion on June 10at7:3O pm. 
at First Parish Church, 425 Congress St. 
Portland, which includes a lecture by R~ 
chard J. Moss and a panel discussion. 
For more info, cal 774·1822. 
Maine Write .. and Publl.he .. Alliance 
oHers the lollowing workshops: "Writing 
for Movies and TV' June 6. and "ABCs of 
Logo Design" June 13. both from 11 am-
4 pm at 12 Pleasant St. Brunswick. Cost: 
$3O{members), $35{non-members). Pr&-
registration required. Send payment to 
MWPA, 12 Pleasant St. Brunswick. ME 
04011 . To reservea space. caU 729-6333. 
Retum to the Garden of Monet 
A slide show and discussion of Monet's 
Garden presented by Professor Norman 
Beaupre 01 the University of New En-
gland, June 4 at 7 pm in the Portland 
Public Library Room 316. Portland. For 
further delails call 774-1474. 
May Sarton at 80: A Celebratfon of Her 
Life a nd Work 
Westbrook College p~nts a national 
conference on May Sarton 's life a nd wor1< 
with scholars lrom across the country 
presenting papers on her writings June 
11 -13, attheAbplanalp library. Portland. 
Sarton will read her own poetry on June 
13 at 9 am. To reserve a space, call 797-
7261. ext. 263. 
Total Quaflty 8ympo.fum 
TOlal quality aims is a statistical approach 
to improving companies' processes in 
ord ... to improve the quality of their prod-
ucts. Over 20 Maine companies are cur-
rently applying these techniques. Hear 
Dr. Harry Hertz describe quality initiaUves 
in other states and attend worl<shops for 
both novices and experienced TO practi-
tioners June 4, beginning at 7:45 am, at 
the Sheraton Tara Hotel.S. Portfand. Cost: 
$8OM~MAmembers,$75MaineCham­
bar and ASOC mermers, $125 others. 
For more inlo call 623-4568. 
Vegetarianism: What Ie "1 
Two-part seminar on vegelarianism (or, 
'What the heck is a legume. anyway?") 
June 11 & 18, 7:30-9:30 pm. althe MAC 
office. 196 Route I, Falmouth. June 11 : 
presentation of video "Diet for a New 
America," based on the book by Jon 
Robbins; June 18: a presentation by Chef 
C.T. Lawrence Butler. vegan chef and 
author. Open to the pubfic, donations 
appreciated. Ca1l781-7170 for more info. 
WELL 
NESS 
Adult Health Screening 
for diabetes, anemia, colorectal cancer, 
high blood pressure and cholesterol level. 
Two or more tests per person. time per-
mnting. Fee for services. Upcoming: June 
4, 1-3 pm at Steep Falls CenterMemorial 
C~nic;June9,10:3Oam-noonatFreeport 
Oak Leaf Tanace: June 10. 10 am-noon 
at BOOglon Unned Methodist Church. 
For further info. call 77&-7231. 
Adult Screening Clinic 
On the last Wed of every month. for 
blood pressure and testing for sugar, 
anemia and cholesterol, from 11 :30 am-
I pm at the Peoples United Methodist 
Church, 310 Broadway, S. Portland. Call 
767-3326 for appointment and further 
inlo. 
Aikido 
isa martialart used to increase flexibility , 
stamina and a sense of wel~being. Adu~ 
classes: Mon and Wed. 5:30-6:15 pm 
and 6:30-7:30 pm; Fri, 6:30-7:30 pm; 
Sat, 2:30-3:30 pm and 3:45-4:45 pm. 
Children's classes: Sat, 1 :15-2:15 pm. 
Classes held at Portland Aikido. 2M 
Forest Ave. Portland. For further inlo call 
772-1524. 
Authentic Movement 
Gather to joumey, share and celebrate 
the community we cre~te. Two intensive 
worl<shops June 6 & 7 at the Expressive 
Therapy Center in Portland . Fee: $90. 
Space imited. For registration and fur-
therdetaos, call 871-8274. 
Dencfng from the In.ide Oul 
A fun exploration of the body's wisdorTj, 
creativity and freedom. For schedule and 
location. call 772-7549. 
Drumming Group 
meets on the first & third Thurs of the 
month : On lhe first the Shamanic journey 
asa vehicleofself-explorationisstressed; 
thethirdisanopendrummingandchant-
ing circle. Donation: $5. For further info, 
caN 797-2688. 
Friend. of the W .. tem Buddhl.t Or-
der 
invite all interested parties to a period of 
meditation and chanting each Mon from 
7:15-9:15pm, at222 Saint John St, Port-
land. For details can 642-2128. 
Hatha Yoga Clinic 
Hatha Yoga for PWAs will continue 
through June 23 from 12:40-2 pm every 
Wednesday and Friday at 22 Monument 
Square (take elevator to fiHh floor). Cost 
is $1 for those who can afford it. Call 
Portland Yoga Studio at 797-5684 for 
more info. 
Healing Support Group 
A safe environment for those experienc-
ing personal traumas. addiction, grief, 
loss of good health. and who seek sup-
port wnhin a context of mutual sharing . 
Tuesdays from 5:30-7:30 pm at Mercy 
Hospnal, Spring Street entrance, Port-
land. Call 761-7608 for further detaos. 
Healing Workshop 
Worl<shop on healing with Melissa Clare. 
a representative and retreat guide in the 
Sufi Order in the West, June 13 from 9 
am-5 pm. at Expressive Therapy Center. 
t 50 SI. John St, Portland. Cost: $30. For 
more inlo, call 846-6039. 
Health Services of South Portland 
holds an adult screening clinic - ser-
vices include blood pressure, sugar and 
cholesterol screening - on the last Wed 
of every month. from 11 :30 am-I pm at 
the Peoples United Methodist Church. 
310 Broadway. S. Portland. Call 767-
3326 for further details. 
Ingraham Vofunteera 
oHers a holline for teens where they can 
call to talk about birth control, sexual 
abuse,loneliness, drugs, depression and 
other concerns. For more inlo call 774-
TALK. 
Krlpafu Yoga Cfa .... 
Free class on balance June 17, from 
5:30-7 pm on the second floor 014 Milk 
SI. Kim Chandler, certified Kripalu yoga 
teacher and yoga therapist, will address 
commonly asked questions - Why 
yoga? How is it diHerent from other exer-
cise? What is Kripalu yoga specifICally? 
What about mednation? - as wei as 
give a demonstration and guided instruc-
tional experience in Kripalu yoga on June 
20. from 9-1 0:30 am at Innerlight, 10 
Exchange St, Suite 202. Ten-week sum-
mer session begins June 23. For more 
information, call 874-2341. 
Mercy Ho.pltat'. Living Lectures 
continue wnh a talk by David Andrews, 
M.D., on "Advances in Pain Managemenr 
June 10, at 7 pm at Catherine McAuley 
HighSchoolAudnorium,631 StevensAve, 
Portland. For more info. call 879-3486. 
Planned Parenthood 
of Northern New England helps teenag-
ersat its Walk-In Clinic Fri. I-4:30pm and 
Sat, 9 am-noon. at 500 Forest Ave. Port-
land. Confidential services include birth 
control, pregnancy tests, pap smears, 
STD screening and treatment. Fees based 
on ability to pay. For further info call 874-
1095. 
Relkl Worlc.hop 
Learn how to restore v~al energy. main-
tain positive wellness and prevent disor-
ders, June 12-14. For more inlo call 773-
1644. 
SIlicone Implant. Clearing HoUH 
"you are in need of inlo on implants afld 
potential hazards. call (6(6) 331-0058. 
Spiritual Seekera Group 
Meet to discuss theological and spiritual 
issues in relation to everyday life, to share 
questions and experiences and to sup-
port one another as we journey along our 
ownpaths. A~emateMonsorWedsatthe 
Swedenborgian Church, 302 Stevens Ave, 
Portland. For more info, call 772-8277. 
Tal Chi Chuan 
is an ancient Chinese martial art based on 
mental and physical balance. It's good for 
spiritual growth. physical heanh and for 
reducing the eHect of stress and tension. 
Beginners through advanced classes 
ongoing. For more info call 772-9039. 
T'al Chi Ch'uan Fonn " San Shou 
A new workshop for the experienced 
player. A three-hour session with time for 
standing meditation, wann-up exercises. 
solo round practice and San Shou study. 
June 13 from 9:30 am-12:3O at 10 Ex-
change St, Sune 202, Portfand. Cost 
$30, $20 current students. For more info, 
call 985-6621. 
The Teen/Young Adult Clinic 
is a place to go if you have a he",th concern 
or medical problem, need a sport&'school 
physical done, or have birth control issues 
to deal with. Open to anyone 13-21, eoJery 
Monday from 4-8 pm, at Maine Medical 
Center, 22 Bramhall St, Portland. Walk-ins 
seen il they arrive by 7 pm. 
Welf Child Clinic 
on June 5, lrom 9 am-noon at School 
Street Methodist Church, School Street. 
Gomam: June 9, 9 am-2 pm. Learning 
Center, Town Hall, School Street , 
Windham; June 10. 9 am-2 pm at Con-
gregational Church Parish Hall. Brown 
Street, Gray; June II, 9 am-noon at E. A 
Center Memorial Clinic, Route 113, Steep 
Falls . To make an appoinlment, call 775-
7231 (ext 522). 
Yoga for Scoflosls 
OHered by Portland Yoga Studio and 
using an approach developed by B. K. S. 
Iyengar for people with scoliosis. Partici-
pantsencouraged to bring their X-rays on 
June6, from8:30-11 amat616Congress 
St, Portland. Worl<shop size limited. Cost: 
$20. Yoga courses on a variety of levels 
are ongoing. For further details, cal 797-
5684. 
Zen·Buddhl.t Meditation Group 
invites the public to a morning program of 
sitting practice and dharma discussion 
on June 7 , at 1040 Broadway, S. Port-
land. For more info, can 839-4897. 
SPORT 
'Zine scene seen 
Desktop magazines burgeon in Portland 
Along with this spring's daffodils and tulips, a colorful (OK, 
basically black & white) independent publishing scene is blossoming 
all over to~n. Does the burning need to express oneself through word 
processor and ink, scissors and tape and the almighty photocopier 
somehow coincide with the annual reawakening of nature? Probably 
not, but how then to explain the copious outcropping of xerox 'zines 
popping up like impossible-to-ignore wildflowers in the local cultural 
landscape? 
The urge to independently publish tracts, poetry and other 
meaningful scribbles must be about as old as the printing press itself, 
but never in recent memory has such a variety of attempts at low-
budget communication descended on Portland all at once. Fact is, 
there's more out there than space allows to review here. And, in the 
spirit of self-indulgence that infuses every 'zine worth its toner, allow 
me to indulge in a bit of cliche-mongering when I say "from the 
ridiculous to the sublime" was never more apt. 
On the sublime end, the best of the bunch is PO (P.O. Box 4293, 
Portland 04101), a charming little packet of surrealism put together by 
Michael Wolstat. Issue #3, "Strike," is constructed like a matchbook, 
although the contents within - loosely themed around "action" of 
one kind or another - are not so much inflammatory as just puz-
zlinglyentertaining. 
Issue #4, "Math," 
seems to be trying 
to express some-
thing about numeri-
cal fascism, but the 
effort doesn't quite 
jell. Still, PO is 
worth your time if 
only for Wolstat's 
simple, sly graphic 
sense. 
Technology of 
the Sun (276 Spring 
St., Portland 04102) 
is a somewhat 
uneven compilation 
of (mostly) poetry, 
prose, drawings and 
M a···  t h . photography. Graphically dull, the publication depends heavily on the 
power of the 
(type)written word, 
which in issue #4 focuses on some predictable topics - sex, drugs, 
rock 'n' roll (attitude), art, nature, etc. Some of the more conspicuous 
contributions include Peter Richardson's emotionally etched poetry; 
"Sheila's Trip," a flawed acid-burnout ballad by Ingrid Rosen; Dave 
Neighbor's "Ghost Hero," a vapid two-page comic; and the winningly 
anti-sodal Frank Hobbs of Frank's Depression fame, at his best here 
in the helplessly frustrated diatribe "Korean Body Bag." 
Hobbs is also represented in the pages of Sludge (P.O . Box 7336, 
Portland 04112-7336), a crudely done "fanzine" with a hardcore 
attitude (translation: unfocused). Issue #5 includes Beatie-hate, animal 
rights, punk reviews and interviews, poetry, intolerance, self-canni-
balism and more. As the name suggests, this one's a thick, smelly 
mess. 
The publication which has received the most attention is probably 
the least deserving: Underground Railroad, the naughty brainchild of 
USM student and self-proclaimed anarchist Hans Dowst. An ugly 
feud (and potential censorship issue) with both the USM Student 
Senate and the Free Press erupted over issue #3, the one with the 
media 
hilariously punny "Visualize 
Whirled Peas" printed on page 
after page. But typical of college 
controversies, the whole 
imbroglio's been put on hold 
until the fall semester starts up. Never mind . UR is supposedly an 
"anti-PC" rantzine, but the rants are written at a puerile, sevcnth-
grade level level, and they're really not about anything. 
Down at the ridiculous end of the scale is Rocket (P.O . Box 10403, 
Portland 04104), which bills itself as "A Magazine of Cosmic Fun and 
Opinion." Fun, sure, but cosmic? Rocket #2 revels in childishness, 
celebratingSlinkys and Silly Putty, dumb disco and the Bradys as 
g enerational icons. Even with music reviews, politicS and extracts Archery Shool 
to benefn the Muscular Dystrophy Asso- from Percy Shelley and Hermann Hesse thrown into the goofy mix, 
ciation of Maine. June7, from8-11 am,at the emphasis is on playfulness. As for the new #3, it's been seriously 
Lake Thorfl)son Fish & Game, Oxford. downsized; now it's a Rocket that "fits in your pocket." In the 
Entry fee: $7. Formore info call 878-3749. "prototype" I saw, the overall mix hasn't changed much, but the 
Golf Fit 
A new 3-month program by USM Lifeline silliness is toned down a bit and the graphics come off quite effec-
combining weight training and cardio- tively in small scale. 
vascular exercises specifically aimed at While Rocket and Sludge include advertising, the others do not, 
strengthening "golfng" muscles. Formore which raises the question of how long this 'zine scene can survive. I'm 
info call 780-4170. 
portland Rugby Club reminded of 1988's Headcheese (not a photocopied publication but in 
welcomes new and old players alike to the same spirit), which died after six months, even with lots of ads. 
join them in experiencing this physical There's a benefit at Zootz on Tuesday, June 9 for three of the 'zines 
and fast-paced game. "Old Boys". (over reviewed here _ PO, Sludge and Rocket _ which may help secure 
35 years old) also wefcome. PractIce on h ' I . (b d ' . L ' k . fl h 
Tues & Thurs at 5:30 pm in the Fox Stmet t elr ongeVlty ut on tcount on It). 1 espnng owers,t esexerox 
Foeld, just oH exn 7 of 1-295 in Portland. 'zines are never around for long. Better enjoy them while you can. 
For more info call 839-386t . 
Roiling It 8eekayak Reacue Clinics 
sponsored by Saco River Outfitters, run 
Saturday nights at a cost of $40. CaM 
Saco RiverOutfitlersat 773-091 0 for more 
Conlinutd on p"gl30 
Michael Townsend 
Jurte 4,1992 
What do Saturday Night Live, Paul McCarlney, 
Paul Simon's Graceland, David Bowie, and 
Big Sounds From All Over have in common? 
~ LENNY PICKEn 
and the BORNEO HORNS 
V Jazz-Funk Sox Quartet 
~ or Saturday, June 20, 8 PM ,.~-
Portland Performing Arts Center, 25A Forest Ave. 
Tickets $13, n4-0465. Also available at Amadeus Records 
Sponsored by: The Nationol Endowment for the Arts, 
Amoryl~s Clo1hing and Meet the Composer 
BIG SOUNDS FROM ALL OVER 
8prin8 Rose 
8pec1al 
12 Qoses for $15 
'opecially Wrnpped, 1()'14 inch !'O!lCS 
Free parking at both loco/ions. 
All major credit cards accepted on phone orders. 
VOTE FOR CHANGE 
AUDREY GERRY 
Democrat For District 35 Represtative 
Paid for fry the Ceny for Legislature Committee 
423 South Street, Corham, Maine 04038 839-3035 
Helyne May, Treasurer 
29 
ALL HAIRCUTS &.. MANICURES $10.00 
First Come, First Served 
June 6, 1ONv\ to 4PM 
To Benefit freeport Community Education Center 
so Freeport children can go to summer camp 
/OINU5FOR 
Refreshments, Balloons and Door PrIzes 
~ELY 
HAIR 
A fFtdt $""k~· /lid~lIl.' 
1 3 ROYAL AVENUE e FREEPORT 
For More Inlormotion Coli 
865-6171 or 865-9214 
Hours: 
Monday· Friday 9-7 
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every thursday nite 
at Bpm $3 
at the cave 31 forest ave 
sponsored bY:Uf'!;.I:D1 
~i~-:og~g ,Wig n [!J 
ENTER UNCLE BILLY'S 


















ALL THE TIME 
••• NOT! 
(2nd in a series of 
self-describing, terribly 
over-used catch phrases -
coliect them all!) 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . 







"ONE OF THE YEARS 
BEST FOREIGN FILMS" 
(los ~ l1mes) 
OVERSEAS , 
A FILM BY BAIGITTE AOUAH 
JUNE 5-9 009 
MAINE SAT-SUN3,9 
PREMIERE MON-TUES 7, 9 
"ONE OF THE YEARS 
TEN BEST" 
(l05~Tlm .. ) 
10 Exchan S'-, Poctland 772-9600 
Entertainment 
Con tmued from P"8t 29 
SPORTS 
Senior Fitn ... for Men & Women 55+ 
USM Lifeline ' offers classes Mondays, 
Wednesdays & Fridays from 10:30-11 :15 
am at the USM Portland campus gym on 
Falmouth Street. Program consists of pre>-
gressive exercises. Registration is ongo-
ing. Call 780-4170 for more info. 
Women'. Rugby 
The Portland women's rugby team we~ 
comes new players of all abiities and 
fitness levefs. They practice Mons & Weds 
from 7:30-9 pm at Baxter Boulevard field, 
Portland. Call 828-1213 for more. 
OUT 
SIDE 
Back Country Bike Excursion. 
These miri-weekends which run June 13 
through Oct 1-will take you throughlhe 
foothills of the While Mountans. They 
start at noon on Sat and end aboul 2 pm 
on Sun. Each weekend includes over-
night tent accommodation, one pancake 
breakfast, one sweat sauna and more. 
Cost: $35 single, $60 double. To enrol or 
for more info, call 625-8189. 
Back Cove Family Day 
will provide family entertainment, hay-
rides, trolley rides, cardboard canoe race, 
games, music and food on June 14, from 
11 am-4 pm, at Payson Pari<, Baxter Blvd, 
Portland. For more info, call 874-8793. 
Bicycle Care end Maintenance 
MI. Desert Island bike weekend June 2&-
28 costs $165. To register call 780-4170. 
Bicycle Club of Caeco Bay 
Join the club lor a one- to two-hour ride 
fNery Thurs at 6 pm along the ocean and 
marshes of Scarborough and Cape Eliza-
beth. Pizza and socializing afterwards, 
swimming optional on warm evenings. 
Meet at Pat's Pizza, Route I, near Oak 
Hm, Scarborough. Cyclers of all abilities 
welcome. For further info, call 799-1 085. 
Caeco Bay Rowfng Center 
seeks to provide the place, equipment 
and people necessary for a safe and en-
joyable rowing experience. Services of-
fered include storage, a sheltered tidal 
river, a gathering space and more. Classes 
and clinics, suitable for all levels, are 
ongoing. For more info call 84&-5189. 
Free Boat In.pection. 
The U.s. Coast Guard Auxiiaryoffers lree 
vessel safety examinations June 7-13, 
National Safe Boating Week. They won't 
report your vesset 10 law enforcement 
officials if ~ does not pass. Certified ex-
arriners will be stationed at alliocal mari-
nas every weekend beginning June 7. For 
more info can Bill Keefer at 773-4753. 
Hofe-In-One Golf Challenge 
to benef~ Kidney Foundation. June6 from 
12-4atMuddy RudderRestaurant, Route 
I , Yarmouth. The challenge isa ISS-yard 
hole-in-one. Prizes. For more info call 
84&-3082. 
Journey with Maine Audubon Society 
Pacific Northwest tour June 19-30 offers 
highly skilled leaders, first-rate 
accomodations and a comlortable pace 
for members & non-members alike. Fora 
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Hands-on instruction all summer long in-
cludes everything from tying knots to 
rigging sailsl0 navigation. Enrollment fim-
~ed to six people/course. Cost: $275120-
hour class. To register call 767-9528. 
Maine Outdoor Adventure Club 
brings together people who enjoy the 
outdoors. MOAC offers trips and events 
to people of all ski. levels, beginner to 
expert. Upcoming: hiking in Baxter State 
Pari<, June 5-7 (772-9831). Ongoing: rock 
climbing at the quany every Tues evening 
at 5 pm; Mackworth Island walk, Thurs at 
6:30 pm. For updated trip info, call the 
OuIdoor Hotline at 774-1118. For club & 
membership info call Carey at 772-9831. 
1992 SERVElMalne Volunteer Direc-
tory 
lists volunteer opportun~ies throughout 
Maine with state and federal natural re-
source agencies: Opportun~ies include 
"adopting" hiking trails and streams, wor1<-
ing on water quality issues, coordinating 
natural resource volunteers, conducting 
environmental compliance surveys and 
worl<ing as conservation educators. 
Projects require volunteers with skills and 
abilities ranging from enthusiasm and 
interest n nature to highly trained profes-
sionals. For more information, or'to obtain 
a copy of the directory, call or write to 
Libbey Seigars, SERVE/Maine, Maine 
Dep't of Conservation, Station 1122, Au-
gusta, ME 04333. For more information, 
cal 287-4945. 
Outdoor Trip Une 
For the latest bicycling, hiking and other 
outside activities info, sponsored by 
Casco Bay Bicycle Club and Maine Out-
doors Adventure Club, call 714-1118. 
Small B_t Handling 
Aone-day wor1<shop providing training in 
docking, anchoring, man overboard and 
picking up moorings. June 13, 14,20&21 
(choose one), from 9 am-noon and 1-5 
pm, at Deck Ship, SMTC Campus, Fort 
Road, S. Portfand. Cost: $95 ($5 registra-
tion). For more info, call 767-9523. 
Sunday Hature Serle. 
WoHe's Neck Woocis State Pari< offers 
nature programs on Sundays through 
June. Upcoming: "Field Sketchbook," 
June 7. Afl programs ate free and reserva-
tions are not necessary. Meet at 2 pm at 
the benches in the second parl<ing lot. For 
more info, call 865-4465 
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FOR 
KIDS 
The Freah Air Fund Enriched Golden Age Center 
is an non-profit organization that sends invites elder men & women to daily lun-
thousandsol underprivileged children on cheons. Donation is $2.50 and reserva-
free summer vacations to suburban and tions are appreciated. A Flag Day CeI-
country host families. It is now seeking ebration is scheduled for June 10 and a 
host families for kids &-12 years of age. A Fathers' Day Celebration, with music by 
variety of programs and possibil~ies ex- Beau & David, lor June 17. Transport 
ist. For more info write to The Fresh Air available. For add~ional info, call 774-
Fund,1040AvenueoftheAmericas,New 6974. 
Yorl<, NY 10018. Or call (212) 221-0900. ' Garden Club of Scarborough 
Kumon Math Center holds its annual plant sale June 6 from 9-
provides an after-school math program 11 am, at the Hunnewell House, Route 
for children and high-schoolers. Free di- 207, Black Point Road, Scarborough. Pro-
agnostic test adrrinistered, with advance- ceeds will be used to maintain the gar-
ment up to ability and interest. Forfurther dens at the Hunnewell House, open dur-
info call 879-0182. ing the sale. 
Make Your Move___ Genealoglcaf Society of Maine 
is a creative movemenl group for children meets the first Sat of every month at 1 pm, 
7-12 years old. Classes feature song, in the Cape Elizabeth Fire Station, Cape 
dance. drawing, and writing. Six-week Elizabeth. Call 772-8103 for more info. 
summer session on Tuesdays from 10-11 Gifted Children Work.hop 
am and 11:30-noon, at Williston-West Worl<shop for parents on June 3 from 7-
Church,32ThomasSt,Portfand.Formore 9 pm at the Scarborough Pub~c Library 
info, call 775-2625. on Roule 114. Cost: $5, $8 couple. For 
Portfand Symphony Youth En.embl... more inloomation call 642-3302. 
Audition. Greeter Portland Landmarka 
String auditionsJune4 from 6-8 pm, wind is looking for volunteer guides for the 
and percussion auditions June 4 from 5- Portland Observatory. Training provided. 
6 pm. All auditions are held at Portland Flexible hours. For more info. caH 774-
High School, 284 Cumberland Ave, Port- 5561 . 
land. To schedule a time call 773-8191 . Haml.t Park Tenan .. ' A .. oclatlon 
Portland YMCA Toddler and Preechoof i. holding a benefit bake and garage sale 
Program. on June 6, from 8 am-3 pm, at Hamlet 
haveopenings.FormoreinlocaliMaryjane Hall. 665 Saco St, Westbrook. 
Johnson at 874- 1111 . "Just Desserts" Fundraise. 
Riverton Library to benefit Tedford Shelter. an afternoon 
oHers Toddler Time for 1- to 2-year olds. of food and entertainment, featuring des-
including games, stories and songs. Wed serts by local restaurants and entertain-
at 10:30 am & Fri at 9:30 am; Preschool ment by Tim Sample. the Big Chips Trio 
Storyhourforages3to 5, Friat 10:3Oam. and Randy Bean, June 7 from 12-3 pmat 
The library's located at 1600 Forest Ave, the Captain Daniel Stone Inn on Water 
Portland. For more info call 797-2915. Street in Brunswick. Cost: $15 or free for 
Youth Indoor Soccer Program children under age 6. Forfurtherinforma-
at the Portland YMCA for children &-11 tion call 729-1161. 
years of age. Registration is ongoing. For Laudholm Bean Supper & Bam Dance 
more info call 874-1111 . includes a guided tour of Laudholm Farm 
ETC 
Bean Supper 
June 13 from 4-7 pm atSt. Andre 's Parish 
Hall, 38 High St, Biddeford. Cost: $4, $2 
children , children under5free. Forfurther 
info call 282-3333. 
Car and Truck Show 
Scarborough Lions hold theirannual show 
on June 7 from 10-2 at Scarborough High 
School Athletic Field , Gorham Road. 
Scarborough. Cost: $2, children under 12 
free. For further info, call 883-9222. 
CarWa.h 
to benefit the North Scarborough Fire 
CompanyJune6. from 9-2: 30 atthe North 
Scarborough Fire Station, 891 Saco St, 
Scarborough. 
Caeco Bay Green • 
will hold an educational forum with Don 
Lounsbury of Hab~at for Humanity, June 
10 from 7-9 pm at 72 Pine St, Portfand. 
For more info call 799-2135. The Greens 
hold general business meetings on the 
at 4 pm, supper at 5:30 and a dance with 
Lamprey River Band al 7:30, at Wells 
National Estuarine Research Reserve, 
Wells. Cost: $10 supper & dance, $6 
supper, $5 children . For more info call 
64&-4521 . 
Maine Coe.t Solar Barea 
is a family-oriented, clothing-optional 
social group. They meet regularly in cen-
tTal Maine for swims, saunas and potluck 
picnics. For further info, send your name, 
address and telephone number, in confI-
dence, to Maine Coast Solar Bares, P.O. 
Box 718, Norway, ME 04268. 
Hamea ProjecVAlDS Memorial Quilt 
holds a panel-making wOrl<shop the first 
and third Sun of each month. For more 
info call 774-2198. 
The None.uch Felr 
Foundation for Blood Research is spon-
soring a fair with a white elephant table, 
raffle, car wash, dunk tank and games for 
children to benefit an educational lecture 
hall. June 13, from 9:30-3:30. at the Foun-
dation for Blood Research, 69 Roule I , 
Scarborough. For more information, call 
883-4131 . 
Re .. ttling H_ Refugeea 
Attend a three-part training worl<shop. 
held by Refugee Resettlement Volunteer 
Program, to leam how to help a refugee 
adjust to life in a new land. Session One is 
June 8 or 9. Session Two June 15 or 16 
and Session Three June 23. All sessions 
run from 6-9 pm at 107 Elm St, Portland. 
For more info, call 871 -7437. 
Retired Senior Volunteer Progrsm 
is looking for a teacher's aide to help with 
speech-impaired children , water samplers 
and Iabwol1<ers to help test GreaterPort-
land area rivers and Portland Observatory 
guides. Training will be provided. Formore 
info, call 775-6503. 
"Styl .. for Smil .. " 
Ten hair stylists will cui hair, give faCials, 
head and neck massages and manicures 
at their regular prices on June 7 at Head-
masters, 16 Route 1. Yarmouth. All pro-
ceeds go to the Maine Children'S Cancer 
Program. Please make appointments in 
advance by calling 846-3481 . 
"What I. Tarot?" 
fourth Sun of the month, regular educa-
Cemp Opportunity tion meetings on the second Wed of the 
is a one-week residential camp designed month,and newmemberorientation meet-
Find out at an introductory lecture June 
10, from 7-9 pm. at Thofl'4lson's Point, 
Portland. Cost: $5. For further info, call 
874-6997. for chidren, ages 8-14, who suHer from ings on the third Wed of the month - at 
moderate to severe asthma. Two one- 72 Pine St. Portland. For more info call 
week sessions offered in July. Register 865-4351. 
early as each session is lim~ed . Foraddi- Calligraph ... of Maine 
tional info, call1 -800-499-LUNG. Final meeting on June 6 designed to get 
The Children'. Mu.eum of Maine feedback on calligraphy problems and 
inviteskiddosto enjoy its Preschool Worl<- suggestions for upcoming projects. In-
shop: "Twezzer Trek," June 4 at 11 am; cludes a pot luck lunch at Dawn 
Papermaking & Computer Lab. June 9, Andersen's house on Bonney Eagle Lake, 
10:30 am-noon; the Kennel Shop bnngs Standish. For further info call 642-2257 . 
AnimaIFriend~,J~nel0, 11 am: Free:",ith City of Portland Police Auction 
museum admISSion. For addlijonal onfo, June 4 at 3 pm, auction viewing from to-
cal 797-5483. 3, at the Portland Exposition Building, 
Fairy Hou ... & Gnome Homes 239 Pari< Ave, Portland. 
Drop in on a worl<shop June 6, from 1-3 CI ... lcal Guitar Workshop 
pm, where chidren can bUild a dweUlOg Guitarist Jad Azkoul will conduct a week-
for their favorite woodland friend. Held at end worl<shop and master class on June 
746 Stevens Ave. Foradd~oonallnfo, can Bfrom 10am-l pm and 2-5 pm, and June 
797-5483. 7 from 1-5pm, in thethirdfloorband room 
French Summer Camp in Corthell Hall, USMlGomam. For more 
Help to create in you~ child a pos~ive info, can 773-1133. 
attitude t?wards a foregn language and Cryatal Spring. Farm & Center 
culture VIa the use of games meant to serves as a leaming center and provides 
promote self-growth, creatiVIty and JOy. a variety of herbal and educational worl<-
Offered through the South Portland Rec- shops: June 7 from 2-4 pm. "The Path of 
reation Center, it starts on June.: days and Herbs," cost $20; June 14 from 2-5 pm, 
tomes 10 be announced. Cost $4 class. "Herbs for Women & Sexuality," cost: 
Call 761·8330. for further onfo. $35. Held at 70 Hollis and Buda Road, 
Dayton. To register call 499-7040. 
Used Book Sale 
to benefit the General Theological Library 
of Bangor Theological Seminary June 5 
from 2-7 pm and June 6 from to am-2 pm 
at State Street Congregational Church, 
159 State St, Portland. For more info caD 
874-2214. 
Vofunteer Center 
needs several recreation aids, a motiva-
tional store assistant to assist children in 
weekly shopping trips , an oHice assistant 
and a child-care provider. Call 874-1000 
for further info. 
Women'. Blx Development Corp 
hosts "Resources for Growing a Busi-
ness," which will provide information on 
starting a business, writing a business 
plan, financing brochures and conduct-
ing marl<et research. June 8, from 9 am-
noon, at 12 Spruce St, Augusta. Prereg-
istration is required. For more info or to 
register, call 623-0065 .• 
CALL 775-6601 TO PLACE A CBW CLASSIFIED AD 
body & soul 
AlJU. T ACTING AND SINGING QASS!! 
"Singing is only dignified screarring" and 
"through acting and playing weparticipate 
more fully in life and the rroment at hand." 
Fun-filled class begins Mon. June29from 
7-9 p.m. for 5 weeks. Instructor Editll 
Doughty Will help participants balance in-
dividual expression with ensemble aware-
ness. Artistic risks Will be encouraged! 
lirrited enrollment Call Edie 443-9603 to 
register. 
CHANNELING can be fascinating, em-
powering and healing. Especially effec-
tive for finishing that unfinished busi-
ness with departed loved ones. call Joan 
at 846-1318 . 
CHANNELING FOR PERSONAL 
GROWTH. call Tyler 774-1183. 
DEEP MUSCLE MASSAGE- Karen Austen, 
MA, LM.T., licensed Massage Thera-
pist Alleviate chronic backaches, head-
aches. neck and shoulder stiffness, sci-
atica, stress, improye flexibility, muscle 
tone, circulation, athletic performance. By 
appointrmnt 865-1)i72. 
DISCOVERING INTUITION THROUGH 
SOUND AND IMAGERY- This unique 
lwe>-day workshop will combine the soft 
technique of guided imagery with new 
technology in order to aid participantsin 
achisvingthestateuffocusedconscious-
ness. Two split days: June 28 and July 
12. Enrollment limited. Call Winter 
Robinson, 929-6960. 
ON-GOING LESBIAN THERAPY 
GROUPS now accepting new members. 
Groups meet Mondays, 7-9pmorTues-
days, 5:3G-7:30pm. S701mo. Confiden-
tiality respected. call 775-7927. 
PSYCHIC- ASTROLOGICAL READ-
INGS! ! Predictions, ESP, ·Crystal-Clear" 
views into your zodiac sign- and news of 
economic situation, job change-move, 
family, marriage, your future! 883-3223. 
SHIATSU OR SWEDISH MASSAGE. 
Shiatsu is Japanese-style massage. 
Special introductory offer of 20',(, oH 
regular fee. Keith Hintz MST 828-2023. 
Portland license. 
THERAPEUTIC MASSAGE AND BODY-
WORK: Revitalize and strengthen your 
body, mind, and spirit Celebrate the 
new season! Siidi ng fee scale. And rea E. 






• Individual & Group 
Counseling 
DruMyers, 
LSAC, NCACl!, NCADC 





ATTORN EY AT L A W 
• Sexual Han'lUlllmentl Abuse 
• Divorce, Custody, Support 
• Wills, Probate 
• Environmental Law 
772-2790 
roommates 
AlEE! WE NEED TWO responsible, pleas-
ant NlS roommates IMMEDIATELY to 
share airy, three-storey Spruce st. apt. 
Large rooms, wood floors, WID, stor-
age- it's great! $187 .50Jmo. +utils. Cail 
HOllY or Joe at 773-2181 . 
ACTIVE ELDERL YWIDOWto share nice 
home in Scarborough. S450Jmo. in-
cludes utilities. 883-6164. 
ARTIST SEEKING ROOMMATE to share 
2 SR apt one block from USM, quiet 
residential neighborhood, WIW, dish-
washer.SJOO/mo.+ 112utils 773-4900. 
ASAP- GOOD-SIZED ROOM TO RENT 
for your living or other purpose: fur-
nished/empty, by stable NlS, mid-life 
female. West End. Summer or on1l0-
ing. 774-7304, ALT, after 6/8. 
lNNERtlGHT 
Kripalu Yoga 
FREE Class . SAT . June 20 
9-10:30 AM at INNERLIGHT 
10 Exchange ST . 2nd floor 
FREE Class . WED . June 17 
5:3(}-7 PM at ON BALANCE 
4 Milk ST . 2nd floor 
Summer Seooions start JWle 23 
Kim Chandler 874·2341 
10 Exchange ST Portland 
KATIIlEEN LUKE, M.A. 
799-4927 
Psychotherapy 
Past Life Therapy 
Way of Women 
ATTN:EASY-GOING, progressively sane, 
goal-oriented male musicians (or other 
creative types), need a place to live?Try 
the fabulous "Reindeer Hilton", a spa-
cious penthouse suile conveniently lo-
cated intown. Enjoy elegant yet com-
fortable group-living ai:comodations at 
great rates. Temporary shelter or long-
term housing. For reservations & infor-
mation call 874-9002. 
BEAUTIFUL COUNTRY HOME needs a 
females touch. If you enjoy water & 
woods, come live in the heart of Sebago 
Lake reg ion. S200/mo. includes every-
thing. 655-5246. 
I WE MAKE NEWS MAnER I 
COUNTRY LlVING- SEBAGO LAKE 
AREA- NIS roommates wanted to share 
large, spacious home. Beautiful loca-
tion. WID. S250/mo. plus utilities. 642-
5075 or call collect 203-74~9617. 
HOUSE5HARE- Single parent with ac-
tive 5 y.o. needs creative person to 
share house, Baxter Blvd., USM area. 
SJ5OImo.plusUtils, garden, wood floors, 
fireplace. 775-4938. 
MATURE, RESPONSIBLE, reasonably 
neat person with healthy lifestylewanted 
to share large, sunny, furnished (your 
room furnished or unfurnished) apt. in 
nice neighborhood. WID, decks, stor-
age, cat $275/mo. +1/2 utils. Refer-
ences. 773-62t 2. 
SUMMER/FALL SUBLET: H months 
(your option), MlF to share spacious, 
sunny, NlS apt. near Eastern Prom, with 
lwo friendly others. 772-8309. 
TWO GFs need another F to share large 
BackCOYeapl. forsummer. Washer, park-
ing, back porch. Cigs OK Any age OK 
$2OOImo. plus. Avai lable NOW. 773-3764. 
USM AREA- Roommate needed by GM 
to share large, sunny apt. SJ25/mo.+ 
utils. call after 4:30. 871-7467. 
YARMOUTH. Responsible NlS, MIF in 
beautiful, quiet duplex in excellent loca-
tion for summer or 1 year. S275/mo. + 
112 utilit ies. 885-558t , Joanne. 
EXTBIIDED BY POPULAR DEMAND - SEll ANYTHING fOR 892 fREE 
apts/rent 
1 BA. COZY, RENNOVATED in quiet 
owner-occupied building. Full bath, 
kitchen, living room, storage, good 
neighbors, heat & hot water included, 
SJ50/mo. call 828-1426. 
2 ROOMS FOR 1 PERSON plus use of 
entire large, sunny apt. with hardwood 
floors, working fireplace and back deck. 
Good location . S851wk includes every-
thing . 871-7273, leave message. 
54 STATE ST. - large 1 and 2 BRs avail-
able immediately. Nicely decorated, ail 
uti Is. included.S475 toS525/mo.Lease, 
deposit call 761-0557 or 772-7977. 
A CONVENIENT AODRESS to everything 
downtown in the Port. Hislonc India Street, 
4 rooms heated, wlHW, parking, over-
looks lovely landmarks. $466Imo. call 
Mangold 761-1764 for showing. 
DEERING OAKS PARK. Best Val uein Town. 
Heated 1 and2bedroomapartments. Hard-
wood Hoors. Sunny and cheerful. Clean 
aOO secure building. NE1.YIy renovated. From 
SJ9OImo. 773-7002. 
FREEPORT- COZY 1 BR apt. available 
July 1st. Country setting, yet close to 1-
95. Furnished! unfurnished. Ample park-
ing. Pets OK. call 865-6800 alter 6pm. 
INTOWN, NEAR USM, COZY efficiency 
wJkitchenette in grand old brick Victo-
rian. Storage. laundry, heated, S2851 
mo. call 82B-1426. 
MUNJOY HILL- 2 BR, third floor, re-
modeled, clean, good views, gas heat 
porch, ample closet space. S450/mo. 
plusutils.Available mid-July. Call Oliver, 
772-4739. 
NEW EFFICtENCY. excellent neighbor-
hood, very private and small. Avaolable 
now. Parking, utilities included. $801 
wk. 871-9065 or 772-2427. 
NEWBURY ST., PORTLAND- 4 BR apt 
$6501mo., heat & HIW included . 772-
3595 or 879-0047. 
PORTLAND, ME. MED AREA- Large 1 
BRs, SJ50 & $400. Large 2 BRs, $450 & 
$SOO. 3 BR, $625. All include heat & 
HW, parking. Call 871-1503. 
Sf. LAWRENCE ST.- Sunny 2 BR with 
nice views on second Hoor with living 
room, dining room, sunporch and slor-
age rooms, enclosed yard, parking. 
$4251mo. 773-2696 eves. 
STATE ST. EXCELLENT2 BEDROOM bi-
level apt. Avai lable June 1st; skylights, 
spiral staircase, dishwasher, sun deck 
and more. $675 includes heat. Security. 
references. No pets. 799'{)090. 
TWO BEDROOM PLUS DEN on thi rd 
floorofowr14!r-occupied building in safe 
Western Prom area near Waynllete 
School. S5601mo. References required. 
772-1402. 
VERY SMALL STUDIO- 10'x 22 ', East-
ern Prom, water views, seperate entry, 
parking, month to month. $325/mo. plus 
shared Utilities. Call Rick, 775-3184days, 
773-1932 nights. 
WEST SIDE- FURNISHED or SEMI-FUR-
NISHED; 2 BR. living room, kitchen, full 
bath; privale courtyard. Spacious. $4501 
mo includes heat No pets Call 799-0090 
ONE MONI1l'S FREE RENTt 
Ponland on the Peninsula 
1, 2 & 3 Bedrooms 
Heated 
$315 to $600 
CHECK US OUF 
772-1232 
AFFORDABLE LUXURY 
TERRACE POND APrS. 
& 
Ene~ Efficient, 
Air-Con itioned Apts. 
• pool & clubhouse 
• security building 
• on-site maintenance 
Comer Riverside & Forest Ave. 
878-2257 
M -F 8am-7f>m, Sat-Sun 10am-1pm 
Managed by Gamage Enter. 
onices/rent 
OUT-GROWN YOUR HOME? 1 small 
office, 200 floor. I large office, lstlloor, 
front. On-site parking, full secretarial 
and fax" wordprocessing & telephone 
answering. 799-8395. 
PORTLAND- 311 Cumberland Ave., cor-
ner of Elm 5t. Heavy traffic. Excellent 
visibility. 1,600 sq.ft. store/office, heat 
included, parking available. 772-6527. 
studios/rent 
ARTISTS OF ALL KINDS- Do yourself a 
favor and rent a studio at 317 
Cumberland Ave. Small to large studios 
available with lights and heatfurnished. 
call 772-6527. Parking available. 
ARTISTSSTUDIOWORKSHOP-Highcell-
ings, water,views. S2501mo. 799-2884. 
STUDIOS: ARTISTS ONLY building. All 
inclusive, tin ceilings, artists sinks, high 
energyenvironrmnt Darkrooms to suites 
with views. $75 to $2OOImo. 799-4759. 
Clieck V'" Ittic, 111.1111l1li ud 1II'1II .... bk •• tock II what V. II. _Ilk VOursl., "Would I Plthep kill! lilia, II' blve $82 iI mv packet?" 
• Y.'VI diD'. l1li cull, lind 115 WI", 1IIIcP.u. II tblltlmll CI.ClIIIV WIIIdy, (1II1thl CO~Dn IIIIDw), Ilk $82 lor II. S92 (15 word limit, no changes, no phone calls) l1li caw wIIl'III V_III ... 4 WlikI ABlOlUTB.Y fIIEB 
CLASSIFIED AD ORDER FORM BY PHONE: 775-6601 
categories rates your ad: 
o body & soul o $92 stuff for sale 25 words ... $7 per week 
o roommates o garage/yard sales additional words ... 20¢ each 
o aptalrent D arts & crafts 
o housealrent o gardens THE SURE SELl! 
o officaalrent Ow.,tad 
Now place your classified ad in o atudlaa/rent Ocomputars 
o seasonaVrent o music Casco Bay Weekly and The 
o real estate Owhaels Penny$aver for just $2 more! 
o auctions o theater aria 
OchDd care Olaamlng Phone it in: 775-6601 (visa/mc) 
o halpw.,led o publications FAX it in: 775-1615 (visa/mc) 
o jobs wanted O.,lmals Walk/Mall it in: Casco Bay Weekly o business services o loet & found (free) 551A Congress St., Portland, ME 04101 o business opportunities o legal notices 
Attn: Classified D dating services o bulletin board 
o atuff for sala D ride board Phone #. Number of words: 
fine print Name: Number of weeks: 
deadlines Address: 25 wolds or less $7 per week Oassified ads ml.Sl be pakJ fa in ~ce with C3ft1 , ~ + add. words @ 20¢ ea.: $ 
chet*., rTlOnef orda', Visa or Mast~. Lost & FOU'ld itEmS 
isted ~ee. aassiled ads are non-refcndabte. CfNV shal not be 
PENNY$AVER $2 per week Line ads: Monday at 6PM Mable for rrPf t)opogFapI"'ica EJT'OfS. omissions, or d'la"Iges n the ad 
'Nhk:h do not anect the value Of content or subsli;Y\Ualty dlNIge Dvisa D mel! + add. words @ 20¢ each: $ Display ads: Friday at 5PM the mari1g or the ad. Credtt wil be issued when ~_ error has 
Call 775-6601 for display rates. 
been detam+ned within one week of publication. Tear sheets 
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Attractive 3 Bedroom 
+Private Entrance+Private Parking 
+W/D hookup+Large closets 
$515 plus utilities 
871-8002 or 839-6516 voice/tdd 
Overlooking the Eastern Prom 
seasonal/rent 
LONG ISLAND. Verycomfortable3-bed-
room cottage with all conveniences. 
Close to beautiful beaches. SSoo/week. 
Call Brenda 83~6240. 
PEAKS ISLAND- Enchanting 2 BRteot-
tage right on the water, 2 fireplaces, 
jacuzzi tub, TV, microwave, boat & bi-
cycles included. July 25-Sept. 3. SS9!>! 
week. 766-2227. 
real estate 
CHEBEAGUE ISLAND, CASCO BAY, ME.-
5 acres, nicely wooded, private, close to 
beaches! ferry, paved road, electricity, 
surveyed, tested & approved. By owner, 
$39,900. (207)637-2216. 
COTTAGE YEAR-ROUND, Pine Point 
Scarborough, ME. 2 BR, fireplace, com-
pletely furnished. ocean view. $98,500. 
Some owner financing available. Ex-
change for other type real estate pos-
sible. (207)873·4171. 
LEWISTON 3-UNIT- $52,500, $2,000 
down. SSO,500assumableat9'k. Plenty 
of parking, new gas burner, vinyl siding, 
very good condition. 773-7142. 
real estate 
MEETINGHOUSE HILL building lot- Ex· 
cellent location, $25,000. Bright, cheery 
3 BR bungalow, large kitchen, living 
room, dining room, sunny porch, ga-
rage. $113,900. Bill Umbel, 773-1990. 
PEAKS ISLAND BY OWNER- Charming 
2 BR year-rOUnd bungalow. Hardwood 
floors, fireplace, sun porch, new sys-
tems, garden. 594,000.766-5643. 
PORTLAND. QUALITY 2-BDRM. 1.5 
baths, Wellstone condo. Tile kitchen, 
finished walk-out basement, monitor 
heat system, deck. $78,900. Bill Umbel, 
Mark Stimson 773-1990. 
SCARBOROUGH- 3BR T -RanCh, Mas-
ter- cathedral, skylights & enclosed 
jacuzzi room. 2 full baths, hardwood 
floors, DR! French doors to deck. 1-112 
car garage, pool. Great neighborhood. 
$137,000. Call 883-6909. 
WEST END TOWNHOUSE BY OWNER-J. 
Calvin Stevensuniquelydesigood. 7 BA, 2 
baths. Ideal for owner-occupied business 
(R-6). Some owner-financing negotiable. 
No brokers please! 775-5022. 
"1993" 
$14,49570' 3BR Fleetwood, $138 for 180 mos, 
$1,450 down, Apr 9.5% New 16' wide Norris, 
$29,995, Fleetwood Obi wide 3BR, 2 Bath #2580, 
$23,995. 4BR, 60'~28' $37,995. Includes skylights, 
fireplace, whirlpool, dishwasher, and paddje fan. 
To see it is to love it! 
help wanted business services 
$40,oo<WYR.! READ BOOKS and TV 
scripts. Fill out simple "likeldon1Iike" 
form EASY! Fun, relaxing at home, 
beach, vacations. Guaranteed paycheck. 
FREE 24 hour recording 801-37~2925 
. copyrightlMEI14EB 
COSMETOLOGIST5- Would you like to 
slow dowp and enjoy what you do? Are 
you hardWOrking, enthusiastic, imagi-
native, and caring? Are you ready to 
make a commitment to true client satis-
faction? Weare looking for a hairstylist 
and skin care specialist with make-up 
experience fora busy, intimate, Old Port 
salon. Will provide specialized training. 
Guaranteed salary. Rexible hours. Send 
resume to P.O. Box 11272, Portland, 
ME 04104. Deadline 6111. 
FOR MORE INFORMATION AND ASSI5-
TANCE regarding the investigation of 
financing, business opportunities and 
Executive Chef - Tony Pastry Chef - Anna 
• Restaurant Design 
• Menu Planning 
• Food Preparation 
• Food Presentation 
• International Cuisine 
• Pastries 
470 White's Bridge Road 
Standish, ME 04084 
207-892-6906 
$5OOWEEKL Y, NEW! EASY! Stay home, 
any hours. Easy assembly ... $21,000; 
Easy sewing ... $36,600; Easy wood as-
sembly... $98,755; Easy 
crafts. .. $76,450; Easy jewel ry ... $19,500; 
Easy electronics... S26.200; 
Matchmaking ... $62,500; Investigating ... 
$74,450; T.V. talent agent... $40,900; 
Romance agent... 562,500. No selling. 
Fully guaranteed. EREE 24 hour record-
ing reveals details. 801-37~2900 copy-
right IME114YH 
work at home opportunities, Casco Bay ~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii, Weekly urges it's readers to contact the , 
Better Business Bureau, Inc., Maine Di-
vision, 812 Stevens Ave., Portlard, ME ASSEMBLE OUR DEVICES: Learn this 
trade, we send instructions, parts, and 
check for assembly. Call (404)426.0072, 
ext WB3027. 
BE ON T.V.- Many needed for commer-
cials. Now hiring all ages. For casting 
info call (615)77~7111, ext. T-1265. 
COLLEGE STUDENTs/H.S. SENIORS-
$7.35 - SI3.20. Vector has lull-time 
summer positions. Gain valuable re-
sume experience. Training provided, all 
majors may apply. For infO/interview 
call 878-2711 . 
PART-TIME HOUSEKEEPER (1 0-12 hours! 
week) for busy Portlard larrily. Respon-
sible, deperdable. hardworking person to 
help us with laundry, vacuurring, tidying, 
cleaning ard some minimal child care. 
Students welcorm. cal 774-3746. 
04103-2648. 
LADIES- EVER WANTED TO WORK on a 
phone fantasy line? Work from home, 
have fun. $ Great Pay S. 708·654-3813. 
PERSONS TO CHASE. set-up, fold-up. 
and/or repair hot air balloons in ex-
change for flight time, lessons. Tom, 17 
Freeman St., Portland, ME 04103. 
UNIOUE OPPORTUNITY- Exclusive ter-
ritory. Sales Manager and Sales pecple 





ADVERTISING ACCOUNT EXECUTIVE 
Penny$aver has an opportunity for an 
energetic, self-motivated account 
executive to join in our growing success. 
If you possess a strong 
advertising sales background 
and can serve our valued customers 
on a consultant level, 
we would like to hear from you. 
You will receive an established, protected 
territory, accompanied by a draw vs. 
commission pay plan, auto allowance, 
incentives and full benefits. 
Please send your resume, in confidence to: 
PENNY$AVER FREE 
P.o. Box 1048 
Scarborough, ME 04070-1048 
Attention: Bill Murphy 
lb. PtmllYStwn' is "" EqwtJI OppcwtUlI"Y E~ 
business services 
BUILT-IN CABINETS, KITCHENS, cus- LANDSCAIPES FOR LES5- Let us beau· 
tom details and trim. Free visit and esti- tily your outdoor living space. We'll de-
mate discussing your plans and options sign, plant, mulch, prune, maintain your 
for Spring carpentry projects. Call Paul yard. Professional resulls, reasonable 
Keating 846-5802. rates, free estimates. 87~1352. 
NEED HELP? 
Certified Paralegal 
• Wills • Living Wills 
• Power of Attorney • Divorce 
• Probate • Bankruptcy 
Reasonable Rates 
Carolyn Pardi 
74 Wilson St., Portland 772-6620 
NASTY~NEAT 
COMPULSIVE ICLEANING 
... and other life support services 
It's Spring Cleaning Time! 
If you 'lie eller cleaned up for the cleaning people ... 
or worse, cleaned up after them ... 
You need me in your life. 
Katherine Clark 
772-8784 
.., College I_I , Specialty 
• Painters 









PAINTING ' STAINING' CLEAR FINISHING 
CHARLES B. MELCHER 
PHOTOGRAPHER 
CARPENTRY, PAINTING, ODD JOB5- LAWN MOWING,lightiandscaping, rea· 
L----------.iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii .... Reasonable rates, free estimates. R.L.U. sonable rates, free estimates. Call n3· 
Rt 26, Oxford, ME 
207 -582-6612 





$141 for 180 mos with 
$1,499 down 3 BR 
(#2834) $14,995 OR 80' 
4BR for $19.995.16' wide 
Norris $29,995. Double 
wide 3 BR 2 baths 
$24,995. APR 9.5% 
Champion, Imperial, 
Norris and Redman. 
(Daily 9-7, Sun. 10-5) 
Rt 1A, Holden, ME 
207 -898-7644 




GREAT FOR FATHER'S DAY! (Gradua-
tion, too). Brard-new book, "WAS BASE-
BALL REALLY INVENTED IN MAINE?" 
Features Maine's colorful baseball his-
tory and all 68 Mainers who've played in 
the majors. Availa~e at all bookstores 
or call 772-9099. 
child care 
CNA, MOTHEROF2y.o. with pre-school 
experience will look after your child in 
my Scarborough home. References, Nt 
S, meals included. Call Kim, 885-5540. 
LOOKING FOR LITTLE ONES to fill my 
horm. Place your child in a loving home 
atmosphere. Early morning hours, large 
backyard, central Scarborough location. 
References, fuIVpart-time. cal 883-5043. 
LOOKING FOR PLAYMATE for my 3 y.o. 
daughter, I or 2 dayS/Wk. Will consider 
babysitting your child or swapping play 
time. Very flexible, large backyard,lots 
of toys & fun. Ash Swamp Rd. in 
Scarboro~gh. Call 883·9591. 
dating services 
MEET BEAUTIFUL, FAITHFUL, Marriage-
rrinded ladies from Asia, Russia, Eu-
rope, North & South America. For FREE 
photo brochure and complete details 
call 702-451-3070 anytime and leave 
mailing address. 
Jobs wanted 
Enterprises, 773-5367. :..536:..:....7  ________ _ 
COASTAL PAINTlNG- Exterior painting, 
experienced staff, excellent references. 
Very LOW prices. FREE estimates. Call 
Mark or Craig at 772-6051. 
EARN S5000R MORE WEEKLY stuffing 
envelopes at home. Send long SASE to: 
Country Living Shoppers. Dept. Y3, P.O. 
Box 1779, Denham Springs, LA. 70727-
1779. 
FRANK'S QUALITY CLEANING· 'I do it 
all. - Offices, windOWS, SS. Homes, lawn 
care. Free estimates, insured. Call 883-
5717. 
GREENER CLEANERS- Southern 
Maine's only complete homel office 
cleaning service using ONL Y non-toxic, 
100'.4 biodegradable materials. Afford-
able, courteous, professional. Guaran-
teed results. 775-1265. 
HANDYMAN WITH TRUCK AVAILABLE 
to do odd jobs and moving, locally or 
long distance. Experienced & depend-
able with references. Call for low rates, 
774-2159 anytime. 
I CAN DESIGN YOUR FLYERS! Resumes, 
newsletters,origialcomputerartandmore! 
I use PageMaker, WordPerfect 5.1 ard 
Paintbrush. Strongly creative! Call for 
samp~ and free estimate. 657-3n5. 
PIANO SERVICE by professional. regis-
tered technician. Reasonable rates for 
tuning, repair, action regulation and reo 
building. JOSEPH'S PIANO SERVICE, 
883-0010. Member Piano Technicians 
Guild. 
PROFESSIONAL WALLPAPERING, rea-
sona~e rates. Callforestimate. 79!Hl848. 
OUALITY YARD WORK, painting and 
assorted odd jobs. Reasonable. Refer-
ences not a problem. Call 871-8265. 
SAVE MONEY! Add a second oil tank, 
upgrade old heating system or install a 
water-saver toilet. Quality work at rea-
sonable rates. Fully insured, liscensed. 
Free estimates. Conolly's Plumbing & 
Heating, 883-2213. 
SPRING WINDOW CLEANING- Quality 
workatan affordable price. Call Markor 
Ray at 83~593 or 87~0591 . 
WALLPAPERING: Twenty years experi-
ence, neat and precise work (fussy). 
Many happy customers. great rates,lree 
estimates. Scheduling now for sum-
mer. Call John at 774.Q426. 
WOMENPOWER SERVICE5- Painting, 
yardwork, odd jobs. Dependable. Call 
883-3863. 
EXTRAORDINARY PORTRAITS 
SOl Cumberland Ave. 
Portland 775-6301 
bUSiness opps 
CASH LOANS! We are the actual finance 
company! Provable income required! 
Stabilityat residence/employer required! 
Bad credit OK! 1-800·685-3696. 
FOR SALE: GOURMET COFFEE SHOP 
(uses Green Mountain), good location, 
friendly clientel. Call 767-3997 6am-
4pm, Mon.-Sat. 
PIZZA & SANDWICH RESTAURANT-
Also serving dinners. Portlard down-
town. Buy now for summer season. 
$29,000.594-1027, leave message. 
PORTLAND RESTAURANT FOR SALE: 
Excellent turn-key facility with greal 
potential. Low start-up cost and good 
lease. DPC loan money available. 7~ WILLING TO WORK- 21 y.o. college 
studentliving in Scarborough this sum- 0090. ~ 
mer, looking for partlfull-time work. I. TRY THE SUR ESE L L • 7 7 5 - 6 6 0 1 ~ 
Call Dean, (603)635-3877. L. ,..-_~~~~~~~~~~=-~:..=-=-=-___ --=-________ --' 
stuff for sale 
2 NAUTIRAID KAYAKS! Excellent con· 
dilion, both folding expedition models. 
A joy to paddle! Single- SI,500; double, 
$2,400. Also: Solollex- $600. 846-0740 
anytime. 
A SLIDING SHAMROCK CAMPER, 
sleeps 6, asking 5800. 772-3982. call 
after 5pm. 
BICYCLES- 21" Miyata and 25' Takara 
10 speeds. $100 each or B.O. by 6/12. 
Girls 20- wheel, 1 season old, $40. Call 
Don, 7~2882. 
CORVETTE $400, BRONCO $SO; '89 
Mercedes $200; '87 BMW $100; '65 
Mustang SSO. U.S. public auction, 
Druglord properties. Choosefromthou-
sands starting $25. FREE 24 recording 
reveals giveaway prices. 801-37~2930. 
Copyright IMEI14RC. 
JORDAN'S BEACH T-SHIRTS, white 
booty Ts with pink & green design- M, 
L. X-L. Ready June 21 . 799-6246 
MONITOR VENTED HEATING & HOT 
WATER HEATlNG- SPRING SALE! 725-
4451. 
MATTRESSES&BOXSPRlNGS&ffiAME5-
New and usal.Alsowashersard dryer.;ard 
appliances. We aso buy unwanflld ijerm 
Crodij available n2-5737. 
MUST SELL-Dining table- round, oak, 
buk:her-bIock. 2 chairs, bed rmtIbox, ();i( 
bookcase, maple dl1!SS8r, maple rocker, 
Boudoir rocking chair, x~ntryexercilier. 
m0024. 
SPn fRIINCl5CO- Ibund-lrip ticket from 
Por1lard,leavesJune 14, returns June 21. 
Must selL Best offer. Call Paul at 92&3257. 
SANYO 20' COLOR TV w/remote $200; 
EmersonVCA$75;Women'sskipk~I75's, 
rm-poIes&boots(8)S200;Panasoricelec. 
lypeNriter $75; oombination drafting Iarrp 
$25; stuffed chair SlO; nJ .. 2861. 
TOURING BIKE, SHOGUN CAMO 5IX). 18-
speed, 19'frarm,likll reN, Sihimanocom-
ponents, asking $225 or best offer. n4-
0013. 
TWO EXECUTONE PORTABlE RECORD-
ERs. modo Diclarrite II. Excellent condi-
tion.SI50each.ACadaptorandcon1erence 
rriCrophore, $20 each. 282-3256. 
USED COOLERS FOR SALE- Stan~up wi 
sliding gfassdoor, 2'7")( 4'6'X6'; "Horizontal 
counter"cooler, 3'x4'x7'10". Goodworking 
coodition, you pick up. 934-5858. 
VCR EMERSON usal3 times, $95. Electric 
oul!foorgriH, verygood cordilion, $40. cal 
after 5pm, 88J.44S2. 
VINYL REPlACEMENT WINDOWS, larg-
est selection- Coflll3re our prices! 72fr 
4451. 
WEAVING LOOM: 40' Harrisvine 4 harness, 
6treadlewith 10den! reed. ExteIlentcordi-
tion. S500 firm Will deliver. 9264182. 
WEOOINGDRESSWNEIL-PriscillaofBos-
ton, siZll 10, parlect oondition. $250. 10-
speed bikll, Puch, upright hande b<rs, ex-
cellent condition. $75. 883-1953. 
WINDOW AIR CONDITIONER- Used for 
only one season. In bran~new cordition. 
6300 BTU. $230, call 885-5139. 
WOOD SIDED COUCH & CHAIR (Concepts 
in Comfort) $225; ExerCycle, $25. Both in 




'74 HUMMEL ANNUAL GOOSE GIRL plate, 
S92. 865-1008. 
BASEBALL CARD COLLECTION: 3()()()., 
cards, most from early '80s, includes stars 
ard rookies. S92. 871-1022 
BONSAI POTS- Box of assorted pots: shal-
low, ~, Cascade. unglazed, glazed, etc-
S92. Gerry, m-7464 . 
DOUBLE BED & FRAME- usal as a guest 
bed for a year. Asking $92. 773-4334. 
KELVINATOR ELECTRIC RANGE, 40 in. 
continuous dean over!. Good condition. 
S92. Call 854-0179. 
KIOS' ACOusnCGUITARS (2),Steeistrings, 
U.S. made, S92. Set 01 four P19f:fl5R14 
sm.m·770I. 
MOVING-SOFA, 2 years old, gooc oordi-
tion, ask S92. 773-59!Il. 
MOVING-WIM>SIJRFBOARD, nMrused, 
<>rig. price S3OO, ask S92. 773-5990. 
MUST SELL: B9gecouch,SSO; gold sltJffed 
rocker, $25; 2 dining room chairs, $17. All 
good oordrtion. 854-9774. 
yard sales 
ALL MY STUFF MUST GO! Pack rat 
marries Ms. SimpliCity. Pack rat loses. 
Color TV, stereo, futon, tables, tons of 
bargain kitchen stuff, sheets, towels, 
books, records, old auction findings, 
old paper. Bargains! 10 Lovaitt St., off 
/Ingell Ave. in So. Portland, near Willard 
Beach. Sat June 6, 9am-3pm. 
MULTHAMILY YARD SALE- June 6 & 
7, 9-3, 266 Beech Ridge Rd., 
Scarborough. Children's clothing, of-
fice furniture, lishing equipmen~ and 
lots more. 
NEIGHBORHOODYARDSALE-June6th, 
9:30-4pm. 32 King St, Pine Point (cor-
ner Ave. 1). 
gardens 
CULTIVATE YOUR GARDEN with ma-
hogany benches, tables and chairs, 
handcrafted by Yarmouth's Royall River 
Garden Collection. Sturdy and graceful 
for a generation's enjoyment. For cata-
logue call 846-5802. 
wanted 
RUSSIAN TEACHERS NEED ENGLISH lan-
guage books to teach sma! children. Sp&-
cificalyDr. Seuss. Hyou haveanytodonate, 
please cal Tom Fasulo at 874-0381. 
WANTED: OLD STEPHEN KING hard-
cover books. No Book-of-the-Month 
Club, please. Price depends upon con-
dition. Cash paid. Call 883-0301, leave 
message if no answer. 
music 
ROLAND ELECTRIC PIANO- Model 
RD3oo, with Roland BNBO amplifier, 
includes modular stand and stool, full 
keyboard, MIDI, other features. Profes-
Sional sound and Quality. $1,800. 282-
3256. 
TUNES "R" US DJs- S99 Special Offer 
Sunday thru Thursday. Basic package, 
7000 song, all CD playlist, 1200 watts. 
Also, lighting, fog, bubbles.. Call Chris 
Kenoyer, 775-6443. 
VOICE LESSONS: Jazz, Pop & Folk. 
Loosen up! -Free your voice inside". 
Jazz imprOVisation and claSSIcal tech-
nique applied. Call Diana, 846-5712. 
WALNUT DULCIMER- 4-string, hand-
made by Kentucky craftsman, beautiful 
condition and tone. $18!>!mo. 282-3256. 
wheels 
$$ CASH CASH CASH $S- WE HAUL 
AWAY JUNK CARS AND TRUCKS, any 
cordition, seven days a week, ~9. 773· 
6878 
ASK ABOUT CASCO BAY WEEKLY'S 
WHEELS DEAL! 4 WEEKS FOR ONLY 
$16! 775-6601. 
CHEAP! FBI/U.S. SEIZED- '89 
Mercedes ... S2OO; '&S VW ... $50; '87 
Mercedes ... $100; '65 Mustang ... SSO; 
Choose from thousands starting at $25. 
FREE 24 hour recording reveals details, 
801-37~2929 copyright IMEl14JC 
CHEW MALIBU, 74- Peaks Island sp&-
cial. Reliableyear round. low mai nteoance, 
somewhat attractive. S2OO. 828-4849. 
HONOA GL500 SILVERWING, 1981-
Mint condition, 6,000 miles, shaft drive. 
$950. 883-9591. NEW SO-MONTH AUTO BAmRY, $35, 
200 first'i:iass stamps, 542, biker's helmEt 
$15. n5-{)4Q5. JEEP CHEROKEE, 1988-0riginal owner, 
5-speed, 4 WO, 4 dr., AMlFM, grllatcondi-
PIONEER HPM-60 SPEAKERS, sm each. ron, 57,000 mles. $8,500. 7~8601 . 
Teac A-I03 cassette deck, $35. 871-7285, 
ask lor MichiIB. SAAB 900,1984-3 door, NC. New tune-
up & sticker. Great condition. $2600. 
SEAR TOP-lOADING VCA for S92. 625- 772-5284, leave message. 
8676 or R. Sprague, Box 4, West Baldwin, 
ME 04091 . YAMAlHA XS 400 STREET BIKE, 1978· 
New tires, battery, tune-up. $200. 775· 
SUPREME 12 ROYCE UNION boys bike, 6219 after 5pm. 
excellent condlbon, $92. price negotiable. - _________ _ 
cal m-6162, ask for Becky. boats 
WILSON GOLFCLUBS-usal irons, 2th ru 9; 
woods, I thru 4. Bag aso. 592. n3-7120. 
WOOD TWIN BED- Canopy ~e, while & 
gold wijhout mattress. $92. 865-6819. 
X.{;OUNTRY SKIS with Solomon bindings, 
S92. Ask for Michael 871-7285. 
arts & crafts 
FINE HANDCRAFTS WANTED for new 
"Made in Maine" store opening soon in 
Kennebunk. Consignment only. Please 
call Margaret at 967-4311. 
24 FT. FOUR WINNS 1989245 Vista 
cruiser,26O h.p., only 160 hours, many 
extras, $24,900. 627-4183. 
CHANDLER'S WHARF- 46' SLIP FOR 
RENT, security, full facilifies, great har-
bor view. Call Jim, 773-3384 days, or 
eves. 833-5716. 
CUDDY CABIN, 19'1~ 130 h.p. VO. 
Very little use. $8,500 firm. n2-3595. 
SAILBOAT WITH TRAILER: 16' fiberglass 
MFGSidewinderwijh roller furling jibard 
drop centerboard. Shoreline boat trailer, 
600 lb. capacity. S6OO. Call 83~13. 
TRADITIONAL WOODEN Sea kayak 
paddle, -The Ouill, - made in Vancouver, 
B.C. Won in raffle, never used. 5120 
value for only $80. 883-5628. 
learning 
JOIN US! Are you aware of your child's 
preferred learning style? Learn how to 
activate your child's unique learning 
potential. The 3 pound brain houses 
multi-intelligences. Help your child be-
come the most he or she can be. We 
invite you to participate in this "hands-
on- innovative WOrkshop presented by 
Dr. Alice F. Dyer on June 13th, 9am-
3pm at the Ouality Suije Hotel, Portland, 
ME. Admission- $40.00. 
LEARNING SPECIALIST will tutor all 
subjects- all ages. Masters degree. 9 
yrs. experience, 5 at Landmark School. 
7~220. 
WANT TO IMPROVE YOUR SiPANISH? 
Tutor available (H.S. teacher), individual 
or conversational groups. Call 761-4054. 
bulletin board 
HEADING FOR EUROPE THIS SUM-
MER? Jet there anytime for only $169 
with AIRHITCH(r). Call 212-864-2000. 
adult services 
LOCAL MEN & WOMEN· With phone num-
bers! I-OOO-884-oATE,ext. 428. (S:>'rrin., 
18t) Taievenlures, Fort Myers, FL. 
TRANSVESTITE, TRANSEXUAL, 
CROSSDRESSER information holline 
and meetingplace. 1-212-986-177].,11 
or 1-212-986·9856-7. Local! Nation-
wide, 24 hoursl7 days. Exciting fashion 
catalog from famous Michael Salem TV 
Boutique. 
TRASHY ROMANCE- No reading. just 
lay back, listen and enjoy. $2.951min. 
GMC You must be 18. 1-900-454-5444 
ext. 0005. 
LIVE PSYCHICS INTERPRET 
YOUR PAST, PRESENT & 
FUTURE THROUGH THE POWER 
OF THE TAROT 
1-900-454-1444 
St.79frr;n: 18+ ooly 
1-800-055-5580 
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real uzzle By Don Rubin 
I-cues 
We've dotted the 
two i's in "Miami" 
with a beach ball and 
a sun, which charac-
terize the location. 
Using the other i-cues 
provided, see if you 
can identify the rest of 
these appropriately 
dotted words. 
Can you sollie the 
Real Puzzle? There is a 
$20 gift certificate from 
Alberta's for the first-
prize winner. The 
second-prize winner 
receives two free passes 
to The Movies at Ex-
change Street. Winners 
will receive their prizes 
Q C ~I 









in the mail. Drawings are 
done at random. Contes-
tants are ineligible to win 
more than one prize in a 
four-week span. Only one 
entry is allowed per 
person per week. 
All entries for this 
week's puzzle must be 
received by Wednesday, 
June 10. The solution to 
this week's puzzle will 
appear in the June 18 
issue of Casco Bay Weekly. 
Send your best guess to: 
Real Puzzle #125 
Casco Bay Weekly 
Congress St. 
Portland, Maine 04101 
Solution to '-', '\ .. -.. J'\' '\' 
Real Puzzle I-;! ~~;: 1. !_" 
#123 . L)· /\~/ 
*-",*-\ .-1 / /~\ ...... / 
This week, Peter 
Belanger and a friend will 
dine at Alberta's. George 
Bird and a friend will 
take in a mallie at The 
(Star search) ./ •. ' .... 'f'. I Ii" ./. 
/' I .J. /". /1 ... i.' --... I' . '* .• -- .~\ / '. • /* *-. < ...... , ;' \ I . 
II- ... ... \' 
Movies at Exchange 
Street. 
II-
(Don Rubin's book, BRAINSTORMS, was recently published by Harper and Row.) 
Portland's Largest Adult 
Entertainment 
Center! 
Offering a huge 
selection of videos, 
magazines and toys for 
the discriminating 
adult. .. 
Newly Remodeled & Newly Expanded! 
PORTLAND 
• VIDEO EXPO. 
666 Congress St • 7 
Open M-Sat. 10-10 • 
Also in KITTERY 
• VIDEO EXPO. 
Route 236 • 439-6285 
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CALL 1-900-370-2041 TO RESPOND TO ANY caw PERSONAL 
(Calls cost 1.49/min. Must be 18 or over. Touch-tone phones only. Casco Bay Weekly 207 -775-6601) 
women ( ... men 
ATTRACTIVE, SLIM, FIT, personable, 
young looking 44, SWF, seeking attrac-
tive, charming, smart, nice man. I like 
dancing, the beach, cook-outs, theater, 
horse shows. 1f5438 (6123) 
BY lAND OR SEA- Professional DWF, 39, 
5'5', slim, seeks upbeat, competent part-
nerto exploreNewEngland.1 enjoy saili ng, 
hiking, skiing, squash, conversation, the 
arts. Call me! 1f54f5 (6116) 
DWF, 44, likes country music, R & R, 
oldies, movies, reacing, walking. I am 
blonde with blue eyes, Would like to meet 
someone with similar interests, 
40+.1f5437 (6123) 
FREE-SPIRITED SWF, 36, 5'5', 125/, 
redhead, old-Iashioned but i ndepende n~ 
loyal, fun, looking fortall, together, loyal, 
fun DISWM for friendship, companion-
ship and ?Try it! 1f5423 (6116) 
LADY, AGE 46, 5'8", desires to give 
avalanche of love to make a life bettertor 
the right man. I'm not a snowflake. 
Biddeford area. 1f5403 (6116) 
LOOKING FOR LOVE IN ALL THE RIGHT 
PLACES! Single professional woman, 
39, seeking a relationship based on 
mutual respect and responsibility. I, too, 
enjoy outdoor activities, for leisure. I 
love to laugh, travel, go to movies, dine 
out and plain 01' hang out. I'd like to meet 
'a NIS man who is down-ta-earth, car-
ing, witty, and has his wits about him. If 
you have compatible interests and are 
more inclined to explore a relationship 
than simply haveafling, I'd love to meet 
you. CBW Box 071. 
PROVE ME RIGHT! (All the good men 
AREN·Ttaken). Tall. attractive, compas-
sionate DWFseeksSIDWM, 30-45, hon-
es~ caring, communicative NlS with 
pasSion for life, sense of humor. Call! 
1f5414 (6116) 
REDEFIM: ROMANCE- DWF, 30, resourCfr-
ful, spontaneous, wild at heart, seeking 
responsive, seductive, wild heart tamer. 
No experience necessary. Will train. Call 
now for audition. 1f5421 (6116) 
SWF, 27, VOLUPTUOUS, vivacious, with 
a smile that won1 quit and a personality 
to match. Seeks down-to-earth 27-37 
SWM, NlS, chem-free, for long-term 
relationship. P.O. Box 4221, Portland, 
ME 041011f5447 (6123) 
SWF, 40, LARGE- Wanted: D/SWM, 40+, 
kind, gentle, open & honest, secure, 
homebody. Must be NIS, NID, love old 
movies & long talks. 1f5443 (6123) 
men ... women 
A GRIZZLY BEAR, mostly Teddy. Tall, 
warm, nice and cuddly. Looking for an 
affectionate ffWellioness. Hibernation is 
over, let's explore, play and have fun! 
1f5419 (6116) 
AHA! Creative, heaIIIhy, rural dweller- city 
worker, INTP, unconventional, reliable, 57", 
152Ibs., 42, seeks woman of intelligence. 
sacred passion. I promise nothing and 
eIIerything. 1f5409 (6116) 
ATHLETIC, attractive, humorous, profes-
sional SWM, 27. Searching for pretty, NlS, 
college! career type SWF. any age. Our 
common interests include dining out ori n, 
movies,dancing,sports,healthclub.BBOs, 
moolit beach, music, travel. Are you that 
someone special? 1f5410 (6116) 
ATTRACTIVE, AGREEABLE AND AVAIL-
ABLE? DWM, young 46, 5'6-112", 155Ib.-
active and easygoing. I seek harmony, fun, 
friendship and intimacy. You are a com-
passionate, friendly, emotionally secure, 
pretty, shapely woman. We like beac h, 
picnics,dining, videos, backrubsand quiet 
times together. 1fS442 (6123) 
ATTRACTIVE, HEALTHY, FIT WM with 
summer to share, looking for a pretty, 
open-minded, sexy, happy, trim WF, 
35-45. Like cookouts, the beach. mov-
ies, kids, travel?Me, too! Good sense of 
humor important 'cause I've won tickets 
to Comedy Night. 1f5436 (6123) 
CARRY OUT YOURFANT ASIESwith hand-
some, NlS. professional younger man. 
SWM, 28. 5·tO", 1801. 80Hz., needs a 
change of pace. Seeking happy, healthy, 
pretty, mature, intelligent humorous, fun-
loving lady, 30-45, for ~ steamy, sum-
mer fun at home or beach. I'm waiting for 
your call. 1f5455 (6123) 
DO YOU A DESIRE a monogamous, 
romantic relationship with a male who's 
emotionally available and secure enoug h 
within himself to respect you as an 
equal? I'm a 55 y.o. DBM, NlS, N/D, 
professional. I lift weights regularly so 
am muscular, shy yet passionate. I love 
to laugh and not afraid to cry. I like 
weight lifting, watching movies, quiet 
dinners, walking hand in hand. Looking 
for a SF, any race, 40-50, NlS, NID, in 
Portland area. 1f5448 (6123) 
DO YOU VALUE HONESTY, authentic-
ity, risk-taking, innercourage?lsacom-
mitment, connection, soulmate what 
you're looking for? Is self-discovery & 
growfh an important part of your inner 
life? Are sensuality, sexuality and pas-
sion some of the ways you bridge your 
inner-self to your outer life? Are jibs, 
jibes, mains and mizzens a way to con-
nect you with nature's wo~d? If so, and 
you area NID, NlS, around28-35 woman, 
then th is man wants to hear from you. 
Letter wlphoto appreciated. 1f5462 (61 
23) 
FUN FRIEND- I'm looking for a female 
summer friend to hang out with, play 
tennis, surf and simply enjoy the season. 
Call me for a good timel 1f5435 (6123) 
FUN GlN FROM CALIF.- DWM, profes-
sional, inteiligenL and caring. NffWto Port-
land, likes music, boating and the out-
doors. Looking for friend to share the 
summer. n you're 30-40, N/S, and love to 
laugh, give me a call. 1f5418 (6116) 
FUNNY. but notfunny lookin'! Handsome, 
witty. tall. Would love humorous, creative 
SF, 21-30, for partner in crimes of the 
heart You will have fun. 1f5426 (6/16) 
I AM A VERY HANDSOME SWM with 
substance. 29, 6'1", 185Ibs., NlS, col-
lege educated, muscular well-defined 
body. I am honest, caring, thoughtful, 
faithful , easy-going, sincere, a little shy 
at f i rs~ but given a chance am fun and 
communicative. I am a business owner 
who also works for a modeling agency. 
I en joy being outside, exercising, eating 
right keeping active, music, sun, travel , 
all fitness-type activities. Seeking SWF, 
20s to 31 with similar interests who is 
very attractive and considerate to oth-
ers. Your response gets my picture and 
more information. Please write or call: 
P.O. Box 451 . Saco. ME. 04072: 1t5360 
person of the week 
REDEFINE ROMANCE- DWf, 30, resourceful, 
spontaneous, wild at heart, seeking responsive, 
seductive, wild heart tamer. No experience 
necessary. Will train. Call now for audition. 
11" 5421 (GIl G) 
Each week, a Casco Bay Weekly personal ad is chosen as CBW's "Person of the Week" and is 
awarded two free movie rentals, compliments of Videoport. All personal ads are entered in the 
drawing. 
DWM COLLEGE GRAD- "The original 
Mr. Mom", the answer to the working 
single mother's dreams, coastal loca-
tion preferred. Love animals. too. CBW 
Box 073. 1f5464 (6/23) 
DWM, 49 AND TIRED of being alone. 6' , 
BA/gray, overweig ht, seeki ng not overly 
bright SlDWF, 25-40, blue/red/blonde, 
trim, NlS for fun times and companion-
ship this summer. 1t5451 (6123) 
ENLIGHTENMENT- Two SWM profes-
sionals. 27. belielle in fun and more fun. 
We refuse to grow up. Join us and our 
outdoor toys ... bikes, etc ... P.S. Van 
rules ... photos. 1f5439 (6123) 
FROM ADAM TO NOW- Single 23 y.o. 
Asian male. Wilhthe right lady, I'll enjoy 
travelling , dancing. adventure. You 're 
going to have interests yOU'd like to 
share also. 1f5454 (6123) 
GEM IN MY EYE- Almost 6'. well -prfr-
served, active, nature lover. very young 
at heart, seeks an attractive, feminine 
companion to share the mysteries of 
life. 30-40. 1f5466 (6/23) 
HANDSOME, intelligent, energetic SWM, 
25, would like to meet open-minded, 
pretty, sexy, trim, SWF, 21 -28 for mov-
ies, dancing, dining out and special 
times. P.O. Box 1985, Portland. ME 
04104 1f5449 (6123) 
HI, I'M A SWM, 37, prolessional artist 
that some say is attractive, definitely 
d i fferen~ that loves Harleys, tattoos, 
music, fun times and quiettimes. Look-
ingfor attractive, well-built SWF,20-30, 
that Ii kes same. who isn·t fickle 0 r moody. 
If tharsyou, let's meet and seewhere it 
goes. 1f5450 (6123) 
MAN, 41 , BROKE & UNEMPLOYED, but 
eternally optimistiC, seeks woman in 
Similar position to share strengths and 
strategies. 1f5412 (6116) 
MISANTHROPIC CYNICAL AND ASO-
CIAL MAN, late 2Os, seeks simila~y 
inclined woman to spend a summer 
indoors watching one bad movie after 
another. 1f5406 (6116) 
SOME ONE SPECIAL SWM, 40+, enjoy 
camping, bowling. skiing, walking, en-
joy nature's beauty. Seeking SWF, 39-
46, with similar interests to share life 
with. It's too short. 1f5413 (6116) 
SWM NIS, PHYStCALL Y FIT and men-
tally stable, seeks woman whose inter-
ests include film, mUSIC, literature and 
travel. She must be active, attractive, 
funny, intuitive, sensitive and possess a 
warm heart and gentle soul. Femmes 
fatales need not reply. If you lit my 
description 01 the perfect soulmate 
please respond. CBW Box 074. 1t5467 
(6123) 
SWM, 25, looking forward to meeting a 
wonderful SWF, 25-30. I would love to 
meet you for a nice dinner and dancing. 
1f5457 (6123) 
SWM, 25, new to Maine. Attentive lis-
tener. Ocean lover. Bruce Cockburn. 
Clasped hands. Kite flyer. Romantic 
walks. Friendship/companionwith SWF 
of similar age. These are a few of my 
favorite things. 1f5446 (6123) 
SWM, 28, ATTRACTIVE professional, 
fitness-minded. NlS. Enjoy outdoors, 
humor, beach, quieltimes. SeekingSWF, 
any age, towine, dine, dance& have fun, 
hopefully more. 1t5422 (6116) 
SWM. 31 . 5'9". 1751, BRIBR, attractive, 
young-looki ng, phylit, i ntel li ge~ under-
standing and diverslfied. Inleresls include 
outdoor activities, cooking, staying in 
shape, deep conversation and more. Seek 
attractive, intelligent, well-rounded F, 23-
30, for companionship, maybe more. 
Please be sincere. 1f5404 (6/16) 
SWM, 36, SEEKS A SENSUOUS, bold, 
NlS SWF lor fu n times, romance, tender 
lovIOg care. I enJOY movies, sports, danc-
109. all music, keeping fit. CBW Box 070. 
1t5425 (6/16) 
SWM, 45, looking for NlS WF concerned 
with economic dictatorship & suffering, 
a non-prochoicer, non-guncontrolle r 
who conforms to conscience rather than 
social diclates, who feels clever enough 
to help humanity, strives for aesthetic 
beauty, exercises, perhaps interested in 
fourth way. Letter not necessary- prefer 
phone call or number. P.O. Box 101 t . 
Saco, ME 04072. 1f5433 (6123) 
VERY ATTRACTIVE, sincere MWM, 29, 
6'0', BVBI, athletiC, down-ta-earth, warm 
sense ot humor, seeks curious, lonely 
oradventurousfemale ford iscreet, inti-
matefun. Hope to hearfromyoul 1f5461 
(6/23). 
women ( ... women 
ANOTHER CURIOUS F also looking to 
fulfill fantasy. I'm 24, attractive and fun. 
I can 'l respond to ads, no phone. so call 
me! All sincere messages answered. 
1f5434 (6123) 
BI-CURIOUS F, 26, still looking to fulfil l 
fantasy. Last ad made no connections. 
Won't you be my first? 1f5391 (6109) 
BRIGHT-but no Madame Curie. Attrac-
tiVfr- but no Cleopatra. Interested in 
meeting other lesbian(s), age 34-45, to 
share fun , food and feel ings. Sense of 
humor a must! CBW Box 072. 
I RESPOND TO ANY PERSONAL CALl BY CAWNG 1-900-370-2041 CALLS COST $1.49 A MINUTE 
First 25 words free! Place our personal Ad now! First 25 words free! 
How to respond to a personal ad: Free Headline: (IS-Character limit) 
Just call1-900-370-2D41 any time, 24 hours a day, from any touch- D D D D D D D D D D D D D D D 
tone phone! Enter the four-digit ... number of the ad you wish to respond 
to, listen to the greeting, then leave a response. (An advertiser may not 
have recorded a greeting by the time you call. You may stll leave a Free 2S,wonl Personal Ad: 
message on that person's line.) The date at the end of the ad is the last 
day to reply to that ad. You may at so choose to "browse" through all ads 
inaspec~iccategory(companionsandothersnotavailableto "browse") . 
Calls cost $1.49/min. You must be 18 or over. 
To respond to a CBW Box *, address mail to Casco Bay Weekly, 551A 
Congress SI. , Portland, ME 04101, making sure to print the three-digit 
CBW Box * clearly in the lower left-hand comer of the envelope. 
How to place your personal ad: 
To place a FREE ad with Personal Call®, fill out the coupon and mail 
or FAX it (775-1615) to us. (~faxing, please photocopy the coupon fimt 
and then fax it. The newsprint doesn't reproduce welL) The deadline for 
receiving personal ads is Monday at noon. FREE ads are 25 words or less 
and run for two weeks. No free ads will be accepted over the phone. Ads 
with more than 25 words cost 50¢ per add~ionat word. We'll send you a 
four-dig~ ... number(to be printed in your ad) and asix-dig~ security code 
for exclusive access to your responses through an BOO-line at no cost to 
you. 
CBW Box h and P.O. Box *s cost $20 per two-week ad. Ads may be 
paid for with Visa or MasterCard, or local check or cash. 
How to use your Personal call® mailbox: 
After you receive your" number and private security code, you may 
record your personal introduction. Use your introduction to teil more 
about yourself than your ad does. Give your first name, but DON'T give 
your last name, phone number or address. Make sure you ask your callers 
to leave their names, phone numbers and the best times to call them. All 
introductions are reviewed by CBW and go on line within 24 hours. 
Guidelines: 
Personal ads are ENailable for aing'e people seeking relationships. Ads seeking to buy or sell sexual 
service. will be refused. No full nsmet!, slreet addresses or phone numbers will be published. Ads 
containing explicit &8xual or anatomical language w ill not be published. We reserve the right to edit 
refuse or recategorize any ad . Advertisers must be over 18 years of age. 
o Yes, I agree to record my voice greeting 
upon recievjng my Personal Call Code. 
categOry: 
o women" men 
O men" women 
o women" women 




(':INe cannot print your ad without it.) 
phone: ____________ _ 
nrune: ____________ __ 
address: _____________ _ 
city: ______________ _ 
state: ________ zip: _____ _ 
First 25 words & headline: _--,-FREE=~_ 
add'i words @ .50 each: ____ _ 
Personal Call®: _---'-F-'-'REE=-__ 
CBW Box or P .O . Box (add $20): ____ _ 
Total: ____ _ 
GWF, 35, NIGHT OWL- Does womyn in 
music inspire your emotional desire 
increaseyourspiritual awareness, warm 
your heart? Seeking acoustic/electric 
GF musicians for friendship and sharing 
creative harmonics! 1f5452 (6123) 
MBiF DESIRES to explore another. Ath-
letic but curvaceous, very casual, I laugh 
attelevision because it is so lame, (Peter 
Jennings excepted), love political is-
sues, silly parties, and women more 
interested in Investing in their minds 
than breast implants. 1fS445 (6123) 
men ... men 
19, Bi, greaVyoung looking & shape, you'd 
neYer suspect Seeking 13-24 for rela-
tions. Confidentiality 1 Q01f. Desperate, 
pleasehurry! P.O. Box 7001 ,Scarborough, 
ME 04074. 1f5417 (6116) 
39AND RESTLESS- Looking for a part-
nerin crime.Alllwant isto be happy the 
rest of my life with the one I am looking 
for. 1f5408 (6116) 
BiWM, 45, 5'9", masculine, healthy, safe, 
professional, looking for clean, healthy 
friends to enjoy life with. Discretion as-
sured. 1f5465 (6123) 
CLOSET OPEN BUT not a jumper. GWM, 
25, with positiveouHook seeking similar 
18-30 for friendship, possibly more. No 
head games. Just sex? Don't waste my 
time. 1f5440 (6123) 
CURIOSITY GOT THE BEST OF YOU? 
Me too! BiM wants to meet other first-
time, decisive BiM, 20-35, for fun and 
friendship. "5424 (6116) 
GOOD-LOOKING 26 y.o. GWM seeking 
same for fun times and friendship, and 
possibly more. Interests include travel, 
sports and danCing. Please call soon. 
1f5463 (6123) 
INTELLIGENT MAN, in-shape, attrac-
tive, 38;wantsathletic, honest manwilh 
brains: trade Taoist/Tantric massage, 
casual wresHing, nude sunbathing, en-
gaging conversation, possibly much 
more. "5460 (6123) 
LEAVE YOUR VOGUEING and 'Like a 
Virgin' CD at the door. This GWM, 21, 
thinks Madonna is iust another (some-
times) blonde bimbo. If you feel likfr-
wise, enjoy movies, sports, and classic 
rock, drop me a line. CBW Box 069. 
1f5416 (6116) 
TAKE A CHANCE- If you're t8-22, greal 
looking, young & restless, and in search of 
summer fun, then this bold and beaUtiful 
BiWM, 25, wants you. 1f5458 (6123) 
WRESTLER WANlED- This35y.o. bikini-
clad, 1601bs. guy is still seeking a worthy 
opponent for a friendly wrestling match. 
Call and let's tangle. 1f5407 (6116) 
others 
ANYONE INTERESTED in joining a local 
swingers club for friends and fun? Call, 
don't be shy. 1fS444 (6123) 
ATTRACTIVE HAPPILY MWC, both 
working professionals, seek attractive 
BiM for friendship, fun and fantasies. 
Must be clean & discreet. CBW Box 068. 
ATTRACTIVE, physically fit young MWC 
would like to meet other couples or 
singles for friendship and good times. 
1f5420 (6116) 
COUPLE LOOKING FOR COUPLE(S), 25-
35."e're heaijhy, fit, happily married, 
NlS, NID. Looking to share fun, friends, 
fantasies with adventurous, outgoing 
couple(s). Discretion expected & as-
sured. 1f5411 (6116) 
JUDY- HAD THE CHICKEN SALAD ... it 
wasn't good! When I'm with you, I can 
almost touch Ihe stars! Thanx for your 
inspiration and company! I'm so happy 
that we met! With respect-JOEL. 1f5441 
(6/23) 
MALE NOVICE EXHIBITIONIST (next 
time first time), seeks female to enter-
tain, suggestions or your wish. (P.S. 
1f5958 call, I did, but too late.) 1f5405 
(6/16) 
MALE, THIRTIES, would like to meet 
others interested in visiting local nude 
beaches. 1f5459 (6123) 
MWC SEEKS SAME, Intro to hedonism 
is our aim! 1f5427 (6116) 
SEARCHING- Would like to meet the 
lady in the second balcony, aisle 4, box 
E, seat 50, at the Melissa Etheridge 
concert. 1f5453 (6123) 
WM Sl:EKS FEMALE for fun fantasy, or as 
partner for other couple ads. Also inter-
ested in couples seeki ng male. flIJe not 
important All answered. 1f5456 (6123) 
companions 
EXTENDAHELPING CAR! Single parent 
father of autistic child seeks friendsl 
samaritans for transportation to laun-
dry, shopping, non-Medicaid appoint-
ments, possi bly other eIIents. Live 302 
near Westbrook/Windham line. 
THANKS!! 1f5388 
Searching 
ernie oak By Lynda Barry 
ARE. STUDYJNG Y THE PEOPLE FO~ ,HE 
PEO?LE OF HIE I'EOPLE"AND I LooK oVT 
THE WINDOW PAST THE HEADS of HIE 
PEOPLE IN Row ONE TO SE.E MR..GAn:S 
wALKING FREE. BETWE.E.N BVILDING A 
AND BVILOING B. OvR PRINCIPAL IS -
WALKING WIT\-\ ~IM. )T LOOKS lIKt: 
n'H,Y ARc LAV6\-\ING AT A Jo"€:. 
\-\r TOLD US I-\E WALKS DOWN TkE HALLS 
AND \-IE. \5 D\SGUSTE;D BY W\-\AT \-\E SEES. 
I WALK PAST Tke DOoR TO l-\IS OFFICE. 
AND FEEL \\-\£ SAME EXAc.T WAY, HE 
TELLS US A FEW SAD KIDS ARE RUINtNG 
T\-\I\-IG5 FOR TrlE GOOD KIDS AND I sir 
AN~ woNDER AM I SAO oR GOOD? I 
LIKE. W~ARING PANTS, M'( ONLY "A" IS 
IN CR€ATI\lc WRl'nNG,ANO \ DI6 AfROS. 
AND LoNG \1,0.,1\1. ON GUYs. W~AT \ DoN'T' 
0\(, IS MR . GATES AND TtiE PRINCIPAL 
OVT510 E OF MY CLASSROOM WINDoW 
LAvG\-\ING, 
Jun~4,1992 3S 
THIS ScHOOL SVCKED BE-FORE , Bur EVER 
SINCE HIE DAY MR . GAlES PVNCHED 
JEFF \-IILL IN THE FAC'<- AND GOT AWAY 
WIT'I-I IT TI-\I: SUCKING \-lAS GOTIE N 
\-\VGE. THE(l.£ AR'2. FI('~TS EVeRy DAY 
AND AT T\-IE A'SSEM6LY THE PRINCIPAL 
SI\ID Tf\E ?RO\3\.I2M IS COMING FROM Tfle 
FACT OF GIRLS WEM.ING t'A.NT5 To 
SCHOOl.. IN'STEAD OF DRESSES, Too Mvcti 
CREATI'-JE \'.IRITlNG, AND BLACKS GROWING 
AI'~oS. l-\E SAID "HAIRSTYLES" BVT HE 
MEAN r Af9.oS . AND LONG HAIR ON WHllE_ 
GoYS . 
WI-\AI I DON'1 DIG IS BE I NG CALLED 
lioNK'{ IN ll-\'€ I-\ALL BY PeoPLE \tYkO 
TI-\\N'r( 'e'CCAV5E \'M Wt\I'E. I DIG MR. 
GAHS. OUR SCHOOL IS LI KE A WAR 
W\-\'C~E E'lJER':lONE GoT' BoRN (N T\-\,€IR 
UNIFOP-MS. IS GoD IN \-ItA"E N lAVGKING 
AI \)5 THE WAY T\-\E PRINCIPAL AND MR . 
GATES ARE LAVGI-\ING NOW? OR Do YoU 
liEA\l. \-l. IM W\-\ISPERING T'o 'You LIKE I DO? 
I\-\E VOICE SA'(ING "FIGkT \I FIGkT 11 
rIG'r\T IT." AND Yov KNOW T~E INSTRV('-









calls cost $1.49/min, Touch Tone Phones Only 
18 yrs, or older, Casco Bay Weekly. 775-6601 
Throughout June, all women 
placing personal ads receive 
45 words ABSOLU.TELY 
FREE! So don't hesitate! 
Place your ad today using the 
order form on page 34, 
and meet someone new! 
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June 14, 1992 
S, Portland 
I 767 6500 Only 5 minutes 
I Fo ' from Downtown 
I cU=.nd EloctronK:O Portland. I r---------------------, 
I FREE SAIL INSPECTION I 
I with coupon I 
I one sail per customer I X expo 6/11/92 I 
I 
Portland Sail I 
and RIGGING co_ I 
I I 
I 58 Fore Street, Portland I 
~-328.000~----------~k»---~ 
I (,is Quality Bicycle Sales I 
I ~~:::--~" and Seroice since 1981 I 
I -!l I/'" I 
I ~ 15% off I 
I (,) ANY REPAIR I 
: WITH THIS COUPON ~ 
I exp.6/15/92 X 59 Federal Street 
I Portland, ME 04101 Monday-Friday 10-5:30 
! BE~~;L~~~SKY'S • PLENTY~~~:E~:~~KING ! 1----------------------- ..... 
I ~~ I 
X • lio.,l" l 
TPOfrland : 
R1sQY1fl~~Co. CRACKERS I 
369 Forest Ave, Portland $1.15 each I 
772-9784 h h I 
I Mon-Fri 8-5. Sat 9-12 wit t is coupon I 
I Visa. M/C. Disc & Amex expires 6/11/92 I 
:- Imrl:::;ljt~m.~~'!:;'~ W'ad!q41i'i:i:::ilii~ii.f*"ifill:l; - -r 
: lm 0 ~ 118' snCDU i'\i : 
I ~I ~ift rJ3as(,.et 20% ornr I' I 
I 'f# ':J I)' "J .I .I ;;l'~ I 
I .1; Catuffe Sfw'P Scent,ed ~ar Candles ~! I 
I .1$ ~Ith thiS coupon ,~t I 
I~;::I 138 Ocean Street Expires June 3D, 1992, i t! o..p 
I i t So. Portland, ME • 799-8004 • Open 7 Days nt " 
~ t,:!'ii;~ @!~nifiqppJ.:I::t.mtl?i46~'fjt1Im:J;6atdHi1::li:l}Ii; _ ~ 
: NO ONE IS SAFE : 
I DATE RAPE > I 
V ASSAULT THEY NEVER END...... II 
c!b BREAK INS 
Don't become a victim; learn seH defense strategies - I 
6 weeks Reg, $60, Now save 50% w/coupon, expires 6/18/92, I 
Call for appointment - Director Carl H. Hoffses I L _ 799-0607 ~e~e ~~ and~Umb~(We'~etur:..call) __ ~ J 
We'll cut our best price 
on fitness 
if you will. 
r--------------------I 
1 Three Months. $129 : 
I, I 
I ' WIth Coupon. I 
I I 
: ' Offer Expires June 3D, 1992 I 
--------------- ______ 1 
You'll never know 'til you try! 
(207) 772-5444 
One City Center· Portland, ME 
*New joining members only. 
Evening Chemical Dependency 
Treatment Prog ra m 
Now you can go on with your life while you deal with 
your chemical dependency problems 
Jackson Brook Institute's new Evening Outpatient Program is designed so Ihat 
you can have access to the specialized programs and chemical dependency 
treatment professionals you need to improve your life - without a hospital stay, 
The Evening Chemical Dependency Treatment Program is private, confidential, 
affordable - and convenient. So, please, don't wait another day to get help with 
your alcohol or drug problem, 
Call Jackson Brook Institute today at the number below and ask to lalk to a 
professional about our Evening Outpatient Program for chemical dependencies. 
Evening Chemical Dependency Treatment Program 




175 Running >1.11 Rood 
South Portlond. ME 
207 , 761 ' 2200 
1-aOO-JBI-2200 
